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Abstract
Abstract
This thesis focuses on matching under ordinal preferences, i.e. problems where agents
may be required to list other agents that they find acceptable in order of preference. In
particular, we focus on two main cases: the popular matching and the kidney exchange
problem. These problems are important in practice and in this thesis we develop novel
algorithms and techniques to solve them as combinatorial optimisation problems. The
first part of the thesis focuses on one-sided matching on a bipartite graph, specifically
the popular matching. When the participants express their preferences in a cardinal or-
der, the most common desire is to maximise a utility function, for example finding the
maximum weight or minimum cost matching. If preferences are ordinal in nature, one
might want to guarantee that no two applicants are inclined to form a coalition in order
to maximise their welfare, thus finding a stable matching is needed. Therefore, negoti-
ating the size and the optimality of the matching with respect to agents’ preferences is
a problem that occurs naturally. Popularity is a concept that offers an attractive trade-
off between these two notions. In short, a popular matching is a matching in which the
majority of the participants will decide on a matchingM . In particular, we examine the
popular matching in the context of constraint programming using global constraints.
We discuss the possibility to find a popular matching even for the instances that does
not admit one.
The second part of the thesis focuses on non-bipartite graphs, i.e. the kidney exchange
problem, a recent innovation that matches patients in need of a kidney to willing liv-
ing donors. Kidney transplant is the most effective treatment to cure end-stage renal
disease, affecting one in every thousand European citizens. Chronic kidney disease
is a life threatening health issue that affects millions of people worldwide. Motivated
by the observation that the kidney exchange is inherently a stochastic online problem,
first, we give a stochastic online method. This methos is more general and provides
an expected value estimation that is correct within the limit of sampling errors. Sec-
ond, we show that by taking into consideration a probabilistic model of future arrivals
and drop-offs, we can get reduce sampling scenarios, and we can even construct a
sampling-free probabilistic model, called the Abstract Exchange Graph (AEG). A fi-
nal contribution of this thesis is related to finding robust solutions when uncertainty
occurs. Uncertainty is inherent to most real world problems. For instance in the case
of Kidney Exchange Problem (KEP), if a pair pools out from the solution we need to
find a repair solution quickly to limit the impact to other pairs. We propose a method
that exploits a Logic-Based Benders Decomposition to find super solutions to an opti-
misation problem.
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Sommario
Sommario
L’obiettivo di questa tesi è quello di studiare problemi di matching (accoppiamento)
con preferenze ordinali, i.e. problemi dove è necessario che gli agenti esprimono le
loro preferenze in una lista ordinata.
La prima parte della tesi si concentra su problemi di matching unilaterale in un grafo
bipartito: il popular matching. Se i partecipanti esprimono le loro preferenze in ordine
cardinale, il modo più comune è di massimizzare una funzione di utilità, per esempio
trovare il peso massimo oppure il costo minimo del matching. Se le preferenze sono
fornite in modo ordinale, si dovrebbe garantire che nessuno dei due partecipanti creasse
una coalizione in modo da massimizzare il proprio welfare, quindi trovare un matching
stabile è necessario. Quindi negoziare il matching tra la dimensione e ottimalità con
rispetto alle preferenze degli agenti è un problema che si verifica in modo naturale.
Il concetto di popolarità (popularity) offre un compromesso di queste due nozioni.
Brevemente, un matching popolare è un matching in cui la maggioranza degli agenti
scelgono il matching M . In particolare, esaminiamo il matching popolare nel contesto
di constraint programming (programmazione a vincoli) facendo uso dei vincoli globali.
Discutiamo la possibilitá di trovare un matching popolare anche per le istanze che non
ne ammettono una.
La seconda parte della tesi si concentra su un grafo non-bipartito, i.e. lo scambio dei
reni - kidney exchange problem (KEP), un’innovazione recente che accoppia i pazienti
bisognosi di un rene a donatori viventi disponibili. Il trapianto dei reni è il trattamento
più efficace per chi soffre di un’insufficienza renale all’ultimo stadio, che colpisce una
persone su mille nei paesi europei. Molto spesso un paziente bisognoso di un trapianto
ha un amico o familiare che sono disposti a donare il loro rene. Tuttavia, a causa delle
differenze del tipo di sangue e la presenza di certe proteine nel sangue, il donatore
potenziale potrebbe risultare incompatibile con il paziente. Quindi un trapianto non
può essere effettuato, oppure se si decide di procedere comunque il paziente sareb-
be ad alto rischio di respingere il rene del donatore. La malattia renale cronica è un
gravissima problema per la salute che colpisce milioni di persone al mondo. Motivati
dall’osservazione che lo scambio dei reni è un problema online intrinsicamente sto-
castica, Per primo, diamo un metodo stocastico online che è più generale e forniamo
una stima del valore atteso che è corretta entro i limiti degli errori di campionamento.
Secondo, facciamo vedere che prendendo in considerazione un modello probabilisti-
co di nuovi arrivi e uscite, ci liberiamo degli scenari e possiamo costruire un modello
probabilistico senza campionamento, chiamato Abstract Kidney Exchange (AEG). Un
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Sommario
contributo finale di questa tesi e’ relativo a trovare soluzioni robuste considerando delle
incertezze. Proponiamo un metodo sfruttando la Logic Based Benders Decomposition
per trovare le super soluzioni di un problema di ottimizzazione. Il master si occupa
del problema originale, mentre i sottoproblemi cercano di trovare soluzioni da riparare
ogni perturbanza.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"In God we trust, all others must bring data." W. Edwards Deming
1.1 Motivation
Matching problems involving preferences are motivated in practice in widespread
applications, such as the assignment of children to schools, junior doctors to
hospitals, kidney transplant patients to donors and so on [Manlove et al., 2007,
Kavitha and Nasre, 2009, Irving, 2007a, Gardenfors, 1975, Biró, 2008]. Given the
applications of matching problems, and the implications of a participant’s alloca-
tion in a matching for their quality of life, it is of paramount importance that the
matching algorithms that drive such applications should optimise in some sense
the satisfaction of the participants according to their preferences [Manlove, 2013,
Gale and Shapley, 1962]. Since execution time is a very important requirement in prac-
tice, a lot of the research effort has gone into developing efficient algorithms for solv-
ing these matching problems [Hebrard et al., 2004b, Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005a,
Hebrard and Walsh, 2005]. These factors have led to a lot of research activity in the
area.
This thesis investigates two important variants of matching theory, and shows how
Constraint Programming and Operational Research can be applied to combinatorial
optimisation problems. These problems are growing in importance and we address the
design, analysis and real-world applications of matching problems of indivisible goods,
1
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such as the popular matching problem and the kidney exchange problem. We focus
on the creation of new mathematical models for these problems that more accurately
reflects the reality, and the development of optimal models that can be deployed in
practice.
1.2 Matching Under Ordinal Preferences
Matching problems involve the assignment of a set (or sets) of agents to one another,
subject to some criteria. In many cases the agents form two disjoint sets, and we seek
to assign the agents in one set to those in the other.
We focus on the case where agents have ordinal preferences over a subset of the others,
meaning that there is a notion of first choice, second choice, and so on. For example a
student who is applying for admission to university might rank in order of preference
a small list of available universities, i.e. four universities. Similarly, the universities
might form a ranking of their applicants according to some academic criteria.
Matching problems with preferences can be classified into three major groups:
A. bipartite matching problems with two-sided preferences, where the agents can
be partitioned into two disjoint sets, and each member of one set ranks a sub-
set of the members of the other set in order of preference. Example appli-
cations include assigning junior doctors to hospitals [NRMP, 2019, car, 2019],
pupils to schools [Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2005] and school- leavers to universi-
ties [Biró, 2008].
B. bipartite matching problems with one-sided preferences consist of partitioning
the agents into two disjoint sets, but each member of only one set ranks a subset
of the members of the other set in order of preference. Example applications in-
clude campus housing allocation problem [Chen and Snmez, 2002] , DVD rental
markets [Abraham et al., 2006] and assigning reviewers to conference papers
[Garg et al., 2010].
C. non-bipartite matching problems with preferences, where the agents form a sin-
gle homogeneous set, and each agent ranks a subset of the others in order of
preference. Example applications include stable roommates problem, form-
ing pairs of agents for chess tournaments [Kujansuu et al., 1999], finding kid-
ney exchanges involving incompatible patient–donor pairs [Roth et al., 2004,
Wallis et al., 2011, Dickerson et al., 2012b].
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For bipartite matching problems with preferences, an extensively studied problem is
the classical Stable Marriage Problem (SM)[Gale and Shapley, 1962], in which the
participants consist of two disjoint sets of agents, say n men and n women, each of
whom ranks all members of the opposite sex in order of preference and a matching is
just a one-one mapping between the two sets. Note that we henceforth use the term
agents to refer to those participants in matching problems who have preference lists.
Hence, the agents in a SM instance are the men and women.
In [Gale and Shapley, 1962] the authors showed that, given an SM instance of size n,
a stable matching can always be found in polynomial-time, and moreover they also
provided an O(n2) algorithm to find such a matching. The algorithm involves a se-
quence of marriage proposals made by the members of one sex to the members of the
other. Each proposal is followed by either an acceptance or a rejection. Proposals are
accepted if the person being proposed to is either unmatched or prefers the proposer
to his/her current partner, in which case his/her current partner is rejected in favour of
the new proposal. Proposals are rejected if the person being proposed to already has
a partner he/she prefers to the proposer. The algorithm can be executed with the men
doing the proposing (man-oriented) or with the women doing the proposing (woman-
oriented). Agents of the proposing set start with the most preferred agents on their
preference lists and make proposals until they are accepted. If they ever get rejected
due to their partner getting a better proposal from someone else, they continue by mak-
ing a proposal to the next agent on their preference list. The algorithm terminates when
all parties involved are matched.
Men’s preferences: Women’s preferences:
m1 : w1, w2, w3, w4 w1 : m4, m3, m2, m1
m2 : w2, w1, w4, w3 w2 : m3, m4, m1, m2
m3 : w3, w4, w1, w2 w3 : m2, m1, m4, m3
m4 : w4, w3, w2, w1 w4 : m1, m2, m3, m4
<latexit sha1_base64="ddJ1EtSZD0uNlI4MWIfDI3mbiWs=">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</latexit>
Figure 1.1: An instance of SM
For example in Figure 1.1, we have a set of 4 men and a set of 4 women, seeking for a
match, and there are 10 stable matchings [Knuth, 1976]:
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M1 = {(m1, w1), (m2, w2), (m3, w3), (m4, w4)},
M2 = {(m1, w2), (m2, w1), (m3, w3), (m4, w4)},
M3 = {(m1, w1), (m2, w2), (m3, w4), (m4, w3)},
M4 = {(m1, w2), (m2, w1), (m3, w4), (m4, w3)},
M5 = {(m1, w2), (m2, w4), (m3, w1), (m4, w3)},
M6 = {(m1, w3), (m2, w1), (m3, w4), (m4, w2)},
M7 = {(m1, w3), (m2, w4), (m3, w1), (m4, w2)},
M8 = {(m1, w3), (m2, w4), (m3, w2), (m4, w1)},
M9 = {(m1, w4), (m2, w3), (m3, w1), (m4, w2)},
M10 = {(m1, w4), (m2, w3), (m3, w2), (m4, w1)}.
Alternatively to SM, preference lists for bipartite matching problems can be one-
sided. An example of this type of problem is the House Allocation problem (HA)
[Abraham et al., 2004], where an attempt is made to allocate a set H of objects (e.g.,
houses, posts etc) using a one-one mapping among a set A of agents, each of whom
ranks a subset of H in order of preference.
In addition to bipartite matching problems, non-bipartite matching problems
are also widely studied. In the classical Stable Roommates problem (SR)
[Gale and Shapley, 1962, Irving, 1985], the participants consist of a single set of agents
each of whom ranks the others in order of preference, and a matching is a partition of
the set into disjoint pairs of roommates.
1.3 The Popular Matching Problem
In the one sided bipartite graph, each applicant has an ordinal preference list, ranking
the subset of items in order of his preference (first choice, second choice, and so on).
We seek to match applicants to items in which no applicant is matched with more than
one item, and no item is matched with more than one applicant. We will consider that
the preference lists are not strictly ordered, for example an applicant might have two
items as first choice in his preference list (a tie).
Consider the example below with three applicants and three items, and the respective
preference list:
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Figure 1.2: An instance of popular matching
Let M and M′ be two arbitrary matchings in a given instance I and let P(M,M′) denote
the set of agents who prefer M to M′. We say that M is more popular than M′ if
|P(M,M′)| > |P(M′,M)|, i.e. the number of agents who prefer M to M′ is greater than the
number of agents who prefer M′ to M. A matching M in I is popular if there is no other
matching M′ in I that is more popular than M [Abraham et al., 2007a]. In Figure 1.2,
consider the three symmetrical matchings:
M1 = {(a1, p1), (a2, p2), (a3, p3)}
M2 = {(a1, p3), (a2, p1), (a3, p2)}
M3 = {(a1, p2), (a2, p3), (a3, p1)}
It is easy to verify that none of these matchings is popular, since M1 < M2, M2 < M3,
and M3 < M1. In fact, this instance admits no popular matching, the problem being
that the more popular than relation is not acyclic. The popular matching problem is to
determine if a given instance admits a popular matching and to find such a matching,
if one exists.
Gardenfors [Gardenfors, 1975] first introduced the notion of a popular matching,
the author referres to this concept as a majority assignment in the context of vot-
ing theory. We remark that the more popular concept can be traced back even fur-
ther to the Condorcet voting protocol. Popular matchings were then considered by
[Sng and Manlove, 2010] in the context of the House Allocation (HA) problem. They
showed that popular matchings need not exist, given an instance of HA, and also noted
that popular matchings can have different cardinalities. In [Abraham et al., 2007a] au-
thors described an O(n + m) algorithm for finding a maximum cardinality popular
matching (henceforth a maximum popular matching) if one exists, given an instance
of HA. They also described an O(
√
nm) counterpart for the House Allocation with
ties (HAT) problem.
There exist in the literature a number of efficient algorithms for solving popular match-
ing problems, e.g. [Abraham et al., 2007b]. In [Huang and Kavitha, 2013, Biró, 2008]
the authors design the popular matching for the stable marriage problem and the room-
mates problem. In [Acharyya et al., 2014] they count the number of popular matchings
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in the House Allocation Problem. In [Mestre, 2006] the author studied the weighted
version of popular matching problem. However, in real world situations, additional
constraints are often needed. In many cases, the new problem is intractable and the
original algorithms become useless.
1.4 Kidney Exchange Problem
The Kidney exchange is a recent innovation that matches patients in need of a kidney
to willing donors. In a non-bipartite graph, we can model the kidney exchange problem
by constructing a pair (patient, donor) for each patient, and an directed edge between
any two pairs where the incompatible donor for one patient is compatible with the
other patient, and viceversa. An edge (pi,pj) in a matching corresponds to a pairwise
kidney exchange, in which pj receives a kidney from pi’s donor in exchange for pi
receiving a kidney from pj’s donor. Preference lists can be constructed on the basis of
compatibility profiles between donors and patients.
For example, (Mary and Carlos) and (Amir and Shauna) are two incompatible pairs,
where Mary wants to donate a kidney to Carlos, but they do not match; Amir wants
to donate to Shauna, but they do not match. Mary is a match for Shauna, and Amir
matches Carlos. Swapping donors and patients in this case allows both transplants to
happen. An exchange cycle (or simply “cycle”) involves a sequence of matches where
the donor of one pair donates to the candidate in the next pair along the cycle. The
cycle is completed when the donor in the last pair gives a kidney to the candidate in
the first pair [Roth et al., 2005]. An "altruistic" donor can initiate chains of transplants
in the pool that end by transplanting a candidate on the deceased donor waiting list,
called domino-paired donation (DPD) [Roth, 2008].
Traditionally, a KEP pool is managed through a sequence of match runs, whereby at
regular intervals, the pool is assessed and a solution consisting of cycles and chains
is determined such that no pair is simultaneously involved in more than one cycle
or chain. In larger pools, there are many cycles and/or chains and consequently
many possible solutions. The preferred selection would ideally be determined by
some objective function, such as maximising the total number of potential transplants
[Roth et al., 2004]. In cycles there is a practical limitation that all transplants should
be performed simultaneously in order to avoid the possibility of a scheduled donor
opting to leave the pool prior to donation. Without this restriction, the possibility ex-
ists that a donor will donate a kidney without the associated candidate obtaining a
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transplant. For this reason, if any one of the transplants in a proposed cycle cannot
be completed, none of the selected transplants in the cycle can proceed. On the other
hand, if one of the transplants in a proposed chain segment cannot be completed, trans-
plants prior to the point of failure can still proceed since the issue of an untransplanted
candidate with no donor does not arise [Ashlagi et al., 2011, Anderson et al., 2015].
Failure to proceed with a proposed solution can occur for a number of reasons, includ-
ing a positive laboratory crossmatch, a candidate or physician declining an assigned
donor, or donors or candidates having to leave the pool due to illness or other reasons
[Dickerson et al., 2013].
Recent studies suggest that optimisation methods which take into account the prob-
ability that selected transplants fail to proceed to actual transplantation can improve
upon schemes that ignore this uncertainty [Dickerson et al., 2013, Alvelos et al., 2015,
Pedroso, 2014]. However, these programs run offline, at prefixed intervals, we ar-
gue that the problem is intrinsically a dynamic problem which evolves in time. In
[Ünver, 2010] he provides initial analysis on dynamic kidney exchange, but does not
include chains in the program. In [Pedroso, 2014] they develop a dynamic scheme,
considering even the case of compatible pairs, however the program still runs at fixed
terms. In [Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015] the authors build a future match frame-
work, learning the potentials of pairs in an offline graph.
1.5 Contribution and Thesis Structure
In this section, we discuss the structure of this thesis, along with the contributions of
each chapter and the overall contributions of the methods presented in the thesis.
Background
Chapter 2 begins by presenting an introduction to the field of optimisation in combina-
torial problems. We give a brief overview of several important results from matching
theory; some of these will subsequently be used by the algorithms that we will de-
scribe in this thesis. Instances of constraint programming, integer programming and
Logical-based Benders Decomposition are shown as high level encoding.
Popular Matching Problem
In Chapter 3 we address the popular matching problem. First we show how to encode
the problem in a constraint programming context. Second, we show how to optimally
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solve the popular matching with ties in the preference list. Third, we design solutions
for the instances that does not admit a popular matching, which we call this problem the
popular matching problem with copies. All the popular matching problems mentioned
will be solved using global constraints, and this material has appeared in the following
publications:
• Danuta Sorina Chisca, Mohamed Siala, Gilles Simonin, and Barry O’Sullivan.
"A CP-based approach for popular matching". Published in the Thirtieth AAAI
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Phoenix, Arizona, USA, pages 4202–4203,
2016. [Chisca et al., 2016]
• Danuta Sorina Chisca, Mohamed Siala, Gilles Simonin and Barry O’Sullivan.
"New Models for Two Variants of Popular Matching". Published in: 2017
IEEE 29th International Conference on Tools with Artificial Intelligence (IC-
TAI), Boston, USA. [Chisca et al., 2017]
Kidney Exchange Problem
In most matching schemes of the kidney exchange problem, the main goal is to max-
imise the number of transplants, running the program at fixed intervals.
However, in Chapter 4 we consider a dynamic setting of kidney exchange matching
problem, where patients come and leave over time. Online decision making can be
framed as a form of multi-stage stochastic optimisation. This approach typically es-
timates future developments by sampling scenarios and optimise the expected value
of current decisions. In Chapter 4 we build an online anticipatory algorithm and we
provide an expected value estimation that is correct within the limit of sampling error.
Secondly, we propose a new anticipatory algorithm which is sampling-free based and
develop an abstract exchange graph for a probabilistic method. These contributions
have appeared in the following publications:
• Danuta Sorina Chisca, Michele Lombardi, Michela Milano and Barry
O’Sullivan. From Offline to Online Kidney Exchange Optimization. Published
in: 2018 IEEE 30th International Conference on Tools with Artificial Intelli-
gence, ICTAI 2018, Volos, Greece. [Chisca et al., 2018]
• Danuta Sorina Chisca, Michele Lombardi, Michela Milano and Barry
O’Sullivan. A Sampling-free Anticipatory Algorithm for the Kidney Exchange
Problem. In Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on the Integration
of Constraint Programming, Artificial Intelligence, and Operations Research,
CPAIOR 2019, Thessaloniki, Greece. [Chisca et al., 2019b]
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We will also consider uncertainty when matching, i.e. a pair worsening once a so-
lutions is found. Many researchers focused on pair/edge failure, though we seek to
develop a method that finds a solution which is robust to these type of failures. If an
incompatibility involving one of the donors and her recipient occurs in an identified
solution, the swap is cancelled and the remaining pair must wait for the next run.
In Chapter 5, we investigate the use of Logic Based Benders Decomposition to find a
super solution for general disruptions, with application to the KEP. The master deals
with the original problem, while subproblems try to find repair solutions for each possi-
ble disruption. The results are presented in the following publication and are elaborated
in In Chapter 5:
• Danuta Sorina Chisca, Michele Lombardi, Michela Milano and Barry
O’Sullivan. Logic-Based Benders Decomposition for Super Solutions: an Ap-
plication to the Kidney Exchange Problem. In Proceedings of 25th International
Conference on Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming, CP 2019,
Stamford, USA. [Chisca et al., 2019a]
Conclusions Finally, in Chapter 6 we present some general concluding remarks and
outlook of future extensions of the work presented in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background
“I have been impressed with the urgency of doing. Knowing is not enough; we
must apply. Being willing is not enough; we must do.” Leonardo da Vinci
In this chapter we provide the necessary background to understand the matching prob-
lems. Moreover, we will focus on optimisation problems, popular matchings, and
kidney exchanges. For each of them we introduce the necessary background.
2.1 Optimisation
Numerous industrial applications of combinatorial optimisation require going beyond
a single satisfiable solution. Frequently the interest is in finding good, or the absolute
best, quality solution. For example, we might wish to define the objective function
to maximise profit, produce customer satisfaction, or to minimise cost, loss function.
Due to the potential size of the applications in practice, it is usually infeasible to com-
pute optimal allocations by hand. Centralised matching schemes automate this task by
employing algorithms to compute optimal matchings based on the input data supplied
by the participants.
A combinatorial optimisation model of a problem consists of a declarative specifi-
cation, separating the problem in the formulation and the search strategy. However,
modelling a problem is difficult as a solvable model is needed to quickly finds optimal
solutions or determines that none exist. Naturally, there are many alternative models
for a single problem; often it is not clear which one is best. In an optimisation setting,
10
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an objective function needs to be specified and optimised, i.e. maximise or minimise
an utility function. Once the model is defined it can be passed off to a solver which
will search for an optimal solution. Often, we may need to specify some heuristics
about how the solver should perform the search, such as the variable or value ordering
before the solver can effectively solve the problem.
Two common issues arise in the development of a solution: the model either does not
accurately represent the problem, or a solution is not found by the solver in reasonable
time. The former is more of a real-world problem requiring the assistance of a domain
expert, while latter may require the input of an expert in combinatorial optimisation.
2.1.1 Constraint Programming
The field of constraint programming (CP) is rapidly progressing. Constraint pro-
gramming [Rossi et al., 2006] is a powerful paradigm for solving combinatorial search
problems using a wide range of techniques from artificial intelligence, computer sci-
ence, and operations research. Constraint programming is currently applied with suc-
cess to many domains, such as scheduling, planning, vehicle routing, etc. The basic
idea in constraint programming is that the user states the constraints and a general
purpose constraint solver is used to solve them. Constraints are just relations, and a
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) states which relations should hold among the
given decision variables. For example, in scheduling activities in a company, the de-
cision variables might be the starting times and the duration of the activities and the
resources needed to perform them, and the constraints might be on the availability of
the resources and on their use for a limited number of activities at a time. Constraint
solvers take a real-world problem like this, represented in terms of decision variables
and constraints, and find an assignment to all the variables that satisfies the constraints.
The constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [Rossi et al., 2006] is defined by a tuple
〈X,D,C〉, defining the variables, domains, and constraints respectively. A solution to
a CSP consists of a mapping from each variable inX to one of the values in its domain,
such that all constraints in C are satisfied. A CP solver works by systematically trying
all possible assignments of values to the variables in a problem, to find the feasible
solutions.
Example: the 4-Queens Problem1 consists in placing four queens on a 4 × 4 chess-
board, see Figure 2.1 such that no two queens are attacking each other.
1https://developers.google.com/optimization/cp/queens
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There are two key elements to a constraint programming search:
• Propagation — Each time the solver assigns a value to a variable, the constraints
add restrictions on the possible values of the unassigned variables. For example,
in the 4-queens problem, each time the solver places a queen, it can’t place any
other queens on the row and diagonals the current queen is on. Propagation can
speed up the search significantly by reducing the set of variable values the solver
must explore.
• Backtracking occurs when either the solver can’t assign a value to the next vari-
able, due to the constraints, or it finds a solution, therefore the solver backtracks
to a previous stage and changes the value of the variable at that stage to a value
that hasn’t already been tried. In the 4-queens example, this means moving a
queen to a new square on the current column.
For instance, to model the 4-Queens Problem, we can create four variables queens,
each of them with domain D = {1, 2, 3, 4}. For any solution, queens[i] = j means
there is a queen in column i and row j.
Figure 2.1: 4-Queens problem
These constraints guarantee the three conditions for the 4-queens problem:
• no two queens on the same row
• no two queens on the same column
• no two queens on the same diagonal
These constraints can be added efficiently to the CP model. The 4-Queens problem can
be extended to N-queens, but the number of solutions goes up roughly exponentially
with the size of the board.
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2.1.1.1 Global Constraints
Global constraints define constraints over an arbitrarily sized set of variables, present-
ing many benefits for constraint programming [van Hoeve and Katriel, 2006]. Notably,
they can convey complex relationships between variables, allowing for a concise spec-
ification of a problem. More importantly, from a pragmatic perspective, this enables
higher levels of reasoning to be performed by dedicated inference algorithms, reducing
the search space significantly. For example, propagation for global constraints such as
AllDifferent and cardinality constraints can be achieved in low polynomial time using
flow-based algorithms [Régin, 1994].
The Global Constraint Catalogue [Beldiceanu et al., 2007] collects definitions for all
global constraints defined in the CP literature. Such a vast catalogue provided many
opportunities for the application of constraint programming, however one practical
issue faced by users is in identifying which one is appropriate for their problem.
All-Different
One of the most widely known, intuitive, and well studied global constraints is the
AllDifferent constraint [Régin, 1994] which simply specifies that a set of variables
must be assigned distinct values. Such a relation arises in many practical applications
such as resource allocation, e.g. to state that a resource may not be used more than
once at a single time point.
The model for the example in Figure 2.1 can can use a global constraint such as AllD-
ifferent to efficiently solve the problem. One solution of 4-Queens is shown in Fig-
ure 2.1.
Global Cardinality
The global cardinality constraint [Régin, 1996] places lower and upper bounds on
the number of occurrences of certain values amongst a set of variables. The global
cardinality constraint gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvn′ ) is a generalization of AllDifferent.
While AllDifferent requires that every value is assigned to at most one variable, the gcc
is specified on n assignment variables x1, . . . , xn and n′ count variables cv1 , . . . , cvn′
and specifies that each value vi is assigned to exactly cvi assignment variables. AllD-
ifferent, then, is the special case of gcc in which the domain of each count variable
is {0, 1}. For any tuple t ∈ Dn and value v ∈ D, let occ(v, t) be the number of
occurrences of v in t.
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The global cardinality constraint models restrictions in applications such as timetabling
when there may be a limit on the number of consecutive activity types. An exam-
ple of a problem that can be modeled with a gcc is the shift assignment problem
[Régin, 1994, van Hoeve and Katriel, 2006] in which we are given a set of workers
W = {W1, . . . ,Ws} and a set of shifts S = {S1, . . . , St} and the problem is to assign
each worker to one of the shifts while fulfilling the constraints posed by the workers
and the boss: Each worker Wi specifies in which of the shifts she/he is willing to work
and for each shift Si the boss specifies a lower and upper bound on the number of
workers that should be assigned to this shift. In the gcc, the workers would be repre-
sented by the assignment variables and the shifts by the count variables. The domain
of an assignment variable would contain the set of shifts that the respective worker is
willing to work in and the interval corresponding to each count variable would match
the lower and upper bounds specified by the boss for this shift.
2.1.2 Integer Programming
An integer programming problem is a mathematical optimisation or feasibility prob-









aijxj = bi ∀i ∈ m (2.2)
xj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ n (2.3)
xj integer for some or all j ∈ n (2.4)
This problem is called the linear integer-programming problem. It is said to be a mixed
integer program when some, but not all, variables are restricted to be integer, and is
called a pure integer programming when all decision variables must be integers. The
case where the integer variables are restricted to be 0 or 1 comes up surprising often.
Such problems are called pure (mixed) 0-1 programming problems or pure (mixed)
binary integer programming problems.
Integer-programming models arise in practically every area of application of mathe-
matical programming. One particularly simple integer problem is the Knapsack prob-
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lem [Martello and Toth, 1990]. The traditional story is that there is a knapsack, (with
capacity w0), there are a number of items, each with a weight (w) and a value (c). The









wjxj ≤ w0 (2.6)
xj ∈ {0, 1}∀j ∈ n (2.7)
Assume for example we have a knapsack (with capacity 14), and 4 items, i.e. e item 2
has weight 7 and value 11: A practical example is
max8x1 + 11x2 + 6x3 + 4x4 (2.8)
s.t.5x1 + 7x2 + 4x3 + 3x4 ≤ 14 (2.9)
xj ∈ {0, 1} (2.10)
The solution x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 0.5, x4 = 0, with value 22 is the optimal solution
to the linear program, even though is not integral. An integer solution is a x1 = 0,
x2 = 1, x3 = 1, x4 = 1 with a value of 21.
2.1.3 Super Solutions
When dealing with real world problems, efficiency and optimality may not be the only
concerns. For instance, in the kidney exchange problem further tests are performed just
hours before the surgery, and this may affect the solution found, i.e. the patient/donor
worsening. The problem is to find a matching for the kidney exchange problem re-
silient to small perturbation. The notion of fault tolerance has been introduced in the
propositional satisfiability framework by [Ginsberg et al., 1998]. A solution is fault
tolerant if a small change in the model is guaranteed not to result in a large perturba-
tion of the solution.
However, one might want the new solution to be as close as possible to the old solu-
tion. Indeed it might not be practical to change too many surgeries on short notice. A
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solution where a small perturbation, such as a pair pooling out from the solution, can
be repaired with small changes. The notion of super-models [Ginsberg et al., 1998] or
σ-models [Roy, 2001] has first been defined for Boolean satisfiability problems:
"To model this concept of fault tolerance we introduce the notion of σ-
models: these are satisfying assignments of Boolean formula for which
any small alteration, such as a single bit flip, can be repaired by another
small alteration, yielding a nearby satisfying assignment."
An (a, b) super model α is a model of a Boolean formula such that for any set of atoms
A, if |A| ≤ a, then there exists a disjoint set B such that |B| ≤ b and if we negate
α(A ∪ B) we obtain another model. Below is the definition of (1, 1) super models
from [Roy, 2001, Roy, 2006]:
Definition 2.1. A super-model of a Boolean formula F is a satisfying assignment α of
F, F (α) = 1, such that for every i, if we negate the i-th bit of α, there is another bit
j 6= i of α which we can negate to get another satisfying assignment.
Flipping a bit of a σ-model is called a break, corresponding to a “bad” event. The bit
that is flipped to get another satisfying assignment is a repair.
In [Roy, 2006] the author extended the notion of single repairability to repairability of
a sequence of breaks to a model.
Definition 2.2. A σ(r, s)-model of a Boolean formula Θ is a model of Θ such that for
every choice of at most r bit flips (the “break” set) of the model, there is a disjoint set
of at most s bits (the “repair” set) that can be flipped to obtain another model of Θ.
[Hebrard et al., 2004b] generalise this definition to constraint satisfaction on non-
Boolean domains.
Definition 2.3. A solution to a CSP is (a, b)-super solution iff the loss of the values of
at most a variables can be repaired by assigning other values to these variables, and
modifying the assignment of at most b other variables.
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Let us consider the following CSP example from [Hebrard et al., 2004b]: X, Y, Z ∈
{1, 2, 3}, X ≤ Y ∧ Y ≤ Z. The solutions to this CSP are:
<1, 1, 1>, <1, 1, 2>, <1, 1, 3>, <1, 2, 2>, <1, 2, 3>, <1, 3, 3>, <2, 2, 2>, <2, 2, 3>,
<2, 3, 3>, <3, 3, 3>.
The subsets of the solutions that are (1, 1)-super solutions are:
<1,1,2>, <1,1,3>, <1,2,2>, <1,2,3>, <1,3,3>, <2,2,2>, <2,2,3>, <2,3,3>
and (1, 0)-super solutions are:
<1, 2, 3>, <1, 2, 2>, <2, 2, 3>.
The solution <1,1,1> is not a (1,0)-super solution. If X loses the value 1, there is no
repair value for X that is consistent with Y and Z since neither <2, 1, 1> nor <3, 1,
1> are solutions. Also, solution <1, 1, 1> is not a (1, 1)- super solution since when
X loses the value 1, there is no repair by changing the value assigned to at most one
other variable, i.e., there exists no repair solution when X breaks since none of <2,1,1>,
<3,1,1>, <2,2,1>, <2,3,1>, <2,1,2>,<2, 1, 3> is a solution. On the other hand, <1, 2,
3> is a (1, 0)-super solution given that when X breaks the repair solution is <2, 2, 3>,
when Y breaks the repair solution is <1, 1, 3>, and when Z breaks the repair solution
is <1, 2, 2>.
A number of properties follow immediately from the definition. For example, a (c, d)-
super solution is a (a, b)-super solution if (a ≤ c or d ≤ b) and c+d ≤ a+b. Deciding
if a SAT problem has an (a,b)-supermodel is NP-complete [Ginsberg et al., 1998]. In
[Hebrard et al., 2004b] the authors shows that deciding if a CSP has an (a,b)-super
solution is also NP-complete, even when restricted to binary constraints:
Theorem 2.1. Deciding if a CSP has an (a, b)-super solution is NP-complete for any
fixed a.
Furthermore they proposed a method to find (1, 0)-Super Solutions via Search. There-
fore, by choosing a (1,0)-super-solution over other solutions, we deal with one pertur-
bation without changing other assignments, which is often a valuable property.
In [Holland and O’Sullivan, 2004] the authors proposed a novel application of super
solutions to combinatorial auctions in which a bid may be disqualified or withdrawn
after the winners are announced. In [Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005b] they proposed
a Weighted Super Solutions to find a repair solution whose revenue exceeds some
threshold while limiting the cost associated with forming such a repair.
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A more recent paper on fault tolerant solutions [Bofill et al., 2013] using SAT encod-
ing, improves the work of [Ginsberg et al., 1998] using weighted Partial MaxSAT for-
mulation. Their approach strengthens the complexity to O(na) for each handled vari-
able change, where n is the number of variables, and a is the number of breaks, instead
of O(na+b) of [Ginsberg et al., 1998], where b is the number of repairs.
2.1.4 Logic-based Benders Decomposition
The Logic-based Benders Decomposition (LBBD) approach has been used so solve
allocation and scheduling problems [Hooker and Ottosson, 2003, Hooker, 2007] and
resource allocation [Benini et al., 2011]. LBBD is a classic operational research tech-
nique, which assigns some of the variables trial values and finds the best solution con-
sistent with these values. In the process it learns informations to reduce the number
of solutions. This strategy is known as “learning from one’s mistakes”, as exclude su-
perfluous solutions. The central element of Benders decomposition is the derivation of
Benders cuts that exclude superfluous solutions. Classical Benders cuts are formulated
by solving the dual of the subproblem that remains when the trial values are fixed.
The subproblem must therefore be one for which dual multiplers are defined, such as
a linear or nonlinear programming problem.
Fixing some primary variables to these values, solves a subproblem for each set of
values. The solution of the subproblem is used to generate a cut, i.e. Bender’s cut, that
the primary variables must satisfy in all solutions enumerated.
Figure 2.2: Example: remote village
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Assume the following example [Hooker, 2016]: Find the cheapest route to a remote
village with the values shown in Figure 2.2, the village can be reached by bus or air.
Let be x flight destination and y the bus route, we seek to find cheapest route (x,y).
The master problem solve the cheapest flight x, subject to Benders cuts generated so
far, while the subproblem search to find the cheapest bus route from the airport to the
village. The master problem and the subproblem interactions as in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Decomposition of master - subproblem
We start with x = City 1 and pose the subproblem: find the cheapest route given that x
= City 1. Optimal cost is $100 + 80 + 150 = $330.
The dual problem of finding the optimal route is to prove optimality. The proof is that
the route from City 1 to the village must go through High Pass. So cost ≥ airfare +
bus from city to High Pass + $150. But this same argument applies to City 1, 2 or 3.
Specifically the Benders cut is:
cost ≥ Bcity1(x) =

$100 + 80 + 150 if x = City 1
$200 + 150 if x = City 2,3
$100 if x = City 4

Now we need to solve the master problem, thus we need to pick the city x to minimize
cost.
Clearly the solution is x = City 4, with cost $100. Now let x = City 4 and pose the
subproblem: Find the cheapest route given that x = City 4. Optimal cost is $100 + 250
= $350.
Again solve the master problem: Pick the city x to minimize cost subject to:
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cost ≥ Bcity4(x) =
$350 if x = City 1$0 otherwise

The solution is x = City 1, with cost $330. Because this is equal to the value of a
previous subproblem, we are done.
Classical Benders cuts are formulated by solving the dual of the subproblem, when
some values are fixed. Formally a general optimization problem can be written as:
min f(x) OP (2.11)
s.t. (2.12)
x ∈ S (2.13)
x ∈ D (2.14)
where f(x) is a generic function, each variable with domain D and a set of constraints
S ⊆ D.
Assume P and Q to be two propositions whose truth or false is a function of x. Then P
implies Q with respect to D if Q is true for any x ∈ D for which P is true, and can be
written as P D−→ Q.
The inference dual of OP0 can be written as:
max β ID (2.15)
s.t. (2.16)
x ∈ S D−→ f(x) ≥ β (2.17)
The dual problem finds the tightest possible bound on the objective function value.
The optimal value of the inference dual is the same as the original problem, given the
strong duality property.
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LBBD Structure
Benders decomposition views elements of the feasible set as pairs (x, y) of objects that
belong respectively to domains Dx , Dy .
Therefore the optimisation problem OP0 becomes:
min f(x, y) OP (2.18)
s.t. (2.19)
(x, y) ∈ S (2.20)
x ∈ Dx, y ∈ Dy (2.21)
A general LBBD algorithm begins by fixing the variables y to some values ȳ ∈ Dy
in the master problem (MP), see Figure 2.4. This leads to the following subproblem,
(SP):
min f(x, ȳ) SP (2.22)
s.t. (2.23)
(x, ȳ) ∈ S (2.24)
x ∈ Dx (2.25)
Rather than solving the subproblem directly, we can solve the corresponding inference
dual, known to have the same optimal value.
max β DP (2.26)
s.t. (2.27)
(x, ȳ) ∈ S Dx−→ f(x, ȳ) ≥ β (2.28)
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The dual problem is to find the best possible lower bound β∗ on the optimal cost that
can be inferred from the constraints, assuming y is fixed to ȳ. The optimal solution of
subproblem is the same as the tightest bound on f(x, y) for any fixed value of y, due
to strong duality, which can be inferred from the constraint.
Just how this is done varies from one context to another, but essentially the idea is
this. Let β∗ be the value obtained for DP, which means that β∗ is a lower bound on
the optimal value of OP, given that y = ȳ. The solution of OP is a proof of this fact.
This bound is expressed as a function βȳy of y, producing a Benders cut z ≥ βȳy. The
subscript ȳ of the bounding function denotes the y values used for its construction.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. At each iteration the Benders cuts so far generated
comprise the constraints of a master problem,
min z MP (2.29)
s.t. (2.30)
z ≥ βȳk ∀k = 0, 1... (2.31)
y ∈ Dy (2.32)
where ȳ1, ȳ2, ... are the trial values till now obtained. The next trial value (z̄, ȳ) of (z,
y) is obtain by solving the master problem. If the optimal value β∗ of the resulting
subproblem DP is equal to z̄. Otherwise a new Benders cut z ≥ βȳy is added to the
master problem. At this point the algorithm repeats. The algorithm terminates when
the master problem and subproblem value converge, that is z̄ = β∗.
Figure 2.4: Master problem and sub-problem
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In Figure 2.4 we show how the MP and SP communicates. First, the problem at hand is
first decomposed into a master problem (MP) and a subproblem (SP). After the method
works by iteratively solving MP and feeding SP with the partial solution from MP. If
such solution cannot be extended to a complete one, a cut (Benders’ cut) is generated
forcing MP to yield a different solution. In case the extension is successful we have a
feasible solution. The efficiency of the technique greatly depends on the possibility to
generate strong cuts.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that in each iteration of the generic Benders algorithm, the
bounding function βȳ satisfies the following:
The Benders cut z ≥ βȳ is valid; i.e., any feasible solution (x,y) of OP satisfies
f(x, y) ≥ βȳ.
If the algorithm terminates with a finite optimal solution (z, y) = (z̄, ȳ) in the master
problem, OP has an optimal solution (x, y) = x̄, ȳ) with value f(x̄, ȳ) = z̄. If the
algorithm terminates with an infeasible master problem, then OP is infeasible. If the
algorithm terminates with an infeasible subproblem dual, then OP is unbounded. In
general, the cuts can be refined to a specific problem and needs to be valid. Because
all Benders cuts are valid, infeasibility of the master problem implies that the original
problem is infeasible. Finally, if the subproblem dual is infeasible, then the subproblem
is unbounded, which means the original problem is unbounded.
2.2 Matching Under Ordinal Preferences
Stable matching problems, introduced by [Gale and Shapley, 1962], have been exhaus-
tively studied over recent decades. Different formulations are proposed, distinguishing
between one-sided matching [Garg et al., 2010] and two-sided matching, e.g. the sta-
ble marriage (SM) problem [Gale and Shapley, 1962].
An instance of the classical Stable Marriage problem (SM) comprises a set of men and
women, and each person ranks each member of the opposite sex in strict order of pref-
erence, and we seek to match one to another taking in consideration their preferences.
A generalisation of SM is the Hospitals / Residents problem (HR) [Gale and Shapley, 1962],
where each man corresponds to a resident and each woman corresponds to a hospital
which can potentially be assigned multiple residents up to some fixed capacity.
The Stable Roommates problem (SR) is the non-bipartite generalisation of SM in
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which each agent ranks all of the others in strict order of preference. Stability is once
again relevant in this context, and the definition of a stable matching is a straightfor-
ward extension of the definition in the SM case.
2.2.1 Stable Matching for Hospitals / Residents problem
The Hospitals / Residents problem (HR) [Gale and Shapley, 1962, Gusfield and Irving, 1989,
Manlove, 2008] (or known as the College (or University or Stable) Admissions
problem, or the Stable Assignment problem) was first defined by Gale and Shap-
ley in their seminal paper “College Admissions and the Stability of Marriage”
[Gale and Shapley, 1962].
An instance of HR involves a set R = {r1, ..., rn1} of residents and a set H =
{h1, ..., hn2} of hospitals. Each hospital hj ∈ H has a capacity cj , which indicates
the number of posts that hj has. Also there is a set E ⊆ R × H of acceptable res-
ident–hospital pairs. Each resident ri ∈ R has an acceptable set of hospitals A(ri),
where A(ri) = {hj ∈ H : (ri, hj) ∈ E}.
In the same way, each hospital hj ∈ H has an acceptable set of residents A(hj), where
A(hj) = {ri ∈ R : (ri, hj) ∈ E}.
Figure 2.5: An instance of the Hospitals/Residents problem
An example with six residents and three hospitals, and their respective preferences, is
shown in Figure 2.5.
A matching M is an assignment such that |M(ri)| ≤ 1 for each ri ∈ R and |M(hj)| ≤
cj for each hj ∈ H , that is no resident is assigned to an unacceptable hospital, each
resident is assigned to at most one hospital, and no hospital is oversubscribed).
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Definition 2.4. Let I be an instance of HR and let M be a matching in I
[Manlove, 2013]. A pair (ri, hj) ∈ E \ M blocks M , or is a blocking pair for M ,
if the following conditions are satisfied:
A. ri is unassigned or prefers hj to M(ri);
B. hj is undersubscribed or prefers ri to at least one member of M(hj) (or both).
M is said to be stable if it admits no blocking pair. In Figure 2.5 the instance admits a
stable matching M = {(r1, h2), (r2, h1), (r3, h1), (r4, h3), (r6, h2)}.
The algorithm in [Gale and Shapley, 1962], known as the resident-oriented
Gale–Shapley algorithm (RGS), showed that every instance I of HR admits at least
one stable matching.
Theorem 2.3. Given any instance of HR, the RGS algorithm constructs, inO(m) time,
the unique resident-optimal stable matching, where m is the number of acceptable
resident–hospital pairs [Gusfield and Irving, 1989, Manlove, 2013].
The RGS algorithm returns the unique resident-optimal stable matching, in which
each assigned resident has the best hospital that she could achieve in any stable
matching, whilst each unassigned resident is unassigned in every stable matching
[Gale and Shapley, 1962].
Equivalently to the RGS algorithm, also the hospital-oriented Gale–Shapley algorithm
(HGS), involves hospitals offering posts to residents. The HGS algorithm returns with
the unique hospital-optimal stable matching. In this matching, every hospital hj ∈ H
is assigned its cj best stable partners, whilst every undersubscribed hospital is assigned
the same set of residents in every stable matching [Gusfield and Irving, 1989].
2.2.2 Stable Matching for Hospitals/Residents Problem with Indif-
ference
In large-scale matching schemes, participants may not be able to provide a genuine
strict preference order over what may be a very large number of hospitals, and may
prefer to express indifference in their preference lists, (ties). The concept of indiffer-
ence can be applied to instances of HR [Manlove, 2013].
A matching in the context of Hospitals/Residents problem with indifference (HRI),
is a set of (resident, hospital) pairs such that no resident is assigned to more than
one hospital and no hospital is over-subscribed. A matching is stable if it admits no
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blocking pairs. We can define a blocking pair for an instance of HRI with respect
to three different levels of stability, since the presence of ties forces us to extend the
definition. In fact an hospital h can prefer ri over rj , rj over ri or to be indifferent
between them, as we can see in the example below:
A pair (ri, hj) ∈ R ×H is said to block a matching M for an instance of HRI, and is
called a blocking pairs when:
A. weak stability:
(a) ri is unassigned or prefers hj to his/her assigned hospital in M , and
(b) hj is undersubscribed or prefers ri to its worst assigned resident in M;
B. strong stability: either
(a) ri is unassigned or prefers hj to his/her assigned hospital in M , and
(b) hj is undersubscribed or prefers ri to its worst assigned resident in M or is
indifferent between them;
or
(a) ri is unassigned or prefers hj to his/her assigned hospital in M or is indif-
ferent between them, and
(b) hj is undersubscribed or prefers ri to its worst assigned resident in M ;
C. super-stability:
(a) ri is unassigned or prefers hj to his/her assigned hospital in M or is indif-
ferent between them, and
(b) hj is undersubscribed or prefers ri to its worst assigned resident in M or is
indifferent between them.
M is said to be be weakly stable, strongly stable or super-stable if it admits no blocking
pair with respect to the relevant definition above.
[Gale and Shapley, 1962] showed that an instance of Stable roommates (SR) needs not
admit a stable matching. The following result, due to Irving in [Irving, 1985], indicates
that it is possible to determine in polynomial time whether a given instance admits a
stable matching, and if so, to find such a matching.
Similarly, other stable matching problems arise naturally in practical applications,
where preference lists need not include indifference. These include the Student /
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Project Allocation problem (SPA), a generalisation of HR, where students are to be
assigned to projects offered by lecturers, subject to capacity constraints involving both
projects and lecturers, and preference lists supplied by both students and lecturers.
2.2.3 Stable Matching for Stable Roommates Problem
The Stable Roommates problem (SR) [Gale and Shapley, 1962, Irving, 1985,
Gusfield and Irving, 1989] is a non - bipartite generalisation of Stable Matching.
An instance of SR is a single set A = {a1, ..., an} of agents, and n denotes the size
of the instance. Also there is a set E of un-ordered pairs of agents, called acceptable
pairs. Each agent ai ∈ A has an acceptable set of agents A(ai), where A(ai) = {aj ∈
E : {ai, aj} ∈ E}. An assignment M is a subset of E. If {ai, aj} ∈ M , ai is said to
be assigned to aj . With respect to M , if ai is not assigned to any agent then ai is said
to be unassigned, otherwise ai is assigned. An instance of six roommates and their
preferences is shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: An instance of the Stable Roommates problem
A matching M is an assignment such that no agent belongs to more than one pair of
M . If {ai, aj} ∈M then we let M(ai) denote aj . Let AM denote the set of agents who
are assigned in M .
A pair {ai, aj} ∈ E \ M blocks a matching M , or is a blocking pair for M , if the
following conditions:
• ai is unassigned or prefers aj to M(ai);
• aj is unassigned or prefers ai to M(aj).
A matching M is said to be stable if it admits no blocking pair. An instance I of SR
is said to be solvable if I admits a stable matching; I is unsolvable otherwise. The
solution of Figure 2.6 is the matching {(a1, a6), (a2, a4), (a3, a5)}, which is stable.
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Recently, an application of an extension of SR, called the Stable Roommates problem
with Incomplete lists (SRI).
2.3 One-sided Case: Popular Matching
The notion of popularity was introduced by Gardenfors [Gardenfors, 1975] in the full
stable marriage problem, where it is a desirable property in finding a weakly stable
matching, but it has its origins from as far back as 1785 with the notion of Condorcet
winner. Popular matching and its extensions have been an exciting area of research
studied seriously over the last decade [Abraham et al., 2007b].
In the popular matching problem, a set of applicants A have to be matched to a set
of posts P where each applicant has an ordinal list of preference over posts, ranking
a subset of posts in order of preference. An example with three applicants and three
posts and their preferences is shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: An instance of preference list
Notice that only the applicants have preferences over posts. Therefore, the popular
matching problem considers only one-sided preferences. If applicants can be indiffer-
ent between posts, we say that preference lists contain ties.
We say that an applicant a prefers a matching M ′ to M if (i) a is matched in M ′ and
unmatched in M , or (ii) a prefers M ′(a) to M(a). M ′ is said more popular than M ,
denoted by M ′  M , if the number of applicants that prefer M ′ to M exceeds the
number of applicants that prefer M to M ′. A matching M is popular if there exists no
matching more popular than M .
Informally, a matching M can be seen as a set containing pairs 〈a, p〉 where a is an
applicant and p is a post and each applicant/post appears at most once in M . Given
two matchings M and M ′, we use the notation M ≺ M ′ if (strictly) more applicants
prefer M ′ to M . A matching M is popular if and only if there is no matching M ′ such
that M ≺M ′.
We can easily check that the instance in Figure 2.7 does not admit a popular matching
since for any matchingM , there exists a matchingM ′ such thatM ≺M ′. For instance,
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consider the three (symmetrical) matchings M1 = {(a1, p1), (a2, p2), (a3, p3)}, M2 =
{(a1, p3), (a2, p1), (a3, p2)}, and M3 = {(a1, p2), (a2, p3), (a3, p1)}. We have M1 ≺
M2,M2 ≺M3, and M3 ≺M1. In fact, it turns out that this instance admits no popular
matching, the problem being that the more popular than relation is not transitive.
Popular matchings have been studied in house allocation problem (HA), house allo-
cation with ties (HAT), capacitated house allocation (CHA), stable roommates with
indifference (SRI). The house allocation problem (HA) is the variant of SM in which
the women do not have preferences over the men. The men are referred to applicants
and women are referred to as houses. A many-one extension of HA is the capacitated
house allocation (CHA), where each house can accommodate multiple applicants up
to some fixed capacity. CHA can also be seen as the variant of the HR where hospitals
do not have preferences over residents.
2.3.1 Popular Matching for the House Allocation Problem
Many economists and game theorists have studied the problem of allocating a set of
indivisible goods among a set of applicants [Manlove, 2013]. Each applicant ai ∈ A
may have ordinal preferences over a subset of H (houses), i.e. the acceptable goods
for ai. Many models have considered the case where there is no monetary transfer.
Formally, an instance I of HA comprises a set A = {a1, a2, ..., an1} of applicants and
a set H = {h1, h2, ..., hn2} of houses. There is a set E ⊆ A × H of acceptable
applicant–house pairs. Let m = |E|. Each applicant ai ∈ A has an acceptable set of
houses A(ai), where A(ai) = {hj ∈ H : (ai, hj) ∈ E}, as in Figure 2.8. Similarly
each house has an acceptable set of applicants.
Figure 2.8: An istance of HA
Each applicant ai ∈ A has a preference list in which he/she ranks A(ai) in strict order.
Given any applicant ai ∈ A, and given any houses hj, hk ∈ H , ai is said to prefer
hj to hk if {hj, hk} ⊆ A(ai), and hj precedes hk on ai’s preference list. Notice that
houses do not have preference lists over applicants.
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An assignmentM is a subset of E. If (ai, hj) ∈M , ai and hj are said to be assigned to
one another. For each k ∈ A ∪H , the set of assignees of k in M is denoted by M(k).
If M(k) = 0, k is said to be unassigned, otherwise k is assigned. A matching M is an
assignment such that |M(k)| ≤ 1 for each k ∈ A ∪H .
For each applicant ai ∈ A we create a new unique last resort house li and append li to
ai’s preference list. This ensures that every applicant is assigned in a given matching
in I. However in reality, (ai, li) ∈ M means that ai is unassigned. For each applicant
ai ∈ A, we define f(ai) to be the first house in ai’s preference list. Given any house
hj ∈ H , we define f(hj) to be the set of applicants ai such that f(ai) = hj . Then hj
is called an f-house if f(hj) 6= 0. For a given applicant ai ∈ A, we define s(ai) to
be the first non f-house in ai’s preference list. A house hj ∈ H is called an s-house
if hj = s(ai) for some ai ∈ A. By definition, the sets of f-houses and s-houses are
disjoint.
Abraham et al. in [Abraham et al., 2007b] proved that f(ai) and s(ai) are the only
candidate houses to which an applicant ai can be assigned in a popular matching M.
They also showed that every f-house must be assigned in M. Furthermore these two
necessary conditions are sufficient for a matching to be popular.
Lemma 2.1. [Abraham et al., 2007b] Let I be an instance of ha and let M be a match-
ing in I. Then M is popular if and only if:
• every f-house is assigned in M;
• for each applicant ai ∈ A, M(ai) ∈ {f(ai), s(ai)}.
Let the reduced graph G′ be a subgraph of the underlying graph G of an istance I
containing the vertices in A ∪ H and the edges {ai, f(ai)} and {ai, s(ai)} for each
ai ∈ A, meaning the edges of f-house and s-house. From this graph the theorem below
follows:
Theorem 2.4. [Abraham et al., 2007b] Let I be an instance of HA and let M be a
matching in I. Then M is popular if and only if:
• every f-house is assigned in M;
• M is an applicant-complete matching in the reduced graph G′.
Corollary 2.1. [Abraham et al., 2007b] Let I be an instance of HA and let M be a
matching in I. There is an O(m) algorithm to check if M is popular in I, where m is the
number of acceptable applicant–house pairs in I.
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The example in Figure 2.8 have the following popular matchings:
M1 = {(a1, h1), (a2, h2), (a3, h3)}
M2 = {(a1, h1), (a2, h2), (a3, h4), (a6, h3)}
M3 = {(a1, h1), (a2, h5), (a3, h4), (a5, h2), (a6, h3)}
Popular matchings can have different sizes as we can see. However it may also be
verified that the unique perfect matching in Figure 2.8 is not popular (as M2 is more
popular), and hence a maximum popular matching can be smaller than a maximum
cardinality matching in the underlying graph.
2.3.2 Popular Matching for House Allocation Problem with Ties
The definition of f(ai) for an applicant ai ∈ A is straightforward, i.e. it is the set of
ai’s most-preferred houses, first rank position. For each applicant ai ∈ A, define s(ai)
to be the most-preferred set of houses in ai’s preference list that are even in G1, with
G1 being the reduced graph with only f(ai) edges. Also, in contrast to the HA case, it
is possible that s(ai) ⊆ f(ai).
Any popular matching must be a maximum matching in G1. These two necessary
conditions for a matching to be popular are also sufficient.
Lemma 2.2. [Abraham et al., 2007a] Let I be an instance of the house allocation
problem with ties (HAT) and let M be a matching in I . Then M is popular if and
only if:
• M is a maximum matching in G1;
• for each applicant ai ∈ A, M(ai) ∈ f(ai) ∪ s(ai).
Theorem 2.5. Let I be an instance of HAT and let M be a matching in I. Then M is
popular if and only if:
• M is a maximum matching in G1;
• M is an applicant-complete matching in the reduced graph G′.
Theorem 2.6. There is an O(√n1m) algorithm to find a popular matching in an in-
stance of HAT, or report that there is none, n1 is the number of applicants and m is the
number of acceptable applicant-house pairs.
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2.3.3 Maximum Popular Matchings
We would like to remark that popular matchings can have different sizes, and the au-
thors of [Abraham et al., 2007a] showed how to extend their algorithm in order to find
a maximum popular matching without altering the time complexity.
Theorem 2.7. [Abraham et al., 2007a] Let I be an instance of HA. There is an
O(n + m) algorithm to find a maximum popular matching or report that no popu-
lar matching exists, where n is the number of applicants and houses, and m is the
number of acceptable applicant–house pairs.
They also defined a more complex algorithm, with O(
√
nm) complexity, which can be
used to find a maximum popular matching or report that no popular matching exists,
in the case that preference lists include ties.
2.3.4 Popular Matching for Capacitated House Allocation Prob-
lem with Ties
Popular matchings can be defined in instances of capacited house allocation (CHA)
and capacited house allocation with ties (CHAT), where each house hj has a capacity
cj > 0.
An instance I of CHA comprises a bipartite graph G = (A,H,E), defined similary
as HA in Section 2.3.1. Each house hj ∈ H has a capacity cj ≥ 1 which indicates
the maximum number of agents that may be matched to it. We assume that m ≥
max{n1, n2}, i.e. no agent has an empty preference list and each house is acceptable
to at least one agent. We also assume that cj ≤ n1 for each hj ∈ H . A matching M in
I is a subset of E such that
• each agent is matched to at most one house in M,
• each house hj ∈ H is matched to at most cj agents in M.
Manlove and Sng [Manlove and Sng, 2006] established the following characterisation
of popular matchings in CHA.
Theorem 2.8. Let I be an instance of CHA and let M be a matching in I. Then M is
popular if and only if:
• for every f-house hj ∈ H ,
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– if fj ≤ cj then f(hj) ⊆M(hj);
– if fj > cj then |M(hj)| = cj and M(hj) ⊆ f(hj);
• M is an applicant-complete matching in the reduced graph G′.
The same authors gave an efficient algorithm for computing a maximum popular
matching (or reporting that none exists).
Theorem 2.9. [Manlove and Sng, 2006] Given an instance of CHA, we can find a
maximum popular matching, or determine that none exists, in O(
√
Cn1 + m) time,
where C is the sum of the capacities of the houses, n1 is the number of agents and m is
the total length of the agents’ preference lists.
Figure 2.9: An istance of HA with no popular matching
2.3.4.1 Popular Matching with Copies
Many instances of the popular matching problem admit no solution. Suppose that we
are allowed to add extra copies or duplicate some items and that these duplicates are
indistinguishable from the original item. If there were no bounds on the number of
copies that we could add for an item, a straightforward solution would be to have as
many copies of an item as the number of people that demand the item as their top
choice.
For example, in the above Figure 2.7 that does not admit a popular matching,
say we have 2 additional copies of h1 (call them h′1 and h
′′
1). Thus, we have 3
copies of h1 in our instance now and it is easy to see that the matching M =
{(a1, h1), (a2, h′1), (a3, h′′1)} is a popular matching for the new instance. Fortunately,
popular matchings do not require each applicant to be matched to her top choice item.
In this sense, we expect to improve the situation in terms of popularity by having ad-
ditional copies of some items within the specified bounds.
This problem is called the Popular Matching with Post Copies. An example for the
popular matching problem is the training program. A training program can be run
for a single person, but some training programs may be able to accommodate more
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than one person. We wish to fix the capacity of each training program so as to enable
the resulting instance to admit a popular matching. An other relevant scenario is to
organise bus tours at a conference. People can express their preference over the tours
and it is possible to increase the size of a bus at a cost.
However Kavitha and Nasre [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] gave an example to show that
giving each house its maximum possible capacity does not always help to ensure that a
popular matching exists. Specifically, they gave a solvable CHA instance where each
house has capacity 1, but if we raise the capacity of every house to 2 then the instance
is no longer solvable.
Consider the following graph, G = (A∪P,E) whereA = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} and P =
{f1, f2, s1, s2, s3, s4} and the preference lists of people are described in Figure 2.10(a).
In Figure 2.10(b) we have the same set of applicants and preference lists except that
every item has 2 copies. That is, P ′ = {f1, f ′1, f ′2, f2, s1, s′1, s2, s′2, s3, s′3, s4, s′4} where
we have explicitly included an identical copy b′ of b, for every b ∈ B. We refer to this
instance with duplicates as the instance H = (A ∪ P ′, E ′). The first column in the
figure denotes the set of people and the row adjoining it denotes the preference list of
the particular person. For example, a1 treats f1 as its rank-1 item, f2 as its rank-2 item
and s1 as its rank-3 item according to Figure 2.10(a). When there are multiple items
in the same cell as in case of Figure 2.10(b), the items are tied at that rank. That is, a1
treats both f1 and f ′1 as its rank-1 item according to Figure 2.10(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: An instance with copies which does not admit a popular matching.
Consider the subgraphG1 = (A∪B,E1) ofGwhere every person has edges only to her
top-choice item. It is easy to see that every maximum matching of G1 has to match the
following vertices: the items {f1, f2} and the person a5. Thus, the items f1 and f2 are
first choice and s1, ..., s4 are second choice inG1. Hence si is the most preferred second
choice vertex in G1 for person ai, for i = 1, ..., 4. The instance in Figure 2.10 admits a
popular matching: for example M = {(a1, f1), (a5, f2), (a2, s2), (a3, s3), (a4, s4)} is a
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popular matching.
Let us now consider the subgraph H1 of H where every person has edges to her rank-1
items. The first choice vertices in H1 = (A∪P ′, E ′1) are f1 and f ′1 while f2 and f ′2 are
now second choice in H1. Thus f2 and f ′2 become the most preferred second choice
vertices for a1, ..., a4 - hence any popular matching has to match each of a1, ..., a4 to
one of {f1, f ′1, f2, f ′2}. Also, a5 has to be matched to f2 or f ′2. Since there are 5 people
and only 4 items that they can be matched to in any popular matching, there exists no
popular matching now. Thus the instance shown in Figure 2.10(b) where each item has
2 copies does not admit a popular matching while the instance in Figure 2.10(a) where
each item has a single copy does.
Kavitha and Nasre in [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] proved the following algorithmic re-
sults for the Popular Matching with Post Copies (1,2).
Theorem 2.10. [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] The FIXINGCOPIES (1,2) is NP-complete.
The result holds even in the following separate cases:
• each applicant ai ∈ A has a unique first choice, at most two (tied) second
choices, and no house of rank > 2;
• each applicant ai ∈ A has a strictly-ordered preference list Li of length at most
3 (excluding li), where Li is derived from a master list L of all houses in H .
In [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] the authors show that this problem remains NP-
complete when the preference lists are derived from a master list or have length 2
with ties only in the first position. The same authors consider the variant where we
only have to maintain an upper bound k on the total number of extra copies of all
items, rather than an upper bound on the number of copies of each item.
The problem consists of a graph G = (A ∪ P,E) and an integer k ≥ 0. The task is to
decide whether there exist ∆1, . . . ,∆|P | where each ∆i ≥ 1 and
∑
i ∆i ≤ k, such that
by having ∆i + 1 copies of the i-th item, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |P |, the resulting instance
admits a popular matching. This problem can be solved in polynomial time.
2.3.5 Alternative Optimal Criteria
Various definitions of optimality for one-side matching problem have also been stud-
ied. The most prevalent concept is Pareto-optimality. Informally, a matching is Pareto-
optimal if there is no other matching in which at least one applicant is better off, whilst
no applicant is worse off.
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Other optimality concepts were also studied. A matching is rank-maximal
[Irving et al., 2006] if it matches the maximum number of applicants to their first
choice and then, subject to this, the maximum number to their second choice, and
so on. Similarly to Pareto-optimal matchings, rank-maximal matchings always exist
and can be found in polynomial time [Irving et al., 2006].
The notion of a popular matching [Manlove and Sng, 2006] is also well-known. A
matchingM is Pareto optimal if there is no other matchingM ′ such that |P (M,M ′)| =
0 and |P (M ′,M)| ≥ 1. Hence a popular matching is Pareto optimal. In contrast of the
Pareto matching, a popular matching does not always exists.
To see this, consider the example in Figure 2.9. It is clear that a matching cannot be
popular unless all applicants are assigned. The unique matching up to symmetry in
which all applicants are assigned is M = {(ai, hi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3}, however, M ′ =
{(a2, h1), (a3, h2)} is preferred by two applicants, which is a majority. The potential
absence of a popular matching in a given HA instance can be related all the way back
to the observation of Condorcet (1785) that, given k voters who each rank n candidates
in strict order of preference, there may not exist a “winner,” namely, a candidate who
beats all others in a pairwise majority vote.
Manlove et al. describe the popular matching in the capacitated house allocation prob-
lem in [Manlove et al., 2006] and its variant with weights in [Sng and Manlove, 2010].
McCutchen [McCutchen, 2008] defined two versions of “near-popular” matchings, a
least unpopularity factor matching and a least unpopularity margin matching. Also
[Kavitha et al., 2011] studied a popular mixed matching, which is a probability distri-
bution over matchings that is popular in a precise sense. A mixed matching is simply
a probability distribution over matchings in the input graph. The function Φ that com-
pares two matchings generalized in a natural manner to mixed matchings by taking
expectation. A mixed matching P is popular if Φ(P,Q) ≥ Φ(Q,P ) for all mixed
matchings Q.
The author of [Mestre, 2006] draw an efficient algorithm for the weighted popular
matching problem, where each applicant is assigned a priority or weight, and the def-
inition of popularity takes into account the priorities of the applicants. In this case the
algorithm for the no-ties case hasO(n+m) complexity, and for the version that allows
ties, the complexity is O(min(k
√
n, n)m), where k is the number of distinct weights
assigned to applicants. The optimal popular matching [Kavitha and Nasre, 2009]
where it is possible to return the most fair matching.
Kavitha et al. [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011, Kavitha et al., 2014] solved the problem of
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finding a popular matching in a setting where additional copies of items could be
introduced at a cost. Some attention from the constraint programming community
has focused on encoding many variants of the stable matching problem and its vari-
ants [Gent et al., 2001, Manlove, 2005, Prosser, 2014].
[McCutchen, 2008] proposed two quantities to measure the unpopularity of a match-
ing and showed polynomial time algorithms to compute these measures for any fixed
matching. He also showed that the problem of computing a matching that minimizes
either of these measures is NP-hard. Huang et al. [Huang et al., 2011] gave algorithms
to compute matchings with bounded values of these unpopularity measures in certain
graphs.
2.4 Kidney Exchange Problem
Damage from kidney disease can cause irreparable loss of organ function and, even-
tually, kidney failure. Such failure requires either continual dialysis or an organ trans-
plant to sustain life. Kidney transplant is the only effective treatment to cure end stage
renal disease, affecting one in every thousand European citizens. Waiting for a com-
patible deceased donor can involve impractically long waiting times, so living donor
transplant is a good alternative: a close relative can give one of its kidneys to a patient.
As approximately 40% of living donors [Roth et al., 2004] are incompatible with their
specified recipient, several countries have independently developed kidney exchange
programs to overcome this issue. However, even when a patient finds a willing living
donor, sometimes they are not always compatible, do to blood type compatibility or
other specific tests. A kidney exchange arise when a pair (patient, donor) is incompat-
ible with each other and they seek to find a compatible match with other incompatible
pairs. In such a program, a patient with an incompatible donor can "swap" its donor
with another patient in a similar condition.
Centralised matching programs exists in USA, in the Netherlands, Canada, the United
Kingdom, Portugal, Australia, and Israel to organise kidney exchanges between in-
compatible patient-donor pairs.
South Korea performed the first kidney exchange in 1991 [Park et al., 1999,
Kwon et al., 1999], followed by the Switzerland in 2001 [Thiel et al., 2001]; these
swaps were organised on a small scale and by hand.
The first kidney exchange in USA was in 2000, involving two blood type incompatible
pairs [Wallis et al., 2011]. Altruistic donors can also join the program, i.e. donors that
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do not have an associated patient and do not expect anything in return. A report in
2009 counted 13-way exchange involving altruistic donor chains 2.
A 4-way domino kidney transplant involving three cities across Canada was performed
soon after the registry was activated in 2009. Since then, multiple domino and paired
exchanges have been successfully undertaken and most parts of the country are now
participating.
In 2016 a cost action has been established to support an European Network for Collab-
oration on Kidney Exchange Programmes 3. The project brought together 28 European
countries and policy makers, clinicians, economists, social scientists and optimisation
experts in order to establish and channel the various themes that have to be addressed
for the implementation of a collaborative KEP for the EU.
2.4.1 Compatibility Graph
The pairs (donor, patient) must be compatible when undergoing organ transplanta-
tions [Ashlagi and Roth, 2012, Roth et al., 2004, Roth et al., 2005]. One donor must
be blood type compatible with their recipient, the second compatibility is related to the
tissue type and the third one is the crossmatching. Below we will explain both of them.
Blood type
In living donation, the following blood types are compatible:
• donors with blood type A can donate to patient with blood types A and AB
• donors with blood type B can donate to recipients with blood types B and AB
• donors with blood type AB can donate to recipients with blood type AB only
• donors with blood type O can donate to recipients with blood types A, B, AB
and O
Therefore, O is the universal donor: donors with O blood are compatible with any other
blood type, and AB is the universal patient: patients with AB blood are compatible with
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The final test is tissue type, also known as HLA type, between a kidney donor and pa-
tient, which is used to identify the presence of preformed antibodies that would damage
the kidney, i.e. cause rejection from that specific donor. Tissue matching is a very com-
plex area involving testing the similarity of certain proteins, called antigens, between
the donor and patient, which are defined through blood tests. Once compatible blood
type is established, a HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen) crossmatch 4 is completed.
For kidney transplantation, we are looking for 6 antigens, called histo-compatibility
complex or HLA antigens. By analysing which of these specific antigens both indi-
viduals have, we are able to determine the closeness of tissue matching. A six-antigen
match, both people have the same set of six antigens, is the best compatibility between
a (donor, patient) pair who are not identical twins. This match occurs 25 percent of
the time between siblings having the same mother and father and also occurs from
time-to-time in the general population.
If the crossmatch is positive, the patient has responded to the donor, antibodies were
present and killed the cells, and transplantation should not be carried out. A negative
crossmatch means the patient has not responded, and transplantation may proceed.
Therefore, the crossmatch is the final and very important test which is done just before
the surgery and indicates a go or no go with a transplant operation.
2.4.2 Graph Model
Formally, the KEP is a non-bipartite matching problem on a directed graph, where
nodes correspond to patient/donor pairs or simply to willing (“altruistic”) donors
[Dickerson et al., 2012b, Roth et al., 2005].
Figure 2.11: A pairwise exchange
An arc from node i to j means that donor i is compatible with patient j, after a blood
type compatible test was performed, and a cycle corresponds a viable set of exchanges.
4https://www.lifespan.org/centers-services/transplant-center/donor-guide
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In Figure 2.11, the pairs are incompatible between them, but donor d1 can give to
patient p2 and donor d2 can give to patient p1, forming a pairwise exchange.
An altruistic donor can initiate a cycle by donating his organ to a patient, whose
paired donor donates her organ to another patient, and so on, with no kidney in re-
turn. These type of cycles are called chains. In Figure 2.12, we have a 3-way cy-
cle {(d1, p1), (d3, p3), (d2, p2)}, a 2-way cycle {(d3, p3), (d2, p2)} and a 3-way chain
{(a), (d1, p1), (d3, p3), (d2, p2)}.
Figure 2.12: A 3-way chain example
An altruistic donor initiates a chain by donating his organ to a patient, whose paired
donor donates her organ to another patient, and so on. With altruistic donors, the KEP
graph becomes very complex. Sometimes, an exchanges that begins from an altruistic
donor can terminates with the last pair giving the donor kidney to the “waitlist”.
Consider the chain (a1, p3, p2, b2, p1, p9, p8) in Figure 2.13 as an example: the incom-
patible (patient,donor) pair represented by b2 is called a bridge donor. What it means
is that the transplants from altruistic donor a1 to patient p3, from donor p3 to patient
p2, and from donor p2 to patient b2 are all performed simultaneously. Donor b2 will not
donate his/her kidney at the same time patient b2 receives his/hers, but will wait until
the transplants involving p1, p9, and patient p8 are ready. These transplants will then be
performed simultaneously. The kidney of donor p8 will then go to the deceased donor
waiting-list. Altruistic donors and bridge donors are collectively called non-directed
donors (NDDs) in some studies.
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Figure 2.13: An example of KEP pool [Mak-Hau, 2015]
A matching is a collection of disjoint cycles/chains, where no vertex can give out
more than one item (e.g., more than one kidney). Finding cycles of these possible
donations in large groups of people is a computationally difficult problem. The goal
of the programmes are typically to save as many patients as possible, so the optimal
solution has maximum size under some constraints and priority criteria.
Even though short cycles/chains are preferred to the long chains/cycles, as the surgeries
must take place simultaneous, a 9-way cycle swap has been performed 5.
2.4.3 Classic KEP Formulations
The two fundamental IP models for kidney exchange are the cycle formulation
[Roth et al., 2004, Roth et al., 2005, Abraham et al., 2007a, Manlove and O’Malley, 2014],
which includes one binary decision variable for each feasible cycle or chain,
and the the edge formulation [Dickerson et al., 2016, Constantino et al., 2013,
5https://www.sfgate.com/health/article/9-way-kidney-swap-involving-18-surgeries-at-2-
6307975.php
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Anderson et al., 2015, Mak-Hau, 2015], which includes one decision variable for each
compatible pair of agent.
In the cycle formulation, the number of constraints is sublinear in the input size, but
the number of variables is exponential. In the basic edge formulation, the number of
variables is linear but the number of constraints is exponential. Optimally solving these
models has been an ongoing challenge for the past decade.
The cycle formulation
Given a set of vertices V = (P ∪ A), where P is the number of incompatible pairs
and A the number of altruistic donors, the number of cycles of length at most l is
O(|P |l), the number of uncapped chains is exponential in |P | if A 6= 0, and the num-
ber of capped chains of length at most k is O(|A||P |k). Let C(l, k) be the set of
cycles of length at most l and chains of length at most k. The KEP can be modeled as
an IP formulation [Roth et al., 2005, Dickerson and Sandholm, 2013, Mak-Hau, 2015,
Manlove and O’Malley, 2014] with one decision variable per each cycle/chain.
The objective function is to maximise some utility function, i.e. the weight of the
cycles, or the number of transplants. Equation (2.34) prevents a pair to be selected in








xj ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ {P ∪ A} (2.34)
xc ∈ {0, 1} ∀c ∈ C (2.35)
Figure 2.14 illustrates an example of five incompatible pairs. In Figure 2.14, we have
four cycles, three 2-way cycles, c1, c2, c3, and one five-way cycle, c4, therefore there
are four binary variables, x1, x2, x3, x4 with weight ={2, 2, 2, 5}. An optimal solution
is to perform cycle c4 with five transplants.
Unfortunately, the cycle formulation has the number of variables increasing exponen-
tially. Branch and price with column generation approaches [Barnhart et al., 1998]
can be used to reduce the model in memory. This approach has been used in
[Abraham et al., 2007a, Glorie et al., 2014, Dickerson et al., 2013]. Indeed, the num-
ber of cycles can grow exponentially with k.
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Figure 2.14: Example of KEP graph [Abraham et al., 2007a].
The edge formulation
The model is defined over a directed graph G = (V,A(V )), where V is the set of
nodes (pairs and altruistic donors) and A(V ) is the set of arcs. In the edge formulation
[Roth et al., 2007, Mak-Hau, 2015, Anderson et al., 2015], a variable xij is associated










xij, ∀i ∈ V (2.37)
∑
j:(j,i)∈A
xij ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (2.38)
∑
1≤p≤k
xipjp+1 ≤ k − 1, ∀paths(i1, i2, ..ik, ik+1) (2.39)
xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (2.40)
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The objective function 2.36 maximises the weighted sum of the exchange, i.e. in the
case of unitary weights. This corresponds to maximising the total number of trans-
plants. Constraints 2.37 assure that patient i receives a kidney iff donor i donates a
kidney. Constraints 2.38 guarantee that a donor can only donate one kidney and con-
straints 2.39 enforce the cycle-length: to exclude cycles larger than k, we need to make
sure that every path of length k arcs does not have more than k − 1 arcs in a feasible
exchange.
In Figure 2.14, there are eight edges, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, thus eight binary vari-
ables. In this case the optimal solution is e1, e3, e5, e7, e8 for a total of five transplants.
In general the number of such paths can grow exponentially with k and computa-
tionally the size of the problem may become a bottleneck for solving large problem
instances [Constantino et al., 2013].
Other formulations
Other compact formulations are presented in [Constantino et al., 2013, Alvelos et al., 2015,
Manlove and O’Malley, 2014, Klimentova et al., 2014]. Their extended edge formula-
tion has shown to be effective in finding the optimal solution where the cycle cap is
greater than 3. However, each of the compact formulations introduced in their work
has a weaker linear program (LP) relaxation than the cycle formulation, even when
altruistic donors are not included. Dickerson et al [Dickerson et al., 2016] introduced
a variant of the edge formulation, position-indexed edge formulations for kidney ex-
change, considering even the variant with altruistic donors.
Real-world exchanges suffer to some degree from last minute failures. This can hap-
pen for many reasons, including more extensive medical testing before the surgery, a
patient or donor becoming too sick to participate, or a patient receiving an organ from
the deceased donor waiting list. In [Dickerson et al., 2013] the authors considered the
failure aware for the edge formulation setting.
We can model the kidney exchange as a market by constructing an agent for each
patient, and an undirected edge between any two agents where the incompatible donor
for one patient is compatible with the other patient, and vice versa. An edge {pi, pj} in
a matching corresponds to a pairwise kidney exchange, in which pj receives a kidney
from pi’s donor in exchange for pi receiving a kidney from pj’s donor. Preference lists
can be constructed on the basis of varying degrees of compatibility between patients
and potential donors.
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Exchanges involving an arbitrary number of nodes (i.e. k-way exchanges) have been
considered in the literature. Dealing with more than three/four pairs is hard in practice,
since all the operations often take place simultaneously to avoid withdrawal of donors
after their pair received the organ.
Most kidney exchange clearing houses try to maximise the (weighted) number of trans-
plants without attention to whether some incompatible pairs can be matched internally
by the hospitals that entered them into the database. Thus, it may not be individu-
ally rational for a hospital to contribute those pairs it can match internally (see, e.g.,
[Roth, 2008]). Some weighted matching algorithms put some weight on internal ex-
changes, but this does not solve the problem.
In some cases sharing the information of all the pairs may lead to find a longer chain
of compatibilities. Some work regarding this is presented in [Ashlagi and Roth, 2012].
In [Manlove and O’Malley, 2014], the authors introduces some optimal criteria to the
kidney exchanges for the NLDKSS, as determined by the Kidney Advisory Group of
NHSBT.
Definition 2.5. A set of exchanges π is optimal if:
A. the number of effective 2-cycles in π is maximised;
B. subject to (1), π has maximum size;
C. subject to (1)-(2), the number of 3-cycles in π is minimised;
D. subject to (1)-(3), the number of back-arcs in the 3-cycles in π is maximised;
E. subject to (1)-(4), the overall weight of the cycles in π is maximised.
In barter-exchange markets, agents seek to swap their items with one another in or-
der to improve their social welfare [Abraham et al., 2007a, Ashlagi and Roth, 2012],
meaning they try to maximise the exchange in an weighted directed graph. Some pro-
posed models for kidney exchange programs have exponential numbers of constraints
or variables, which makes them fairly difficult to solve when the problem size is large.
[Constantino et al., 2013] propose two compact formulations for the problem, explain
how these formulations can be adapted to address some problem variants, and provide
results on the dominance of some models over others.
The author of [Mak-Hau, 2015] reviews existing Integer Programming (IP) and mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) approaches to different variations of the KEP and
propose a polynomial-sized and an exponential-sized MILP. The author also distin-
guish between Cardinality Constrained Multi-cycle Problem (CCMcP) and the Cardi-
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nality Con- strained Cycles and Chains Problem (CCCCP). The cardinality for cycles
is restricted in both CCMcP and CCCCP. The CCMcP can be viewed as an Asymmet-
ric Travelling Salesman Problem that does allow subtours, however these subtours are
constrained by cardinality, and it is not necessary to visit all vertices.
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Chapter 3
Popular Matchings
We choose to go to the Moon in this decade and do the other things, not because
they are easy, but because they are hard. J.F. Kennedy
In this chapter we study several variants of the popular matching problem. We study
the problem of matching a set of applicants to an other set, i.e. items/posts, where each
applicant has an ordinal preference list, which may contain ties, ranking a subset of
the members of the other set. Several notions of optimality are studied in the literature
for the case of strictly ordered preference lists [Manlove, 2013, Manlove et al., 2006,
Irving et al., 2006]. A matching M is popular [Abraham et al., 2007a] if there exists
no matching M ′ where more applicants prefer M ′ to M .
We propose a constraint programming approach to the popular matching problem. We
show that one can use the Global Cardinality Constraint to encode the problem even
in cases that involve ties in the ordinal preferences of the applicants. We propose
novel algorithmic and complexity results for this variant. Next, we focus on the NP-
hard case where additional copies of posts can be added in the preference lists, called
Popular Matching with Copies. We define new dominance rules for this problem and
present several novel graph properties characterising the posts that should be copied
with priority.
In the literature there exist different optimal popular matching models, but only for
the case where no ties are considered [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011]. We show that the
optimal popular matching with ties can be solved in O(n(m + n log(n))) time, where
n is the set of applicants and m is the sum of the length of the preference lists.
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Popular matchings 3.1 Background
In Section 3.1 we gave the necessary background in graph theory, constraint program-
ming. In Section 3.2 we show how the popular matching problem can be modelled
using a constraint programming (CP) approach 1 . Using CP is extremely beneficial to
tackle the problem with side constraints.
In Section 3.3, we propose an integer linear programming (ILP) model and a flow
model for the optimal popular matching, where ties are allowed in the preference list.
Section 3.4 focuses on instances that does not admit a popular matching. In particular,
we consider the case where we can add copies of posts in order to find a popular
matching 2. This problem is known to be NP-Hard [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] and
it remains NP-complete even when preferences are derived from the same master
preference list [Irving et al., 2008]. Kavitha et al. in [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] show
that this problem remains NP-complete when the preference lists have length 2 and
ties are allowed only in first position. However, their results are not applicable to
the general case. To the best of our knowledge, our contribution is the first work
that considers more than 2 copies for each post. We develop a number of new graph
properties, which are used to define new dominance rules for the popular matching with
copies problem. These dominance rules have a significant impact for the efficiency of
the branching strategy. Last, Section 3.5 experimentally shows the key aspects of a
good branching strategy and show the efficiency of our dominance rules for the variant
of the popular matching problem where copies are possible.
3.1 Background
Abraham et al. in [Abraham et al., 2007b] showed that the standard popular matching
problem is polynomial to solve even if the preference lists contain ties. In particular,
they describe a number of efficient algorithms for finding popular matchings.
Several variants of the popular matching problem exist in the literature. For
example, let r be the largest preference list size. A popular matching is
fair [Kavitha and Nasre, 2009] if it matches the least number of applicants to
their r-th choice and then, subject to this, the least number to their (r − 1)-
th choice, and so on. A matching is rank-maximal [Irving et al., 2006] if it
matches the maximum number of applicants to their first choice and then, sub-
1Danuta Sorina Chisca, Mohamed Siala, Gilles Simonin, and Barry O’Sullivan. A CP-based ap-
proach for popular matching". Published in the Thirtieth AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
Phoenix, Arizona, USA, pages 4202–4203, 2016. ISBN 978-1-57735-760-5
2Danuta Sorina Chisca, Mohamed Siala, Gilles Simonin and Barry O’Sullivan. New Models for
Two Variants of Popular Matching. Published in: 2017 IEEE 29th International Conference on Tools
with Artificial Intelligence (ICTAI), Boston, USA. DOI: 10.1109/ICTAI.2017.00119
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ject to this, the maximum number to their second choice, and so on. The authors
of [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011, Kavitha et al., 2014] studied the problem of finding a
popular matching in a setting where additional copies of posts can be introduced at
a cost. A variant called popular matching in the capacitated house allocation prob-
lem is described in [Manlove et al., 2006] and its variant with weights is introduced
in [Sng and Manlove, 2010].
3.1.1 Graph Theory
We denote by G = (A ∪ P,E) an undirected bipartite graph with two disjoint sets of
vertices A and P , and a set of edges E. A set M ⊆ E is a matching in G if no two
edges in M are adjacent in G. LetM denote the set of matchings in G.
A maximum cardinality matching (for short a maximum matching) is a matching M ∈
M that maximises |M |. A matching M is perfect if every vertex of G is incident to
an edge of M . N(v) denotes the neighbourhood of any v ∈ A. For any maximum
matching M in a graph G, let P = v0, v1, . . . , vl be a M -alternating path as defined by
Berge [Berge, 1957]. An alternating path P with respect to M is a simple path in G
that contains edges inM and not in M alternately. If the end-vertices of P are exposed
thenM is an augmenting path. We will use the notion of an augmentingM -alternating
path, and the following well-known theorem from [Berge, 1957].
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a matching in a graph G. M admits a maximum cardinality
if and only if G does not contain an augmenting M -alternating path.
We will use the Gallai-Edmonds decomposition [Lovász and Plummer, 1986,
Abraham et al., 2007b] for bipartite graphs, which involves labelling vertices with re-
spect to a maximum matching M .
3.2 Modelling Popular Matching in CP
Constraint programming (CP) is a rich declarative paradigm to tackle these situations.
Using a CP-based approach, the problem is formulated as a set constraints (or sub-
problems) defined over a set of variables. CP solvers rely on propagating these con-
straints to reduce the search space as efficiently as possible.
An instance of the popular matching problem involves an undirected bipartite graph
G = (A∪P,E), where A is called the set of applicants and P is called the set of posts,
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and each applicant ai ranks all posts in {pj|(ai, pj) ∈ E}. We assume in the rest of this
chapter that every applicant ai ∈ A has in its preference list an extra unique post li,
called last resort. Every last resort li is assumed to be worse than any post in P . Note
that the use of li as an abbreviation of l(ai). In this way, we can assume that every
applicant is matched, since any unmatched applicant can be assigned to her unique last
resort. Therefore, we can focus on matchings that are applicant-complete.
For each matched node u in a matching M , we denote by M(u) the node linked to
u by an edge in M . An applicant ai prefers a matching M to a matching M ′ if ai is
matched in M and unmatched in M ′, or if ai is matched in both M and M ′, but prefers
M(ai) toM ′(ai). A matchingM is more popular than a matchingM ′ if there are more
applicants preferring M to M ′. A matching M is popular if there exists no matching
more popular than M . The popular matching problem is the question of deciding if a
popular matching exists, and to find one if it is the case.
We show that this problem can be formulated as a single Global Cardinality Con-
straint [Régin, 1996]. We begin with a CP model for the classic popular matching
problem. Let I be a popular matching instance and G = (A ∪ P,E) the associated
undirected bipartite graph. We use one integer variable xi per applicant ai ∈ A. The
domain of each xi represents all the potential matches for ai, thus its domain represents
all posts that are neighbours of ai plus the unique last post li. We decide to represent
the assignment of ai by the index of the post (each li is indexed by a unique value
|P |+ i). Therefore, the domain is initialised by D(xi) = {j|pj ∈ N(ai)} ∪ {|P |+ i}.
Assigning a value j to xi is interpreted as ai is matched to post pj if j ≤ |P |, and to li
otherwise.
3.2.1 Strict Preference Lists
We consider here the case where preferences are given without ties. For each applicant
ai, we denote by f(ai) the first-ranked post in its preference list. We denote by f(pj)
the set of applicants ai where f(ai) = pj . A post pj ∈ P is called f-post if ∃ai ∈ A
such that f(ai) = pj . We denote by s(ai) the best (most preferred) post for ai that
is not an f-post. Such post is called s-post. The least preferred post li guarantees the
existence of s(ai).
Figure 3.1 shows an example with 6 applicants and 6 posts. The f-posts for this instance
are p2, p3, p4 and p5, and f(p2) = {a1}, f(p3) = {a6}, f(p4) = {a3}, f(p5) =
{a2, a4, a5}. The bold entries in the preference lists are the f-posts and the underlined
entries are the s-posts.
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Let G′ = (A ∪ P,E ′) be a the reduced graph of G where E ′ = {(ai, p)| p ∈ f(ai) ∪
s(ai), ai ∈ A}, as you can see in Figure 3.1(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: An example without ties in the preference lists (a) and the reduced graph
G′ (b).
Our CP model is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. [Abraham et al., 2007b] A matching M is popular iff the following con-
ditions hold:
(a) Every f-post is matched in M ,
(b) For each applicant ai, M(ai) ∈ {f(ai), s(ai)}.
Using Lemma 3.1, we show that one can model the popular matching problem using
one global cardinality constraint (GCC) constraint. We define the mapping lb as fol-
lows: lb(j) = 1 if pj is an f-post and lb(j) = 0 otherwise. This means that the lower
bound on the f-posts must be 1, from Lemma 3.1, and the lower bound on the s-posts
can be 0, since not all the s-posts can be in the matching. We define the mapping ub as
follows:
A. ub(j) = 0 if ∀ai ∈ A, f(ai) 6= pj and s(ai) 6= pj ,
B. ub(j) = 1 otherwise.
Given a complete assignment of the variables [x1, . . . , x|A|], we define a set of edges
M = {(ai, pj)|D(xi) = {j} ∧ j ≤ |P |}.
Theorem 3.2. GCC(lb, ub, [x1, . . . , x|A|])is satisfiable iff M is a popular matching.
Proof. Observe first that if GCC(lb, ub, [x1, . . . , x|A|]) is satisfiable then all variables
will have pairwise different values. Therefore M is a matching. The rest of the proof
is a direct application of Lemma 3.1. 
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3.2.2 Preference List with Ties
We consider the case where preferences can contain ties (see Figure 3.2(a)
[Abraham et al., 2007b]). The notion of f -post and s-post are defined in the case with
ties similar to the preferences list without ties. The definition of f(ai) becomes the set
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.2: An example with ties in the preference lists and the graph G1 with a
maximum matching in bold and the E ,O, U labelling sets associated.
of top choices for applicant ai. However the definition of s(ai) is no longer the same
and in this case it may contain a number of surplus f -posts.
Let M be a popular matching of some instance graph G = (A ∪ P,E). We define the
first-rank graph of G as G1 = (A ∪ P,E1), where E1 is the set of all rank-one edges.
Let M1 be a maximum matching in G1. We recall the Gallai-Edmonds decomposi-
tion [Lovász and Plummer, 1986] in Lemma 3.2 using the following notation. Using
M1 we can partition A∪P into three disjoint sets: E ,O, and U . These sets are defined
as following: E (respectively O) is the set of nodes having an even (respectively odd)
alternating path with respect to M1 from an unmatched node; and U is the set of nodes
that are not in E ∪ O.
Lemma 3.2 (Gallai-Edmonds decomposition). Let E , O and U be the vertices sets
defined by G1 and M1 above. Then:
A. E , O, and U are a partition of A ∪ P , and any maximum matching in G1 leads
to exactly the same sets E , O, and U .
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B. Every node in O (resp. U) is matched to a node in E (resp. U), and |M | =
|O|+|U|/2.
C. No maximum matching of G1 contains an edge between two nodes in O, a node
in O and a node in U , or between a node in E and a node in U .
In [Abraham et al., 2007b], s(ai) is defined as the top choice(s) for ai that is
in E (see Figures 3.2(a) where bold entries represent the f -posts and under-
lined entries represent the s-posts). In this example the nodes label are: E =
{a1, a2, a3, a4, p3, p5, p6, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6}, O = {a6, p1, p2}, and U = {a5, p4}.
We use the following theorem from [Abraham et al., 2007b] to model the popular
matching with ties.
Theorem 3.3. [Abraham et al., 2007b] A matching M is popular iff:
A. M ∩ E1 is a maximum matching of G1,
B. For each applicant ai, M(ai) ∈ f(ai) ∪ s(ai).
Using the reduced graph model, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3. From an instance G0 = (A ∪ P0, E0) that does not admit a popular
matching, adding a copy of a post pi, that has already a number of copies equal to the
degree of the vertex pi in G0, leads to an instance without popular matching.
Proof. In the graph G0, the number of applicants connected to any post pi defines the
maximum number of copies we should allow for that post. Indeed in other case there
will not be enough applicants to match with the new copy. 
From this Lemma, we apply this new pre-pruning rule on our model:
• ∀i, D(xi)← D(xi) \ {d(pi)+1, . . . , ci}, where d(pi) is the degree of the item pi
in the subgraph G0.
We show how to model the popular matching problem with ties using one GCC con-
straint. The domain of every variable xi is pruned to contain only values corresponding
to posts in f(ai) ∪ s(ai).
Next, by using the properties of E ,O, U from Lemma 3.2 we can apply several pre-
processing steps to our model (note that a last resort can be only a member of E):
A. By definition, every vertex in U is matched to another vertex in U . Let Ψ =
{j|pj ∈ U} and Ω = {i|ai ∈ U} be the two indexes of vertices in U . This
property leads to the following preprocessing steps:
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(a) ∀i ∈ Ω, D(xi)← D(xi) ∩Ψ,
(b) ∀j ∈ Ψ, ∀i ∈ [1, |A|] \ Ω, D(xi)← D(xi) \ {j}.
B. By definition, every vertex in O is matched to a vertex in E . Let Θ = {j|pj ∈
E ∨ lj−|P | ∈ E} and Υ = {i|ai ∈ E} be the two indexes of vertices in E .
Let Φ = {k|ak ∈ O} and Λ = {l|pl ∈ O} be the two indexes of vertices in O.
This property leads to the following preprocessing steps:
(a) ∀k ∈ Φ, D(xk)← D(xk) ∩Θ,
(b) ∀l ∈ Λ, ∀i ∈ [1, |A|] \Υ, D(xi)← D(xi) \ {l}.
The mappings lb and ub are defined as follows:
A. lb(j) = 1, ∀j such that pj ∈ O ∪ U , otherwise lb(j) = 0;
B. ub(j) = 1 for all j such that pj is an f -post, pj is an s-post, or j > |P | and lj−|P |
is an s-post. Otherwise ub(j) = 0.
For every complete assignment of [x1, . . . , x|A|], we define a unique set of edges M =
{(ai, pj)|D(xi) = {j} ∧ j ≤ |P |}}.
Theorem 3.4. GCC(lb, ub, [x1, . . . , x|A|]) is satisfiable iff M is a popular matching
with ties.
Proof. ⇒ First, if GCC is satisfiable, then ∀ai ∈ A, M(ai) ∈ f(ai) ∪ s(ai). Second,
the preprocessing steps enforce the properties (b) and (c) from Lemma 3.2. Therefore
M ∩ E1 is a maximum matching of G1.
⇐ If M is popular, then by construction, the correspondent GCC constraint is satisfi-
able. 
3.3 Optimal Popular Matching
Several notions of optimality are studied in the literature for the case of preferences
without ties [Kavitha and Nasre, 2009, McDermid and Irving, 2009]. The most com-
mon way is to associate each edge to a weight and then find a minimum/maximum
weight popular matching.
The authors of [McDermid and Irving, 2009] improve the algorithms of Kavitha
[Kavitha and Nasre, 2009] for finding a mincost popular matching in O(n + m) time
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and rank-maximal/fair popular matchings in O(n log n+m) time, where n = |A| and
m is the sum of preference lists.
We consider the more general case where preferences can contain ties. We assume
that the weight function is monotonically increasing with respect to the rank. To the
best of our knowledge, the complexity of finding an optimal popular matching where
ties are allowed in the preference lists, is unknown. However, recently we found a
technical report in ArXiv [Matsui and Hamaguchi, 2016] showing the result with the
same worst-case time complexity. Our approach is, however, much simpler.
The solution of the popular matching problem is a matching between the set of appli-
cants A and the set of posts ∆P corresponding to the values in ∆ = ⋃ni=1D(xi).
Let n1 be the number of applicants, and n2 ≤ n1 be the number of posts in ∆P .
We denote by ∆β the set of posts in Op ∪ Up, where β is the size of this set. Let
G′ = (A∪∆P , E ′) be the bipartite graph modelling our problem, where the weight on
each edge (ai, pj) ∈ E ′ represents the rank of pj in the preference lists of ai.
We use the well-known Minimum Weight Perfect Matching in Bipartite Graph prob-
lem. This problem is equivalent to the classic assignment problem with cost, which









xji = 1 ∀i (3.2)∑
i
xji = 1 ∀j (3.3)
xji =
 1 if the edge (ai, pj) is selected0 otherwise
We transform the graph G′ ito an instance of the Minimum Weight Perfect Matching
in a Bipartite Graph problem. In order to obtain a perfect matching, we need to add
K = n2 − n1 dummy-applicant vertices in A, each of which is linked to all posts in
∆P \ ∆β with a weight equal to a large constant C, e.g. C = |P |2. Note that the
weight on the edges between ai ∈ A and pj ∈ ∆β is equal to 1 (first rank). This linear
transformation is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
If we compute a Minimum Weight Perfect Matching with the ILP and find a solution,
we will obtain a weight equal to KC + ε, where ε represents the weights sum from
the n1 normal applicants. Since KC is constant, ε is the minimum weight that we
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are looking for. Thus, the matching obtained, without the dummy-applicant vertices,
corresponds to a solution of optimal popular matching problem.
∆P




















Figure 3.3: A perfect matching instance.
Kuhn and Yaw [Kuhn and Yaw, 1955] gave the first polynomial algorithm, called
the Hungarian method, to solve the Minimum Weight Perfect Matching in Bi-
partite Graph problem. The algorithm had a running time of O(n3). Then, in
[Edmonds and Karp, 1972] the authors gave a reduction of this problem to the Flow
Circulation problem. As we did with our linear transformation to obtain a perfect
matching instance, we can create a flow circulation instance in a special network, and
from this new model, we can use better existing complexity results.
Let G = (V,E) be a network, the Flow Circulation problem is define as follow:
lb(v, w) lower bound on flow on the edge (v, w)
ub(v, w) upper bound on flow on the edge (v, w)
c(v, w) cost of one flow unit on the edge (v, w)




c(v, w).f(v, w) (3.5)
We also need to keep track of the flow of the individual commodities:
fi(v, w) the flow of commodity i from v to w. (3.6)
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fi(v, w) the total flow. (3.7)
The conservation constraint must be upheld individually for the commodities:
∑
w∈V
fi(v, w) = 0. (3.8)
3.3.1 Linear Transformation
In order to force the assignment of the β posts in ∆β , we fix by [1, 1] the lower and
upper bounds of the arcs going out from these posts. We also force the flow passing by
the other posts to not exceed n1−β, otherwise all the flow could pass by these arcs and
not by the posts in ∆β . An illustration of the construction is presented in Figure 3.4.
In [Fredman and Tarjan, 1987], the authors proposed an algorithm to solve the flow
problem in O(n(m+ n log n)) time. Therefore, an optimal popular matching with ties












β = |Op ∪ Up|
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the Flow Circulation problem.
3.4 Popular Matchings with Post Copies
Many instances of the popular matching problem admit no solution. In the literature,
authors have studied such situations where extra copies of posts are allowed in order
to find a solution [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011]. The 1-or-2 copies problem can be seen
as a generalisation of the popular matching problem.
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The problem is related to many real-world applications such as DVD rental stores,
training programs, and bus tours. According to client demand, additional copies of an
item can be purchased in order to satisfy their preferences. A training program can
be run for a single person, but some training programs may be able to accommodate
more than one person. To organise bus tours for a given conference, people express
their preference over the tours and it is possible to increase the size of a bus at a cost,
or with additional buses.
This problem is called the FIXINGCOPIES problem:
Instance: Given a graph G = (A ∪ P,E) and a list 〈c1, . . . , c|P |〉 of upper bounds on
the number of copies possible for each post.
Question: Does there exist an 〈χ1, . . . , χ|P |〉 such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , |P |},
having χi copies of the i-th post, where 1 ≤ χi ≤ ci, enables the resulting graph to
admit a popular matching?
The FIXINGCOPIES problem is known to beNP-complete [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011],
and it remainsNP-complete even when preferences are derived from the same master
preference list [Irving et al., 2008].
3.4.1 Properties of the FIXINGCOPIES Problem
It is assumed that the FIXINGCOPIES problem does not admit a popular matching for
the basic instance I0 where the number of copies of each post is equal to 1.
The bipartite graph associated with I0 is denoted by G0 = (A ∪ P 0, E0). Thus, our
problem can be divided into two parts:
(a) The decision of the number of copies for each post that defines an instance I i of
the popular matching problem with ties (containing a graph Gi = (A ∪ P i, Ei));
(b) Solving the popular matching problem given by I i.
We propose to study the consequences of creating post copies for the instances that do
not admit popular matching according to the labels.
First we will show that the properties from [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] for the 1-or-2
copies problem can not be applied to our case. We will describe several new rules for
the general copies problem.
In [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011], the authors define two notions: the critical items that are
the items in U ∪ O, and the non-critical that are the items in E . Then they gave details
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about which items from the E ,O,U labels can or must not be copied. Assume that
G = (A ∪ P,E) is a graph and K is a set of items that can be duplicated. Assume
also that G does not admit a popular matching, and there exist a way of duplicating
items in K such that the augmented instance G̃ admits a popular matching, and then
the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4. [Kavitha and Nasre, 2011] There exists an augmented instance G̃ such
that every item that is critical in G1 is also critical in G̃1 and G̃ admits a popular
matching.
This lemma could be useful for our pruning rules for the general case, but unfortunately
this lemma is not true for the general copies problem.
Proof. Indeed, we can use the existing proof and try to do the same, we will see that
cannot work in this case. Suppose that we have a popular matching due to a copy of an
item bi such that bi is critical in G1 but becomes non critical (as its copy) in G̃1 after
the copy (G̃ is the instance with the copy). As in the proof of the lemma, the maximum
matching in G̃1 is the same without the copy p′i. Now for the second condition to
have the popularity, is that we obtain it with this copy, it is because an applicant is
assigned to p′i. Due to the non-criticality of p
′
i, it is an assignment out of G̃1, so out of
Ẽ1. Thus there exists an applicant a not assigned (and non-critical) such that bi is the
best choice from E . If we remove p′i, the graph obtained makes pi critical but a is still
non-critical. a has no non-critical items in E1 otherwise the maximum matching will
be not maximum. In fact the best choice in E will be after pi (now critical), it can be
a tie or from a lower rank, but this item can be assigned to another applicant already.
Thus the solution might not be popular and the lemma is not applicable for the general
problem. 
Now, we introduce several properties of the new instances obtained by copying a post
according to the E ,O, U labelling. In the following, a post will be said to be in E , O
or U if it is labelled by the corresponding set.
Lemma 3.5. In any instance obtained from the copy of a post pi in O, the post and its
copies will remain in O or be in U . From this copy, any other post in O will be also in
U or will remain in O, and all posts in E or U will remain the same.
Proof. Let M be the maximum matching used to obtain the sets E , O and U . By
definition, if pi is in O then it is linked to an M -alternating path and matched to an
applicant ai in E (see Figure 3.5). We recall that all posts in these paths are in O by
definition. Therefore there are two cases: 1) there are only non-disjoint M -alternating
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(b) Disjoint alternating paths
Figure 3.5: Illustrations of the copy of a post in O in G1.
paths linked to pi (see Figure 3.5(a)), and 2) at least two disjoint M -alternating paths
are connected to pi (see Figure 3.5(b)).
In both cases, the copy p′i is also connected to ai and to at least one M -alternating
path. There exists one augmenting M -alternating path called C1 from p′i. By changing
the membership in M of all edges of C1, we can increase the matching. After this
modification, there is no other augmenting M -alternating path and the matching is
maximum by Berge’s Theorem [Berge, 1957]. Since all posts of C1 are in O, no post
in E or U changes from this copy. From this new matching M , we can recompute the
labels.
In the first case, let pj be the closest vertex to pi on C1 which creates a joint with other
M -alternating paths. To simplify the proof we split C1 in two parts: the one at the left
of pj (containing pi) and the right one. The right part of C1 remains unchanged, but
on the left part of C1, every vertex changes into U (see Figure 3.5(a)). Thus from this
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copy, all posts in O will remain in O or will change into U .
In the second case, there exists at least one distinctM -alternating path C2 connected to
pi and p′i. The concatenation of C2 and the modified C1 creates a uniqueM -alternating
path. Therefore, the labels from the modified C1 remain the same. Thus in both cases,
after the copy of a post in O, all posts in O will remain the same or will be in U , and
all posts in E or U will remain the same. 
In a similar way, we have the following proprieties for the applicants’ labels.
Lemma 3.6. In any new instance obtained from the copy of a post pi in O, any appli-
cant in E will remain in E or will be in U . And all applicants in U or O will remain
the same.
Proof. This proof is complementary of the previous one. First, one can remark that
from ai there can existM -alternating paths starting byO (at the left of ai on the Figure
3.5). After the modification of C1, if ai is in U then these paths may change also in U .
We remark that only applicants in E can change like this. The other applicants with a
different label will remain the same. 
Corollary 3.1. In any instance obtained from a copy of a post in O, the size of the



















Figure 3.6: Illustration of the copy of a post in U in G1.
Lemma 3.7. In any instance obtained from the copy of a post pi in U , the post and its
copies will be in E . From this copy, any other post in U will be in E or will remain in
U . And all posts in E or O will remain the same.
Proof. Let M be the maximum matching used to obtain the sets E , O and U . By
definition, if pi is in U then it cannot be linked to an M -alternating path, and it is
matched to an applicant ai who is also in U (see Figure 3.6). Since the copy p′i has
the same properties as pi, no augmenting M -alternating path is created from it, and p′i
remains unmatched and in E . Thus the maximum matching remains the same, so all
vertices that are not a member of any M -alternating path from p′i will keep their label.
All the vertices in U that are a member of an M -alternating path from this p′i will be
in O or E . It is obvious that the applicant vertices will be in O and the post ones in E .
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All vertices not in U that are also a member of this path will remain the same. Thus
after the copy of a post in U , all posts in U will remain the same or will be in E , and
all posts in E or O will remain the same. 
Lemma 3.8. In any new instance obtained from the copy of a post pi in U , any ap-
plicant in U will remain in U or will be in O. And all the applicants in E or O will
remain the same.
Proof. This proof is complementary to the previous one. First, after the changing of
labels on the new M -alternating paths (see Figure 3.6), the only applicants changing
will be the one associated with this path, and more precisely the U ones. Note that
from ai, the neighbourhood in U will stay the same. The only vertices changing label
are on these new M -alternating paths. Thus, the other applicants with a different label
will remain the same. 
Corollary 3.2. In any instance obtained from the copy of a post in U , the maximum
matching will remain the same.
Corollary 3.3. From any instance I with a popular matching, every instance I∗ ob-
tained from I by copying just posts in E , remains popular
Proof. From Lemma 3.9, adding more copies from E will not change the labels. In










Figure 3.7: Illustration of the copy of a post in E in G1.
Lemma 3.9. In any instance obtained from the copy of a post pi in E , the maximum
matching and the label of any vertex will remain the same.
Proof. Let M be the maximum matching used to obtain the sets E , O, and U . First,
if pi is unmatched then any copy of this post will be in E . Second, if pi is matched,
then by definition, it cannot be linked to an M -alternating path, and it is matched to an
applicant ai who is in O (see Figure 3.7). Obviously, p′i will be only connected to an
applicant vertex that is in O. Thus, we will have only new M -alternating paths from
p′i but none of them will be an augmenting path. Thus after the copy of a post in E , all
vertices will remain the same as the cardinality of the maximum matching. 
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3.4.2 Two Automatons
From the lemmas established above, we can deduce important results about the be-
haviour of the label of any post after a copy.
Theorem 3.5. From any copy of a post in E , O or U , every post uses the following
automaton to determine its label:
EO U
Figure 3.8: Illustration of the posts automaton.
Proof. By merging the Lemmas 3.5, 3.7 and 3.9, one can see that after any copy of a
post with any label we always obtain the following rules:
(a) The label of any post in O will stay the same or will change into U .
(b) The label of any post in U will stay the same or will change into E .
(c) The label of any post in E will never change.
The automaton obtained is immediate from these rules. 
Theorem 3.6. From any copy of a post in E , O or U , every applicant follows the
following automaton to determine its label:
E U O
Figure 3.9: Illustration of the applicants automaton.
Proof. By merging the Lemmas 3.6, 3.8 and 3.9, one can see that after any copy of an
applicant with any label we always obtain the following rules:
(a) The label of any applicant in E will remain the same or will change into U .
(b) The label of any applicant in U remain stay the same or will change into O.
(c) The label of any applicant in O will never change.
The automaton obtained is immediate from these rules. 
Corollary 3.4. Any applicant matched and labelled by O or U will always remain
matched in the children instances.
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3.4.3 Properties of G’
Now we can give properties for the reduced graph G′. In the reduced graph, first, we
search for a maximum matching, and secondly, we define the E ,O,U labels. On the
reduced graph, we still need to have a maximum matchingM inG1 and an assignment-
complete in G′. If the instance is not popular, from the maximum matching M and
the labels, we can just study the set NA of non-assigned applicants. If we want to
increase the assignment, we need to find an augmenting path with new copies. Thus
the only alternating path studied are the ones starting from the unmatched applicants,
i.e. a ∈ NA. Therefore, we have the following lemmas:
Lemma 3.10. We will never do a copy of posts in E or U in order to obtain a popular
matching.
Proof. On these alternating paths NA, the posts are only in O.
Lemma 3.11. A copy of a post in O from NA can not assign two more applicants.
Proof. Let a1 and a2 be the two applicants assigned with the copy. If we are changing
the belonging from the augmenting alternating path {a1, . . . , p′i}, from a2 we have only
an alternating path where p′i ∈ O. This leads having a1 ∈ E and pi still in O. So there
is no other unmatched vertex to have an augmenting alternating path. 
From this lemma we obtain a Lower Bound:
Theorem 3.7 (Lower Bound). If there are k non-assigned applicants in G′, then we
need at least k copies to reach a popular matching. This is the lower bound for the
number of copies required to make the instance popular.
An instance can be popular only if the maximum matching inG′ is applicant-complete,
thus only if we do useful copies to find augmenting alternating paths from the non-
assigned applicants. These copies can only be done from these alternating paths NA,
and only from O posts.
From this remark we can define the maximum number of copies to the problem (Upper
Bound):
Theorem 3.8 (Upper Bound). If there are k non-assigned applicants in G′, and from
them there are several alternating paths P , with exactly p posts in O, in order to find
a popular matching, we can create a limited number of copies equal to:
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where d(pi)− 1 is the degree of the node pi minus the original copy already assigned
to an applicant.
3.4.4 Dominance Rules
We introduce new dominance rules. For any instance I, we denote by FI the set of
posts that are not f -posts or s-posts.
Lemma 3.12. Let I and I∗ be two instances where I∗ is built from I by copying some
posts. Any post in FI is in FI∗.
Proof. Let pi be such a post. Clearly pi is in E . Now since pi ∈ FI , then for all the
applicants, their best choice in E is never pi but other posts in E . From Theorem 3.5
any post in E will always remain in E after any kind of copy. Thus, the other posts will
remain in E and pi will never become an s-post. 
Theorem 3.9. Let I be an instance without a popular matching, and let pi ∈ FI . Ev-
ery instance with a popular matching, obtained from I by copying some posts, remains
popular even with the original number of copies of pi from I.
Proof. If pi ∈ FI , it cannot be assigned to an applicant in a popular matching. By
Lemma 3.12, the proof is immediate. 
The first dominance rule is working for any copy of any post. Using the Corollary 3.3
another dominance rule can be described for the posts in E .
Theorem 3.10. Let I be an instance who admits or not a popular matching. Every
instance obtained from I by copying any post pi in E , remains the same or can admit
a popular matching.
Proof. By using Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 3.3, one can conclude easily that any copy
of a post in E will not change the labels, and may add more s-posts in the instance.
This can lead to find a popular matching. 
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Remark 3.1. These theoretical results lead us to consider only instances with a maxi-
mum number of copies for the s-posts and to avoid the posts in FI . These properties
highlight the difficulty in identifying posts that do not need to be copied to find a pop-
ular matching. Indeed, the s-posts can change only after a copy of U posts.
3.4.5 Modelling the FIXINGCOPIES Problem
We show how we can use the popular matching CSP model and the results from Sec-
tion 3.4.1 in order to solve the problem of fixing copies and to introduce an effective
pruning rule. Let χk(pi) be defined as the number of copies fixed for the post pi in the
instance Ik.
We saw that the FIXINGCOPIES problem can be split in two steps: first, fixing the
number of copies for each post that creates an instance of the popular matching prob-
lem with ties, and second, by checking the popularity of this instance. For the second
step, it is sufficient to use the GCC constraint as shown in Theorem 3.4.
We propose to explore a search tree where the root node represents I0 and any other
node is associated with an instance obtained from its parent by increasing the number
of copies of one post. In this tree structure, any descendant I l of a node Ik has the
following property:
∀pi ∈ P, χl(pi) ≥ χk(pi). (3.10)
Thus from each node, we can apply all the results obtained in Section 3.4.1, and in
particular the Theorem 3.9. From this theorem, we can fix the number of copies of
some posts for an instance node and its children. Therefore we apply the following
pruning rule at each instance node in the tree for our model. Let I l be a child of Ik,
then:
∀i, if pi ∈ FI
k
, then ∀I l, χl(pi) = χk(pi). (3.11)
As we explained in Remark 3.1, the identification of useful/useless posts in the fixing
copies problem is complex. We obtained only one pruning rule for exploring the in-
stance tree. However with the intention of improving the exploration of the tree and to
reduce the number of instances visited with the pruning rule, we discuss the impact of
the branching strategies based on the O, E , U labelling.
In particular, we highlight the impact of the copy of a post in a specific label. From
Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.10 the copy from a post in E does not change the labels
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and cannot remove popularity from other instances with copies from different labels.
This result shows that branching on posts in E does not avoid some potential solutions
in another branches of the search tree.
From Corollary 3.2 the copy from a post in U does not change the maximum matching,
but changes at least two posts in E . We can conclude that only the posts in U have a
significant impact on the branching decision, indeed exploring the nodes, where labels
U are considered last, should reduce the backtracking.
3.5 Experiments
In this section we will present the experimental results, first, for the popular matching
and, second, the FixingCopies problem.
We have successfully implemented the CP models presented in this chapter using the
Numberjack platform [Hebrard et al., 2010] using the constraint programming solver
Mistral as a backend. Numberjack is a modelling package written in Python providing
a flexible interface for problem specification and the ability to solve such a problem us-
ing mixed integer programming, satisfiability, or constraint programming techniques.
All the tests run on Intel Xeon E5-2640 processors.
For our experiments we created, in Python, a parameterised instance generator for the
popular matching and fixing copies problems. This generator allows us to analyse
and compare the different methods proposed for our CP model. For this purpose, we
have varied the following parameters: the number of the applicants and the number
of posts; the lengths and completeness of the preference lists; and the probability of
ties in the lists. To keep the empirical generation of the instances manageable, we
restricted our attention to cases where the number of posts are equal to the number
of applicants, represented by n, and all the preference lists have the same length. We
characterised the ties by a single parameter t that an entry in a preference lists is tied
with its predecessor.
In order to obtain a ‘controlled’ scale graph we generated a bipartite graph using a pref-
erential attachment mechanism [Guillaume and Latapy, 2004]. The graph is initialised
with an input set of |A| vertices (i.e. the number of applicants for our model), then at
each step according to a probability r an edge is added between the applicant selected
and an existing post, or a new bottom post pi is created. Secondly, from this generated
graph, we create the preference lists for each applicant and each post is ranked follow-
ing a probability computed from the generated graph. For the instances with ties, we
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gave a probability denoted by tr to decide if an entry in a preference lists is tied with
its predecessor.
3.5.1 Results for the Popular Matching
We implemented the standard popular matching algorithms (with and without
ties) [Abraham et al., 2007b] in C++. The CP models are implemented in Mistral-
2.0 [Hebrard, 2008], also written in C++. We generated large random instances where
the number of applicants is equal to the number of posts. Four sets of instances are
generated with 8500, 9000, 9500, and 10000 applicants. We generated 10 instances
without ties for each set with different seeds. For the case with ties, we generated 15
instances per set with 5 different seeds and 3 different probabilities for distributing the
ties.
The results are summarised in Table 3.1. Each column shows the average CPU runtime
in seconds for one set of instances averaged over successful runs. The first part of the
table concerns the case without ties and the second part shows the results for the case
with ties. Note that every instance is solved by both configurations. The results of the
standard algorithm are shown in the row ‘Standard’. The CP model is presented with
the row ‘Mistral’. Best results are shown in bold face fonts.
Table 3.1: Popular matching: Summary of the results
Instances 8.5k 9k 9.5k 10k
Without ties
Standard 144 160 177 195
Mistral 152 168 191 215
With ties
Standard 153 170 162 211
Mistral 144 162 181 204
Table 3.1 shows that the CP models are very competitive. Indeed, the performance of
the CP model is slightly worse but very close to the standard algorithm for the case
without ties. Best results for the case with ties are, however, always obtained with
Mistral, which is around 10 seconds faster than the standard algorithm..
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3.5.2 Results for the FixingCopies Problem
We study the FixingCopies problem to evaluate the different branching strategies as
well as the dominance rules. The exploration strategies are the six permutations to
rank in priority the three labels E ,O, U . The search tree is implemented in Python
using Numberjack [Hebrard et al., 2010].
The timeout is fixed to 20 minutes. We first run all the configurations on purely ran-
dom instances (general preference list), but observed that these instances are easy to
solve. Therefore, we studied another family of instances based on a notion of a master
preference list, as described below.
3.5.2.1 General Preference List
In Section 3.4.5, regarding the difficulty to prune the domains of variables and to iden-
tify the the posts that do not need to be copied, we split the fixing copies problem into
two steps. The first one involves exploring the enumeration of each instance obtained
by increasing the number of copies of the posts. In the second step, we use our CP
model for solving the instance at hand using the GCC constraint. The experiments
deal with the different methods of exploration presented previously. In order to use
the properties introduced in Section 3.4.1, the exploration of the enumerated instances
must be done such that each node explored respects the property (3.10). The principle
is to explore the instances, in regard to the property (3.10), by putting priorities on the
post labels that must be copied in first. The different exploration strategies come from
the six permutations to rank the three labels E ,O, U . We show empirically that the
automaton obtained theoretically is the best ranking strategy to explore the instances.
The experimental results are presented in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. With respect of
our description, we generated instances with n ∈ {35, 40, 45, 50, 140, 160, 180} appli-
cants. For each set, we create 60 instances as follows: for each set, we have four prob-
abilities r ∈ {50%, 60%, 70%, 80%} for the preferential attachment bipartite graph,
five seeds, and three probabilities for having ties: tr ∈ {10%, 15%, 20%}. Then we
present the six ranking strategies based on the permutation of the labels. For instance
eou means that we copy the nodes in E before O, and then the nodes in O before
U . There is a Boolean 0, 1 at the end of each configuration to say whether we use the
pruning rule that we proposed (0=no pruning, 1 = pruning). For each configuration, we
have reported the percentage of finding successful solutions, the number of decisions
(or subproblems tested with the CP model) (D) and the runtime (T) in seconds for the
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Table 3.3: Summary of the results for large instances
140 160 180
Labels %sol D T %sol D T %sol D T
euo-0 36 11.00 51 13 13.00 1026 13 20.12 162
euo-1 36 11.00 51 11 13.00 1025 13 18.62 166
eou-0 36 11.00 51 11 13.00 1029 13 20.12 162
eou-1 36 11.00 51 11 13.00 1024 13 18.62 166
ueo-0 5 7.66 4 1 10.00 6 1 10.00 781
ueo-1 5 7.66 4 1 10.00 6 1 10.00 775
uoe-0 5 7.66 4 1 10.00 6 1 10.00 780
uoe-1 5 7.66 4 1 10.00 6 1 10.00 771
oeu-0 81 8.00 15 50 14.00 4 48 16.13 81
oeu-1 81 8.00 15 50 14.00 4 48 16.13 81
oue-0 81 8.00 15 50 14.00 4 48 16.13 81
oue-1 81 8.00 15 50 14.00 4 48 16.13 81
successful instances.
The first clear observation from Tables 3.2 and 3.3 is that all enumeration strategies
starting from posts in O outperform the other strategies. For instance, with 140 appli-
cants, any strategy starting by copying posts inO solves 81% of the instances, whereas
the best strategy for the rest solves no more than 36%. This confirms that the automaton
obtained theoretically is indeed the best ranking strategy for guiding the exploration of
the search space.
It should be noted also that the strategies starting from posts in U behaves poorly in
all sets, and in fact is the worst strategy overall. This is not surprising since we know
by Corollary 3.2 that in any new instance obtained from the copy of a post in U ,
the maximum matching will remain the same. So the chances of having a popular
matching are low.
Last, we observe that the pruning rule that we introduced does not help in the general
preference list. Therefore we construct preference lists derived from a master prefer-
ence list, as described in [Irving et al., 2008].
3.5.2.2 Master Preference List
A master list models real-world matching problems in which posts are ranked accord-
ing to some global objective criterion. The master list may be allowed to contain ties
or may be strict. Irving et al. [Irving et al., 2008] considered the stable marriage prob-
lem in the presence of master preference lists and proved that many interesting variants
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remain hard under this master list model. In the same vein, we consider the popular
matching problem in the presence of a master list.
We generated the instances as follows: the number of applicants a ∈ {100, 150, 200};




10} for each post copies;
and each post has a probability h ∈ {50%, 70%, 90%} to be in the applicant preference
list (following the order given by the master preference list). For each configuration we
use 40 different randomised seeds. For instance in Table 3.4, 100a_50p_ub10 is asso-
ciated with the set of 100 applicants with 50 posts with 10 upper bounds of copies for
each post. Each row summarises the results of each branching strategy. For example,
for eou any post in E has the priority to be copied first, followed by the posts in O and
the posts in U . The ending in −0 means we did not use the dominance rule and −1
otherwise. A run is said to be successful when a solution is found or unsatisfiability
is proven within the time limit. For each configuration, we report the percentage of
successful runs %sol; the number of decisions (D); and the runtime (T ) in seconds of
the successful instances. The results shows the average over successful runs, which
means the instances that have returned a solution, either SAT or UNSAT.
Our dominance rules are extremely beneficial as we can see in the results. Any config-
uration is better when using the dominance rule (e.g. eou− 0 and eou− 1 in Table 3.4,
Table 3.5, Table 3.6, Table 3.7). Second observation, in all the tables is that if we in-
crease the upper bound of the copies we notice an increase in the number of successful
runs.
Observations we made previously are also true for the experiments that are not reported
here.
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If we consider the Table 3.5, and Table 3.7 increasing the similarity between the pref-
erence lists will not make the instances easier in general (i.e., when h ∈ {70%, 90%}).
Therefore, increasing the number of applicants, Table 3.4 and Table 3.6, the dominance
rule is more obvious.
Having a closer look at the branching strategies we see in Table 3.4 that the rows
eou − 0, eou − 1, oeu − 0, oeu − 1, the percentage of successful runs is higher than
the others strategies. Moreover, if we have a closer look at the decision number and
running time we can notice a huge difference between using the dominance rule eou−1
and not eou− 0. Second, if the dominance is turned on, then the best strategies are the
ones prioritising the branching of posts in E (e.g. eou − 1 and euo − 1,). Also, when
the posts in E are not given the top priority, it is always better to branch on them in
the second place (e.g. oeu − 1 is better than oue − 1). As explained in Section 3.4.5,
branching on E posts first reduces the search effort, notice the number of decisions.
However, if the post is either an f -post or s-post (as enforced by the first dominance
rule), the new copy will be included in some domains and will increase the likelihood
of finding a solution.
An important observation is about the branching on posts in U . Indeed as we deduce
in Section 3.4.5, any copy of these posts has an important impact. Branching on U for
the last will decrease the number of decisions and increase the number of solutions.
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Popular matchings 3.6 Chapter Summary
3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we proposed a CP formulation for the popular matching problem that
can handle cases in which there are ties in the applicants’ preference lists. We reported
the first polynomial time algorithm to find optimal popular matching in the presence of
ties in the preference lists. Next, we showed novel graph properties and new dominance
rules for the popular matching with copies. Our experiments on hard instances of the
popular matching problem with copies showed essentially the key aspects of a good
branching strategy as well as the effectiveness of our dominance rules in improving
efficiency of search.
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Chapter 4
Collective Scenario-Based Algorithm
for the Kidney Exchange Problem
“And suddenly, just like that, hope became knowledge. I was going to win. It was
just a matter of when.” Khaled Hosseini, The Kite Runner
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a method to build an online anticipatory algorithm from an
offline Kidney Exchange Problem (KEP) model, with the objective to maximize the
number of transplants. We call this method the Collective Scenario-Based Algorithm
(CSBA). We compare our method against: a baseline that reflects the current practice,
for example, solving the offline model; an oracle operating under perfect information;
and against the best performing algorithms from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009].
The KEP is a stochastic online problem, and can greatly benefit from the use of antic-
ipatory algorithms. Unfortunately, most such algorithms suffer from scalability issues
due to the reliance on scenario sampling, limiting their practical applicability. Instead,
we recognize that the KEP allows for a sampling-free probabilistic model of future
arrivals and drop-offs, which we capture via a so-called Abstract Exchange Graph
(AEG). We show how an AEG-based approach can outperform sampling-based algo-




4.2 An Overview of Kidney Exchange
Programmes
4.2 An Overview of Kidney Exchange Programmes
Organ transplantation is an effective solution for people suffering of kidney failure
[Dickerson and Sandholm, 2013], but finding a viable organ can be very difficult be-
cause of the scarcity of donors. Waiting for the organ of a deceased person can take
more than a couple of years, and buying and selling of organs is illegal in most coun-
tries. However, people have two kidneys and a person can live fine with just one. This
has encouraged voluntary donors (e.g. family members), which however are often in-
compatible with the patient due to, for example, blood or tissue type. A solution to this
involves having the incompatible pairs join a system that allows for the swapping of
donors donors, for example, a kidney exchange program.
Centralised kidney exchange programs exist in many countries, including the US, the
Netherlands and the UK [Manlove and O’Malley, 2014]. The program requires to
solve at regular intervals an optimization problem (the Kidney Exchange Problem –
KEP) to find a matching for the enrolled pairs that saves the largest possible number of
lives. This variant of the KEP has been addressed via a number of effective approaches.
In reality however, new pairs arrive (and unfortunately drop off) over time, making the
problem inherently on-line and stochastic. In this setting, it is known that exploiting
information about future outcomes, by means of an anticipatory on-line algorithm can
lead to substantially better results. The availability of extensive medical data makes
the estimation of future outcomes viable in practice.
On-line decision making can be framed as a form of multi-stage stochas-
tic optimization. This class of problem is extremely hard to solve exactly,
but high-quality solutions can be found via scalable sub-optimal methods (see
[Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009] and references therein). These approaches typi-
cally estimate future developments by sampling scenarios and optimize the (esti-
mated) expected value of current decisions. A few of the main anticipatory algorithms
from [Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009] have been adapted and extended to the KEP
in [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009], but the task was not straightforward and forced the
authors to introduce heuristic approximations.
In this chapter we present a simple method to build a on-line anticipatory algorithm
starting from an off-line model for the KEP, with the objective to maximize the number
of transplants. Compared with the algorithms from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009],
our method is more general and provides an expected value estimation that is correct
within the limit of sampling errors.
We compare our method against a baseline that reflects the current practice (for ex-
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ample, solving the off-line model with the current pairs), against an oracle oper-
ating under perfect information, and against the best performing algorithms from
[Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009]. On instances obtained via a realistic donor pool gener-
ation method, our approach improves over the state-of-the-art in terms of both number
of transplants and scalability.
4.3 Formulations for the Kidney Exchange Problem
Most works in the literature have focused on finding the best matching for a given
graph, for example, on the off-line version of the KEP. In the Operations Re-
search community the problem has been considered in [Constantino et al., 2013,
Anderson et al., 2015, Mak-Hau, 2015, Manlove and O’Malley, 2014], and more re-
cently in [Alvelos et al., 2015, Dickerson et al., 2016]. The (off-line) KEP can also
be seen as a generalization of the Stable Roommates Problem (SR) that is shown
to be NP-complete in [Irving, 2007b] as long as at least 3-way exchanges are con-
sidered. The problem is also related to barter-exchange markets (in which agents
seek to swap their items with one another in order to improve their social welfare)
[Abraham et al., 2007a, Ashlagi and Roth, 2012].
4.3.1 The Cycle Formulation
One popular Mathematical Programming model for the KEP is the so-called cycle
formulation [Roth et al., 2005]. The model is defined over a directed graph 〈V,A(V )〉,
where V is the set of nodes (pairs and altruistic donors) and A(V ) is the set of arcs.
We assume that A(·) is a function that maps a set of nodes to a set of arcs, based on
their compatibilities.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of such a graph, with four patient/donor pairs and one
altruistic donor (i.e. 〈−, d4〉). A two-way exchange is given by: (d0 → p2, d2 → p0);
(d0 → p1, d1 → p0); (d1 → p3, d3 → p1), a three way exchange by (d0 → p2, d2 →
p1, d1 → p0), a chain starting from an altruistic donor by d4 give rise to the following
chains: (d4 → p3, d3 → p1); (d4 → p3, d3 → p1, d1 → p0); (d4 → p3, d3 → p1, d1 →
p0, d0 → p2), with the last donor giving his kidney to the system. We remark that most
countries prefer to have a limit on the length of the chains as all the surgeries must take
place simultaneously as no donor can pull out from the program once their patient pair
has their kidney. Hence, in this example there are three two-way cycles, one three-way
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Figure 4.1: Example graph of a cycle formulation
cycle, and one two-way chain, one three-way chain, and one four-way chain.
The model requires enumerating the set C of all cycles that respect the constraints of
the problem. Paths starting from altruistic donors are regarded as cycles. Note that
in this formulation variables represent exchanges. Each cycle Cj corresponds to a
set of nodes and is associated with a weight w(Cj), equal to its cardinality when the
goal is to maximize the number of transplants. The cycle formulation requires the
introduction of a binary decision variable xj for each cycle cj ∈ C such that xj = 1 iff
the corresponding exchange has been chosen.








xj ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (4.2)
xj ∈ {0, 1}. ∀j ∈ C (4.3)
The objective is to maximize the sum of weights, i.e. the total number of trans-
plants. Constraint (4.2) prevents the model from using two cycles that share a com-
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mon patient-donor pair, or altruistic donor. In the example of Figure 4.1, the enu-
maration of all cycles is: C = {(d0 → p2, d2 → p0), (d0 → p1, d1 → p0), (d1 →
p3, d3 → p1), (d0 → p2, d2 → p1, d1 → p0), (d4 → p3, d3 → p1), (d4 → p3, d3 →
p1, d1 → p0), (d4 → p3, d3 → p1, d1 → p0, d0 → p2)}, and the weights of the
cycles are: w(Cj) = {2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4}, and thus, the variables are the following
xj = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7}. A solution for this example is x1 = 1 and x5 = 1 with
weight 5, meaning the cycle (d0 → p2, d2 → p0) and the chain (d4 → p3, d3 → p1).
The model is simple and capable of easily capturing complex constraints on cy-
cle formation, e.g. cardinality restrictions. The main drawback is limited scala-
bility, since the number of cycles is worst-case exponential in the maximum graph
size. This issue has been addressed via column generation in [Abraham et al., 2007a,
Dickerson et al., 2013, Glorie et al., 2014, Klimentova et al., 2014, Plaut et al., 2016].
Recently, alternative compact models have been proposed in [Alvelos et al., 2015,
Dickerson et al., 2016] to improve scalability without resorting to column generation.
4.3.2 The Online Kidney Exchange Problem
In the online setting pairs appear and expire at each time step. A number of stud-
ies [Pedroso, 2014, Alvelos et al., 2015] have taken into account the effect of potential
failures, but not of entering pairs. A simulator for the online KEP is presented in
[Santos et al., 2017], but the authors still rely on periodic execution of an offline ap-
proach. To the best of our knowledge, the online version of the KEP has been targeted
using anticipatory algorithms only in [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009].
Formally, the on-line KEP is a multi-stage stochastic problem whose exact solution
is a policy tree, which specifies recursively the best matching for each step and pos-
sible uncertain outcome. This approach has clear scalability issues, which are over-
come in [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] via scenario sampling, based on the ideas from
[Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009] and references therein.
A scenario refers here to a set of nodes that may enter in the next h steps, where h is
called the look-ahead horizon. A number ns of scenarios can be obtained by sampling
the probability distribution for pair entries (estimated from medical data). All scenarios
are considered equally likely after sampling. We refer as V0 to the nodes currently in
the program and as Vs (with s ∈ {1, . . . , ns}) to the those entering under scenario s.
An example of two simple scenarios is shown in Figure 4.2.
The two best performing algorithms from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] are based
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hp3, d3i
<latexit sha1_base64="b+4VnqhJLZzHm75ZH2KlbjZctVI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlsYIeC148VrAf0JSw2WzapZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMwLUs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtlWSS0BZJeCK7AVaUM0FbmmlOu6mkOA447QSjm5nfeaBSsUTc63FK+zEeCBYxgrWRfPvI41gMOEWpXz9HoV9HnswF3646NScHWiZuQapQoOnbX16YkCymQhOOleq5Tqr7Eyw1I5xOK16maIrJCA9oz1CBY6r6k/yDKTo1SoiiRJoSGuXq74kJjpUax4HpjLEeqkVvJv7n9TIdXfcnTKSZpoLMF0UZRzpBszhQyCQlmo8NwUQycysiQywx0Sa0ignBXXx5mbQvaq5Tc+8uqw2niKMMx3ACZ+DCFTTgFprQAgKP8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxby1Zxcwh/IH1+QOxtpWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b+4VnqhJLZzHm75ZH2KlbjZctVI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlsYIeC148VrAf0JSw2WzapZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMwLUs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtlWSS0BZJeCK7AVaUM0FbmmlOu6mkOA447QSjm5nfeaBSsUTc63FK+zEeCBYxgrWRfPvI41gMOEWpXz9HoV9HnswF3646NScHWiZuQapQoOnbX16YkCymQhOOleq5Tqr7Eyw1I5xOK16maIrJCA9oz1CBY6r6k/yDKTo1SoiiRJoSGuXq74kJjpUax4HpjLEeqkVvJv7n9TIdXfcnTKSZpoLMF0UZRzpBszhQyCQlmo8NwUQycysiQywx0Sa0ignBXXx5mbQvaq5Tc+8uqw2niKMMx3ACZ+DCFTTgFprQAgKP8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxby1Zxcwh/IH1+QOxtpWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b+4VnqhJLZzHm75ZH2KlbjZctVI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlsYIeC148VrAf0JSw2WzapZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMwLUs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtlWSS0BZJeCK7AVaUM0FbmmlOu6mkOA447QSjm5nfeaBSsUTc63FK+zEeCBYxgrWRfPvI41gMOEWpXz9HoV9HnswF3646NScHWiZuQapQoOnbX16YkCymQhOOleq5Tqr7Eyw1I5xOK16maIrJCA9oz1CBY6r6k/yDKTo1SoiiRJoSGuXq74kJjpUax4HpjLEeqkVvJv7n9TIdXfcnTKSZpoLMF0UZRzpBszhQyCQlmo8NwUQycysiQywx0Sa0ignBXXx5mbQvaq5Tc+8uqw2niKMMx3ACZ+DCFTTgFprQAgKP8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxby1Zxcwh/IH1+QOxtpWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b+4VnqhJLZzHm75ZH2KlbjZctVI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlsYIeC148VrAf0JSw2WzapZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMwLUs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtlWSS0BZJeCK7AVaUM0FbmmlOu6mkOA447QSjm5nfeaBSsUTc63FK+zEeCBYxgrWRfPvI41gMOEWpXz9HoV9HnswF3646NScHWiZuQapQoOnbX16YkCymQhOOleq5Tqr7Eyw1I5xOK16maIrJCA9oz1CBY6r6k/yDKTo1SoiiRJoSGuXq74kJjpUax4HpjLEeqkVvJv7n9TIdXfcnTKSZpoLMF0UZRzpBszhQyCQlmo8NwUQycysiQywx0Sa0ignBXXx5mbQvaq5Tc+8uqw2niKMMx3ACZ+DCFTTgFprQAgKP8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxby1Zxcwh/IH1+QOxtpWx</latexit>
h , d4i
<latexit sha1_base64="JJwCnFiZlR5qCWmKv6YQrvHryUA=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8KAlkYIeC148VrAf0JSy2WzapZtN2N0IJdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMzzE86Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7PlaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOPI57fjjm5nfeaBSsVjc60lC+xEeChYygrWRBvaRx7EYcoouzlEwyOpT5MlcGNhVp+bkQMvELUgVCjQH9pcXxCSNqNCEY6V6rpPofoalZoTTacVLFU0wGeMh7RkqcERVP8s/mKJTowQojKUpoVGu/p7IcKTUJPJNZ4T1SC16M/E/r5fq8LqfMZGkmgoyXxSmHOkYzeJAAZOUaD4xBBPJzK2IjLDERJvQKiYEd/HlZdK+rLlOzb2rVxtOEUcZjuEEzsCFK2jALTShBQQe4Rle4c16sl6sd+tj3lqyiplD+APr8wfnoJXV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJwCnFiZlR5qCWmKv6YQrvHryUA=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8KAlkYIeC148VrAf0JSy2WzapZtN2N0IJdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMzzE86Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7PlaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOPI57fjjm5nfeaBSsVjc60lC+xEeChYygrWRBvaRx7EYcoouzlEwyOpT5MlcGNhVp+bkQMvELUgVCjQH9pcXxCSNqNCEY6V6rpPofoalZoTTacVLFU0wGeMh7RkqcERVP8s/mKJTowQojKUpoVGu/p7IcKTUJPJNZ4T1SC16M/E/r5fq8LqfMZGkmgoyXxSmHOkYzeJAAZOUaD4xBBPJzK2IjLDERJvQKiYEd/HlZdK+rLlOzb2rVxtOEUcZjuEEzsCFK2jALTShBQQe4Rle4c16sl6sd+tj3lqyiplD+APr8wfnoJXV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJwCnFiZlR5qCWmKv6YQrvHryUA=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8KAlkYIeC148VrAf0JSy2WzapZtN2N0IJdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMzzE86Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7PlaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOPI57fjjm5nfeaBSsVjc60lC+xEeChYygrWRBvaRx7EYcoouzlEwyOpT5MlcGNhVp+bkQMvELUgVCjQH9pcXxCSNqNCEY6V6rpPofoalZoTTacVLFU0wGeMh7RkqcERVP8s/mKJTowQojKUpoVGu/p7IcKTUJPJNZ4T1SC16M/E/r5fq8LqfMZGkmgoyXxSmHOkYzeJAAZOUaD4xBBPJzK2IjLDERJvQKiYEd/HlZdK+rLlOzb2rVxtOEUcZjuEEzsCFK2jALTShBQQe4Rle4c16sl6sd+tj3lqyiplD+APr8wfnoJXV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJwCnFiZlR5qCWmKv6YQrvHryUA=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8KAlkYIeC148VrAf0JSy2WzapZtN2N0IJdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMzzE86Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7PlaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOPI57fjjm5nfeaBSsVjc60lC+xEeChYygrWRBvaRx7EYcoouzlEwyOpT5MlcGNhVp+bkQMvELUgVCjQH9pcXxCSNqNCEY6V6rpPofoalZoTTacVLFU0wGeMh7RkqcERVP8s/mKJTowQojKUpoVGu/p7IcKTUJPJNZ4T1SC16M/E/r5fq8LqfMZGkmgoyXxSmHOkYzeJAAZOUaD4xBBPJzK2IjLDERJvQKiYEd/HlZdK+rLlOzb2rVxtOEUcZjuEEzsCFK2jALTShBQQe4Rle4c16sl6sd+tj3lqyiplD+APr8wfnoJXV</latexit>
hp6, d6i
<latexit sha1_base64="6+yXbhVkqJuwbgJk4SLZ3OjF1+I=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgED1ISEfVY8OKxgq2FJoTNdtou3WzC7kYooRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9xk+agrQ+Gebw3w+68MOFMacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOvbvXUXEqKbRpzGPZDYkCzgS0NdMcuokEEoUc7sPxde7fP4BULBZ3epKAH5GhYANGiTZSYB96nIghB5wE2cX0FPfzhj1ZiIFddxpOAbxI3JLUUYlWYH95/ZimEQhNOVGq5zqJ9jMiNaMcpjUvVZAQOiZD6BkqSATKz4orpvjYKH08iKUpoXGh/t7ISKTUJArNZET0SM17ufif10v14MrPmEhSDYLOHhqkHOsY55HgPpNANZ8YQqhk5q+YjogkVJvgaiYEd/7kRdI5a7hOw709rzedMo4qOkBH6AS56BI10Q1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbrVjlzj76A+vzB2n7l88=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+yXbhVkqJuwbgJk4SLZ3OjF1+I=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgED1ISEfVY8OKxgq2FJoTNdtou3WzC7kYooRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9xk+agrQ+Gebw3w+68MOFMacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOvbvXUXEqKbRpzGPZDYkCzgS0NdMcuokEEoUc7sPxde7fP4BULBZ3epKAH5GhYANGiTZSYB96nIghB5wE2cX0FPfzhj1ZiIFddxpOAbxI3JLUUYlWYH95/ZimEQhNOVGq5zqJ9jMiNaMcpjUvVZAQOiZD6BkqSATKz4orpvjYKH08iKUpoXGh/t7ISKTUJArNZET0SM17ufif10v14MrPmEhSDYLOHhqkHOsY55HgPpNANZ8YQqhk5q+YjogkVJvgaiYEd/7kRdI5a7hOw709rzedMo4qOkBH6AS56BI10Q1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbrVjlzj76A+vzB2n7l88=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+yXbhVkqJuwbgJk4SLZ3OjF1+I=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgED1ISEfVY8OKxgq2FJoTNdtou3WzC7kYooRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9xk+agrQ+Gebw3w+68MOFMacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOvbvXUXEqKbRpzGPZDYkCzgS0NdMcuokEEoUc7sPxde7fP4BULBZ3epKAH5GhYANGiTZSYB96nIghB5wE2cX0FPfzhj1ZiIFddxpOAbxI3JLUUYlWYH95/ZimEQhNOVGq5zqJ9jMiNaMcpjUvVZAQOiZD6BkqSATKz4orpvjYKH08iKUpoXGh/t7ISKTUJArNZET0SM17ufif10v14MrPmEhSDYLOHhqkHOsY55HgPpNANZ8YQqhk5q+YjogkVJvgaiYEd/7kRdI5a7hOw709rzedMo4qOkBH6AS56BI10Q1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbrVjlzj76A+vzB2n7l88=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+yXbhVkqJuwbgJk4SLZ3OjF1+I=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgED1ISEfVY8OKxgq2FJoTNdtou3WzC7kYooRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9xk+agrQ+Gebw3w+68MOFMacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOvbvXUXEqKbRpzGPZDYkCzgS0NdMcuokEEoUc7sPxde7fP4BULBZ3epKAH5GhYANGiTZSYB96nIghB5wE2cX0FPfzhj1ZiIFddxpOAbxI3JLUUYlWYH95/ZimEQhNOVGq5zqJ9jMiNaMcpjUvVZAQOiZD6BkqSATKz4orpvjYKH08iKUpoXGh/t7ISKTUJArNZET0SM17ufif10v14MrPmEhSDYLOHhqkHOsY55HgPpNANZ8YQqhk5q+YjogkVJvgaiYEd/7kRdI5a7hOw709rzedMo4qOkBH6AS56BI10Q1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbrVjlzj76A+vzB2n7l88=</latexit>
hp7, d7i
<latexit sha1_base64="dSbYucIynGPbStfRNNstXuN4Pe0=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6lIXg0VwISURoS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQSunHjr7hxoYhb/8Gdf+Mk7UJbD1zu4Zx7mbknSDlT2ra/rZXVtfWNzcpWdXtnd2+/dnDYVUkmCe2QhCeyH2BFORO0o5nmtJ9KiuOA014wvin83gOViiXiXk9S6sV4KFjECNZG8msnLsdiyClK/bw5vUBh0ZArS9Gv1e2GXQItE2dO6jBH2699uWFCspgKTThWauDYqfZyLDUjnE6rbqZoiskYD+nAUIFjqry8vGKKzowSoiiRpoRGpfp7I8exUpM4MJMx1iO16BXif94g09G1lzORZpoKMnsoyjjSCSoiQSGTlGg+MQQTycxfERlhiYk2wVVNCM7iycuke9lw7IZzd1Vv2fM4KnAMp3AODjShBbfQhg4QeIRneIU368l6sd6tj9noijXfOYI/sD5/AG0cl9E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dSbYucIynGPbStfRNNstXuN4Pe0=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6lIXg0VwISURoS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQSunHjr7hxoYhb/8Gdf+Mk7UJbD1zu4Zx7mbknSDlT2ra/rZXVtfWNzcpWdXtnd2+/dnDYVUkmCe2QhCeyH2BFORO0o5nmtJ9KiuOA014wvin83gOViiXiXk9S6sV4KFjECNZG8msnLsdiyClK/bw5vUBh0ZArS9Gv1e2GXQItE2dO6jBH2699uWFCspgKTThWauDYqfZyLDUjnE6rbqZoiskYD+nAUIFjqry8vGKKzowSoiiRpoRGpfp7I8exUpM4MJMx1iO16BXif94g09G1lzORZpoKMnsoyjjSCSoiQSGTlGg+MQQTycxfERlhiYk2wVVNCM7iycuke9lw7IZzd1Vv2fM4KnAMp3AODjShBbfQhg4QeIRneIU368l6sd6tj9noijXfOYI/sD5/AG0cl9E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dSbYucIynGPbStfRNNstXuN4Pe0=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6lIXg0VwISURoS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQSunHjr7hxoYhb/8Gdf+Mk7UJbD1zu4Zx7mbknSDlT2ra/rZXVtfWNzcpWdXtnd2+/dnDYVUkmCe2QhCeyH2BFORO0o5nmtJ9KiuOA014wvin83gOViiXiXk9S6sV4KFjECNZG8msnLsdiyClK/bw5vUBh0ZArS9Gv1e2GXQItE2dO6jBH2699uWFCspgKTThWauDYqfZyLDUjnE6rbqZoiskYD+nAUIFjqry8vGKKzowSoiiRpoRGpfp7I8exUpM4MJMx1iO16BXif94g09G1lzORZpoKMnsoyjjSCSoiQSGTlGg+MQQTycxfERlhiYk2wVVNCM7iycuke9lw7IZzd1Vv2fM4KnAMp3AODjShBbfQhg4QeIRneIU368l6sd6tj9noijXfOYI/sD5/AG0cl9E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dSbYucIynGPbStfRNNstXuN4Pe0=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6lIXg0VwISURoS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQSunHjr7hxoYhb/8Gdf+Mk7UJbD1zu4Zx7mbknSDlT2ra/rZXVtfWNzcpWdXtnd2+/dnDYVUkmCe2QhCeyH2BFORO0o5nmtJ9KiuOA014wvin83gOViiXiXk9S6sV4KFjECNZG8msnLsdiyClK/bw5vUBh0ZArS9Gv1e2GXQItE2dO6jBH2699uWFCspgKTThWauDYqfZyLDUjnE6rbqZoiskYD+nAUIFjqry8vGKKzowSoiiRpoRGpfp7I8exUpM4MJMx1iO16BXif94g09G1lzORZpoKMnsoyjjSCSoiQSGTlGg+MQQTycxfERlhiYk2wVVNCM7iycuke9lw7IZzd1Vv2fM4KnAMp3AODjShBbfQhg4QeIRneIU368l6sd6tj9noijXfOYI/sD5/AG0cl9E=</latexit>
s0
<latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit>
s1
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit>
t0
<latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit>
t1
<latexit sha1_base64="DhSNlAjX9rBSijjv5kkZrFIrazA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejNh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDH6SRrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DhSNlAjX9rBSijjv5kkZrFIrazA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejNh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDH6SRrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DhSNlAjX9rBSijjv5kkZrFIrazA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejNh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDH6SRrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DhSNlAjX9rBSijjv5kkZrFIrazA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejNh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDH6SRrg==</latexit>
A
hp0, d0i
<latexit sha1_base64="wpTwekneav8hKd2w1I93KCHsZvU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CBlI4IeC148VrAf0ISw2U7bpZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMyLUsG1IeTbKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vu/kFLJ5li0GSJSFQnohoEl9A03AjopApoHAloR6Obmd9+AKV5Iu/NOIUgpgPJ+5xRY6XQPfIFlQMBOA3JOe6FBPsqF0K3SmokB14mXkGqqEAjdL/8XsKyGKRhgmrd9UhqgglVhjMB04qfaUgpG9EBdC2VNAYdTPIPpvjUKj3cT5QtaXCu/p6Y0FjrcRzZzpiaoV70ZuJ/Xjcz/etgwmWaGZBsvqifCWwSPIsD97gCZsTYEsoUt7diNqSKMmNDq9gQvMWXl0nrouaRmnd3Wa2TIo4yOkYn6Ax56ArV0S1qoCZi6BE9o1f05jw5L8678zFvLTnFzCH6A+fzB6hflas=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wpTwekneav8hKd2w1I93KCHsZvU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CBlI4IeC148VrAf0ISw2U7bpZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMyLUsG1IeTbKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vu/kFLJ5li0GSJSFQnohoEl9A03AjopApoHAloR6Obmd9+AKV5Iu/NOIUgpgPJ+5xRY6XQPfIFlQMBOA3JOe6FBPsqF0K3SmokB14mXkGqqEAjdL/8XsKyGKRhgmrd9UhqgglVhjMB04qfaUgpG9EBdC2VNAYdTPIPpvjUKj3cT5QtaXCu/p6Y0FjrcRzZzpiaoV70ZuJ/Xjcz/etgwmWaGZBsvqifCWwSPIsD97gCZsTYEsoUt7diNqSKMmNDq9gQvMWXl0nrouaRmnd3Wa2TIo4yOkYn6Ax56ArV0S1qoCZi6BE9o1f05jw5L8678zFvLTnFzCH6A+fzB6hflas=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wpTwekneav8hKd2w1I93KCHsZvU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CBlI4IeC148VrAf0ISw2U7bpZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMyLUsG1IeTbKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vu/kFLJ5li0GSJSFQnohoEl9A03AjopApoHAloR6Obmd9+AKV5Iu/NOIUgpgPJ+5xRY6XQPfIFlQMBOA3JOe6FBPsqF0K3SmokB14mXkGqqEAjdL/8XsKyGKRhgmrd9UhqgglVhjMB04qfaUgpG9EBdC2VNAYdTPIPpvjUKj3cT5QtaXCu/p6Y0FjrcRzZzpiaoV70ZuJ/Xjcz/etgwmWaGZBsvqifCWwSPIsD97gCZsTYEsoUt7diNqSKMmNDq9gQvMWXl0nrouaRmnd3Wa2TIo4yOkYn6Ax56ArV0S1qoCZi6BE9o1f05jw5L8678zFvLTnFzCH6A+fzB6hflas=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wpTwekneav8hKd2w1I93KCHsZvU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CBlI4IeC148VrAf0ISw2U7bpZtN2N0IpdSLf8WLB0W8+i+8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMyLUsG1IeTbKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vu/kFLJ5li0GSJSFQnohoEl9A03AjopApoHAloR6Obmd9+AKV5Iu/NOIUgpgPJ+5xRY6XQPfIFlQMBOA3JOe6FBPsqF0K3SmokB14mXkGqqEAjdL/8XsKyGKRhgmrd9UhqgglVhjMB04qfaUgpG9EBdC2VNAYdTPIPpvjUKj3cT5QtaXCu/p6Y0FjrcRzZzpiaoV70ZuJ/Xjcz/etgwmWaGZBsvqifCWwSPIsD97gCZsTYEsoUt7diNqSKMmNDq9gQvMWXl0nrouaRmnd3Wa2TIo4yOkYn6Ax56ArV0S1qoCZi6BE9o1f05jw5L8678zFvLTnFzCH6A+fzB6hflas=</latexit>
hp1, d1i
<latexit sha1_base64="liD47Nn0e4pGQp6xxfs4WzzAJ+8=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlEUGPBS8eK9gPaELYbDbt0s0m7G6EUurFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu0xy09cHA470ZZuaFGWdKO863VVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfs/YOOSnNJaJukPJW9ECvKmaBtzTSnvUxSnIScdsPRzczvPlCpWCru9TijfoIHgsWMYG2kwD7yOBYDTlEWuOcoClzkyUII7LrTcAqgZeKWpA4lWoH95UUpyRMqNOFYqb7rZNqfYKkZ4XRa83JFM0xGeED7hgqcUOVPig+m6NQoEYpTaUpoVKi/JyY4UWqchKYzwXqoFr2Z+J/Xz3V87U+YyHJNBZkvinOOdIpmcaCISUo0HxuCiWTmVkSGWGKiTWg1E4K7+PIy6Vw0XKfh3l3Wm04ZRxWO4QTOwIUraMIttKANBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PeWrHKmUP4A+vzB6t8la0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="liD47Nn0e4pGQp6xxfs4WzzAJ+8=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlEUGPBS8eK9gPaELYbDbt0s0m7G6EUurFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu0xy09cHA470ZZuaFGWdKO863VVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfs/YOOSnNJaJukPJW9ECvKmaBtzTSnvUxSnIScdsPRzczvPlCpWCru9TijfoIHgsWMYG2kwD7yOBYDTlEWuOcoClzkyUII7LrTcAqgZeKWpA4lWoH95UUpyRMqNOFYqb7rZNqfYKkZ4XRa83JFM0xGeED7hgqcUOVPig+m6NQoEYpTaUpoVKi/JyY4UWqchKYzwXqoFr2Z+J/Xz3V87U+YyHJNBZkvinOOdIpmcaCISUo0HxuCiWTmVkSGWGKiTWg1E4K7+PIy6Vw0XKfh3l3Wm04ZRxWO4QTOwIUraMIttKANBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PeWrHKmUP4A+vzB6t8la0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="liD47Nn0e4pGQp6xxfs4WzzAJ+8=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlEUGPBS8eK9gPaELYbDbt0s0m7G6EUurFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu0xy09cHA470ZZuaFGWdKO863VVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfs/YOOSnNJaJukPJW9ECvKmaBtzTSnvUxSnIScdsPRzczvPlCpWCru9TijfoIHgsWMYG2kwD7yOBYDTlEWuOcoClzkyUII7LrTcAqgZeKWpA4lWoH95UUpyRMqNOFYqb7rZNqfYKkZ4XRa83JFM0xGeED7hgqcUOVPig+m6NQoEYpTaUpoVKi/JyY4UWqchKYzwXqoFr2Z+J/Xz3V87U+YyHJNBZkvinOOdIpmcaCISUo0HxuCiWTmVkSGWGKiTWg1E4K7+PIy6Vw0XKfh3l3Wm04ZRxWO4QTOwIUraMIttKANBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PeWrHKmUP4A+vzB6t8la0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="liD47Nn0e4pGQp6xxfs4WzzAJ+8=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8CAlEUGPBS8eK9gPaELYbDbt0s0m7G6EUurFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu0xy09cHA470ZZuaFGWdKO863VVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfs/YOOSnNJaJukPJW9ECvKmaBtzTSnvUxSnIScdsPRzczvPlCpWCru9TijfoIHgsWMYG2kwD7yOBYDTlEWuOcoClzkyUII7LrTcAqgZeKWpA4lWoH95UUpyRMqNOFYqb7rZNqfYKkZ4XRa83JFM0xGeED7hgqcUOVPig+m6NQoEYpTaUpoVKi/JyY4UWqchKYzwXqoFr2Z+J/Xz3V87U+YyHJNBZkvinOOdIpmcaCISUo0HxuCiWTmVkSGWGKiTWg1E4K7+PIy6Vw0XKfh3l3Wm04ZRxWO4QTOwIUraMIttKANBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PeWrHKmUP4A+vzB6t8la0=</latexit>
hp2, d2i
<latexit sha1_base64="0aEtbVbLfUYHj+f15qiywlsELqg=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkRdBjwYvHCvYDmhA2m2m7dLMJuxuhhHrxr3jxoIhX/4U3/43bNAdtfTDweG+GmXlhypnSjvNtrayurW9sVraq2zu7e/v2wWFHJZmk0KYJT2QvJAo4E9DWTHPopRJIHHLohuObmd99AKlYIu71JAU/JkPBBowSbaTAPvY4EUMOOA0aFzgKGtiThRDYNafuFMDLxC1JDZVoBfaXFyU0i0FoyolSfddJtZ8TqRnlMK16mYKU0DEZQt9QQWJQfl58MMVnRonwIJGmhMaF+nsiJ7FSkzg0nTHRI7XozcT/vH6mB9d+zkSaaRB0vmiQcawTPIsDR0wC1XxiCKGSmVsxHRFJqDahVU0I7uLLy6TTqLtO3b27rDWdMo4KOkGn6By56Ao10S1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP0B9bnD66Zla8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0aEtbVbLfUYHj+f15qiywlsELqg=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkRdBjwYvHCvYDmhA2m2m7dLMJuxuhhHrxr3jxoIhX/4U3/43bNAdtfTDweG+GmXlhypnSjvNtrayurW9sVraq2zu7e/v2wWFHJZmk0KYJT2QvJAo4E9DWTHPopRJIHHLohuObmd99AKlYIu71JAU/JkPBBowSbaTAPvY4EUMOOA0aFzgKGtiThRDYNafuFMDLxC1JDZVoBfaXFyU0i0FoyolSfddJtZ8TqRnlMK16mYKU0DEZQt9QQWJQfl58MMVnRonwIJGmhMaF+nsiJ7FSkzg0nTHRI7XozcT/vH6mB9d+zkSaaRB0vmiQcawTPIsDR0wC1XxiCKGSmVsxHRFJqDahVU0I7uLLy6TTqLtO3b27rDWdMo4KOkGn6By56Ao10S1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP0B9bnD66Zla8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0aEtbVbLfUYHj+f15qiywlsELqg=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkRdBjwYvHCvYDmhA2m2m7dLMJuxuhhHrxr3jxoIhX/4U3/43bNAdtfTDweG+GmXlhypnSjvNtrayurW9sVraq2zu7e/v2wWFHJZmk0KYJT2QvJAo4E9DWTHPopRJIHHLohuObmd99AKlYIu71JAU/JkPBBowSbaTAPvY4EUMOOA0aFzgKGtiThRDYNafuFMDLxC1JDZVoBfaXFyU0i0FoyolSfddJtZ8TqRnlMK16mYKU0DEZQt9QQWJQfl58MMVnRonwIJGmhMaF+nsiJ7FSkzg0nTHRI7XozcT/vH6mB9d+zkSaaRB0vmiQcawTPIsDR0wC1XxiCKGSmVsxHRFJqDahVU0I7uLLy6TTqLtO3b27rDWdMo4KOkGn6By56Ao10S1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP0B9bnD66Zla8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0aEtbVbLfUYHj+f15qiywlsELqg=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkRdBjwYvHCvYDmhA2m2m7dLMJuxuhhHrxr3jxoIhX/4U3/43bNAdtfTDweG+GmXlhypnSjvNtrayurW9sVraq2zu7e/v2wWFHJZmk0KYJT2QvJAo4E9DWTHPopRJIHHLohuObmd99AKlYIu71JAU/JkPBBowSbaTAPvY4EUMOOA0aFzgKGtiThRDYNafuFMDLxC1JDZVoBfaXFyU0i0FoyolSfddJtZ8TqRnlMK16mYKU0DEZQt9QQWJQfl58MMVnRonwIJGmhMaF+nsiJ7FSkzg0nTHRI7XozcT/vH6mB9d+zkSaaRB0vmiQcawTPIsDR0wC1XxiCKGSmVsxHRFJqDahVU0I7uLLy6TTqLtO3b27rDWdMo4KOkGn6By56Ao10S1qoTai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP0B9bnD66Zla8=</latexit>
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Figure 4.2: A: Example graph for an off-line KEP. B: Example graph for a scenario-
based anticipatory approach
on: 1) sampling a subset of scenarios; 2) using the scenarios to compute scores for the
cycles in the current time step; 3) solving a cycle-based off-line KEP for the current
time step, with the computed scores. Both algorithms attempt to estimate the expected
impact of choosing a cycle in the current time step, but they differ in how the estimate
is computed.
The first algorithm in [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] (an adaptation of the REGRETS
method from [Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009]) computes cycle scores by solving an
off-line KEP for each scenario. Cycles (in the current graph) that are chosen in the
solution are rewarded with the value of the solution, cycles that are not chosen receive
a fixed penalty δ. We refer to this methods as APST1 (from the initials of the authors):
the pseudo-code is reported in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: APST1 (adaptation of REGRETS)
Set scorej = 0 for each cycle Cj in 〈V0, A(V0)〉
for all scenario s ∈ {1 . . . ns} do
Solve KEP on graph 〈V0 ∪ Vs, A(V0 ∪ Vs)〉
for all cycle Cj in graph 〈V0, A(V0)〉 do
if Cj is in the solution then
scorej = scorej + sol. value
else
wj = wj − δ
Solve KEP on 〈V0, A(V0)〉 with the computed scores
The second algorithm in [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] (which shares ideas with the
EXPECTATION method from [Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009]) computes scores by
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solving an off-line KEP for each cycle and scenario. The cycle scores are obtained
by summing the solution values. We refer to this method as APST2 and its pseudo-
code is in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: APST2 (loosely based on EXPECTATION)
Set scorej = 0 for each cycle Cj in 〈V0, A(V0)〉
for all cycle Cj in graph 〈V0, A(V0)〉 do
for all scenario s ∈ {1 . . . ns} do
Solve KEP on 〈V0 ∪ Vs \ Cj , A(V0 ∪ Vs \ Cj)〉
scorej = wj + sol. value
Solve KEP on 〈V0, A(V0)〉 with the modified weights
4.4 The Collective Scenario-Based Algorithm
In the experiments from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009], both APST1 and APST2 per-
formed considerably better than a non-anticipatory algorithm solving an off-line KEP
at each time step. However, both algorithms have a few significant weak points.
First, since there is no closed-form formula for the computed scores, they require the
use of a cycle formulation for the final KEP. This prevents the use of the compact mod-
els from [Dickerson et al., 2013, Pedroso, 2014, Alvelos et al., 2015] and may lead to
scalability issues. This is particularly true for APST2, which also needs to solve a set
of optimization problems for each cycle. Second, none of the two methods provides
an estimation of the expected number of transplants that is accurate up to the sam-
pling error. The scores computed by APST2 are proportional to the expected value of
choosing a single cycle, but the approach disregards non-linear effects that arise when
multiple cycles are chosen.
Third, both APST1 and APST2 sometimes cannot delay exchanges, even if it may have
a beneficial effect on the long run. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3, which shows so-
lutions for the example from Figure 4.2 (node descriptions have been replaced with
numbers). We assume that the scenarios represent the only possible future outcomes;
dark-shaded nodes are included in the matching for the current time step t0; light-
shaded nodes will be included in a matching at t1 for at least one scenario, while
non-shaded nodes have no chance to be included in a matching. A non-anticipatory
algorithm would include at t0 as many nodes as possible, leading to the solution in
Figure 4.3A. APST2 always computes positive scores, and therefore its final KEP will
necessarily choose to include the chain 4 → 3. This yields the solution from Fig-
ure 4.3B, which is sub-optimal in terms of expected value. In this simple example
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APST1 would assign a negative score to the chain 4→ 3 and to the cycle 1↔ 3, lead-
ing to Figure 4.3C and the optimal expected value. However, this depends in general
on the (heuristic) penalty value δ, and may fail to happen in a more complex example.
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<latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nA3AkKQo7E99b8MgBWja9uj8NnU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTKUw6LrfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590TZJpxjsskYnuh9RwKRTvoEDJ+6nmNA4l74XTu8LvPXFtRKIecZbyIKZjJSLBKFrJ92OKkzDKcejOh/WG23QXIOvEK0kDSrSH9S9/lLAs5gqZpMYMPDfFIKcaBZN8XvMzw1PKpnTMB5YqGnMT5IvMc3JhlRGJEm2fQrJQf2/kNDZmFod2sshoVr1C/M8bZBjdBrlQaYZcseWhKJMEE1IUQEZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtTTVbgrf65XXSvWp6btN7uG60rss6qnAG53AJHtxAC+6hDR1gkMIzvMKbkzkvzrvzsRytOOXOKfyB8/kDHh+RrQ==</latexit>
t1








<latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nuq3xRmpSM0NGE4w+5FB6HdGxcU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPXTnw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHJiRrA==</latexit>
s1
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+mbzgwIMk0jieP9vKsXP3gct+A=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLgxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHhUPz7p6iRTDDssEYnqh1Sj4BI7hhuB/VQhjUOBvXB6V/i9J1SaJ/LRzFIMYjqWPOKMGiv5fkzNJIxyPfTmw3rDbboLkHXilaQBJdrD+pc/SlgWozRMUK0HnpuaIKfKcCZwXvMzjSllUzrGgaWSxqiDfJF5Ti6sMiJRouyThizU3xs5jbWexaGdLDLqVa8Q//MGmYlug5zLNDMo2fJQlAliElIUQEZcITNiZgllitushE2ooszYmmq2BG/1y+uke9X03Kb3cN1oXZd1VOEMzuESPLiBFtxDGzrAIIVneIU3J3NenHfnYzlaccqdU/gD5/MHHh2RrQ==</latexit>
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#transp. at t0: 5
exp. #transp.: 5
<latexit sha1_base64="lznnMDyl7s271uD5KTNhTQ5yyQU=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2Cquyoz4QjdFNy4rWC10SsmktxqayQzJHbEM/R83/ooLXfjArf9h2o7i60DgcM653NwTxFIYdN0XZ2x8YnJqOjeTn52bX1gsLC2fmyjRHGo8kpGuB8yAFApqKFBCPdbAwkDCRdA9HvgX16CNiNQZ9mJohuxSiY7gDK3UKhxtUB/hBlO/iJopE5cpQ1rClls66FOf7vh+/jMCN9b9yg1t/5DutApFt+wOQf8SLyNFkqHaKjz47YgnISjkkhnT8NwYmynTKLiEft5PDMSMd9klNCxVLATTTIe39um6Vdq0E2n7FNKh+n0iZaExvTCwyZDhlfntDcT/vEaCnf1mKlScICg+WtRJJMWIDoqjbaGBo+xZwrgW9q+UXzHNONp687YE7/fJf8n5Vtlzy97pdrGym9WRI6tkjWwSj+yRCjkhVVIjnNySe/JEnp0759F5dd5G0TEnm1khP+C8fwBfNaQF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lznnMDyl7s271uD5KTNhTQ5yyQU=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2Cquyoz4QjdFNy4rWC10SsmktxqayQzJHbEM/R83/ooLXfjArf9h2o7i60DgcM653NwTxFIYdN0XZ2x8YnJqOjeTn52bX1gsLC2fmyjRHGo8kpGuB8yAFApqKFBCPdbAwkDCRdA9HvgX16CNiNQZ9mJohuxSiY7gDK3UKhxtUB/hBlO/iJopE5cpQ1rClls66FOf7vh+/jMCN9b9yg1t/5DutApFt+wOQf8SLyNFkqHaKjz47YgnISjkkhnT8NwYmynTKLiEft5PDMSMd9klNCxVLATTTIe39um6Vdq0E2n7FNKh+n0iZaExvTCwyZDhlfntDcT/vEaCnf1mKlScICg+WtRJJMWIDoqjbaGBo+xZwrgW9q+UXzHNONp687YE7/fJf8n5Vtlzy97pdrGym9WRI6tkjWwSj+yRCjkhVVIjnNySe/JEnp0759F5dd5G0TEnm1khP+C8fwBfNaQF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lznnMDyl7s271uD5KTNhTQ5yyQU=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2Cquyoz4QjdFNy4rWC10SsmktxqayQzJHbEM/R83/ooLXfjArf9h2o7i60DgcM653NwTxFIYdN0XZ2x8YnJqOjeTn52bX1gsLC2fmyjRHGo8kpGuB8yAFApqKFBCPdbAwkDCRdA9HvgX16CNiNQZ9mJohuxSiY7gDK3UKhxtUB/hBlO/iJopE5cpQ1rClls66FOf7vh+/jMCN9b9yg1t/5DutApFt+wOQf8SLyNFkqHaKjz47YgnISjkkhnT8NwYmynTKLiEft5PDMSMd9klNCxVLATTTIe39um6Vdq0E2n7FNKh+n0iZaExvTCwyZDhlfntDcT/vEaCnf1mKlScICg+WtRJJMWIDoqjbaGBo+xZwrgW9q+UXzHNONp687YE7/fJf8n5Vtlzy97pdrGym9WRI6tkjWwSj+yRCjkhVVIjnNySe/JEnp0759F5dd5G0TEnm1khP+C8fwBfNaQF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lznnMDyl7s271uD5KTNhTQ5yyQU=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2Cquyoz4QjdFNy4rWC10SsmktxqayQzJHbEM/R83/ooLXfjArf9h2o7i60DgcM653NwTxFIYdN0XZ2x8YnJqOjeTn52bX1gsLC2fmyjRHGo8kpGuB8yAFApqKFBCPdbAwkDCRdA9HvgX16CNiNQZ9mJohuxSiY7gDK3UKhxtUB/hBlO/iJopE5cpQ1rClls66FOf7vh+/jMCN9b9yg1t/5DutApFt+wOQf8SLyNFkqHaKjz47YgnISjkkhnT8NwYmynTKLiEft5PDMSMd9klNCxVLATTTIe39um6Vdq0E2n7FNKh+n0iZaExvTCwyZDhlfntDcT/vEaCnf1mKlScICg+WtRJJMWIDoqjbaGBo+xZwrgW9q+UXzHNONp687YE7/fJf8n5Vtlzy97pdrGym9WRI6tkjWwSj+yRCjkhVVIjnNySe/JEnp0759F5dd5G0TEnm1khP+C8fwBfNaQF</latexit>
#transp. at t0: 4
exp. #transp.: 6
<latexit sha1_base64="YMizcVxVlViTvW4Bgmez72OLw1o=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2CquyoyIim6KblxWsFXolJJJb21oJjMkd6Rl6P+48Vdc6MIHbv0P04ei1gOBwznncnNPEEth0HVfnanpmdm5+cxCdnFpeWU1t7ZeNVGiOVR4JCN9HTADUiiooEAJ17EGFgYSroLO2cC/ugVtRKQusRdDPWQ3SrQEZ2ilRu50h/oIXUz9PGqmTFykDGkBG27huE99uu/72a8IdK37nRva/gk9aOTybtEdgk4Sb0zyZIxyI/foNyOehKCQS2ZMzXNjrKdMo+AS+lk/MRAz3mE3ULNUsRBMPR3e2qfbVmnSVqTtU0iH6s+JlIXG9MLAJkOGbfPXG4j/ebUEW0f1VKg4QVB8tKiVSIoRHRRHm0IDR9mzhHEt7F8pbzPNONp6s7YE7+/Jk6S6V/Tconexny8djOvIkE2yRXaJRw5JiZyTMqkQTu7IA3kmL8698+S8Oe+j6JQzntkgv+B8fAJfE6QF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YMizcVxVlViTvW4Bgmez72OLw1o=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2CquyoyIim6KblxWsFXolJJJb21oJjMkd6Rl6P+48Vdc6MIHbv0P04ei1gOBwznncnNPEEth0HVfnanpmdm5+cxCdnFpeWU1t7ZeNVGiOVR4JCN9HTADUiiooEAJ17EGFgYSroLO2cC/ugVtRKQusRdDPWQ3SrQEZ2ilRu50h/oIXUz9PGqmTFykDGkBG27huE99uu/72a8IdK37nRva/gk9aOTybtEdgk4Sb0zyZIxyI/foNyOehKCQS2ZMzXNjrKdMo+AS+lk/MRAz3mE3ULNUsRBMPR3e2qfbVmnSVqTtU0iH6s+JlIXG9MLAJkOGbfPXG4j/ebUEW0f1VKg4QVB8tKiVSIoRHRRHm0IDR9mzhHEt7F8pbzPNONp6s7YE7+/Jk6S6V/Tconexny8djOvIkE2yRXaJRw5JiZyTMqkQTu7IA3kmL8698+S8Oe+j6JQzntkgv+B8fAJfE6QF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YMizcVxVlViTvW4Bgmez72OLw1o=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2CquyoyIim6KblxWsFXolJJJb21oJjMkd6Rl6P+48Vdc6MIHbv0P04ei1gOBwznncnNPEEth0HVfnanpmdm5+cxCdnFpeWU1t7ZeNVGiOVR4JCN9HTADUiiooEAJ17EGFgYSroLO2cC/ugVtRKQusRdDPWQ3SrQEZ2ilRu50h/oIXUz9PGqmTFykDGkBG27huE99uu/72a8IdK37nRva/gk9aOTybtEdgk4Sb0zyZIxyI/foNyOehKCQS2ZMzXNjrKdMo+AS+lk/MRAz3mE3ULNUsRBMPR3e2qfbVmnSVqTtU0iH6s+JlIXG9MLAJkOGbfPXG4j/ebUEW0f1VKg4QVB8tKiVSIoRHRRHm0IDR9mzhHEt7F8pbzPNONp6s7YE7+/Jk6S6V/Tconexny8djOvIkE2yRXaJRw5JiZyTMqkQTu7IA3kmL8698+S8Oe+j6JQzntkgv+B8fAJfE6QF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YMizcVxVlViTvW4Bgmez72OLw1o=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2CquyoyIim6KblxWsFXolJJJb21oJjMkd6Rl6P+48Vdc6MIHbv0P04ei1gOBwznncnNPEEth0HVfnanpmdm5+cxCdnFpeWU1t7ZeNVGiOVR4JCN9HTADUiiooEAJ17EGFgYSroLO2cC/ugVtRKQusRdDPWQ3SrQEZ2ilRu50h/oIXUz9PGqmTFykDGkBG27huE99uu/72a8IdK37nRva/gk9aOTybtEdgk4Sb0zyZIxyI/foNyOehKCQS2ZMzXNjrKdMo+AS+lk/MRAz3mE3ULNUsRBMPR3e2qfbVmnSVqTtU0iH6s+JlIXG9MLAJkOGbfPXG4j/ebUEW0f1VKg4QVB8tKiVSIoRHRRHm0IDR9mzhHEt7F8pbzPNONp6s7YE7+/Jk6S6V/Tconexny8djOvIkE2yRXaJRw5JiZyTMqkQTu7IA3kmL8698+S8Oe+j6JQzntkgv+B8fAJfE6QF</latexit>
#transp. at t0: 2
exp. #transp.: 7
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Figure 4.3: A: A non-anticipatory solution. B: The solution returned by APST1; C:
the solution with the best expected value (returned by APST2 in this case)
We propose to address all these issues by solving a single KEP on a graph constructed
using all scenarios, but with modified constraints. The final matching is given by all
exchanges in the solution that are defined solely over nodes from the current time step.
Indeed, we simply propose to employ the classical Sample Average Approximation
scheme for two-stage stochastic programs (see e.g. [Shapiro et al., 2014]), which to
the best of our knowledge has never been applied in this context.
Our approach is not tied to a specific KEP formulation, and hence we start by providing
an abstract description. Let x be the set of problem variables (both for the current time
step and the scenarios). Let F be the feasible set for such decisions. Finally, let us,i(x)
be a function denoting the number of times node i is used (i.e. participates in an
exchange), assuming that scenario s occurs. Then our abstract model is given by:







s.t. us,i(x) ≤ 1 ∀s = 1 . . . ns, ∀i ∈ V0 ∪ Vs (4.5)
x ∈ F (4.6)
which assumes equally likely scenarios. Equation (4.4) is the expected total amount
of transplants, while Equation (4.5) states that, considering each scenario individually,
the same node cannot participate into two exchanges.
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In the case of the cycle formulation, the approach can be instantiated by introducing a
variable for each cycle (including those from the scenarios). Specifically, let C0 be the
set of cycles in graph 〈V0, A(V0)〉 and let Cs be the set of cycles in 〈V0∪Vs, A(V0∪Vs)〉,











A node is used when scenario s occurs if it participates in a cycle in C0 or to a cycle in

























∀s = 1 . . . ns,∀i ∈ V0 ∪ Vs,
∃Cs,j ∈ Cs : i ∈ Cs,j
(4.10)
xs,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀s = 0 . . . ns,∀j ∈ Cs (4.11)
where terms related exclusively to cycles in the current time step have be collected via
factorization. This improves the model performance at the expense of readability. We
stress that the approach does not apply exclusively to the cycle formulation, but the
cycle formulation provides a good instantiation example due to its simplicity.
4.5 A Sampling-free Model
In this chapter we recognize that, with a few reasonable assumptions, the KEP allows
for the construction of a sampling-free probabilistic model of future arrivals and drop-
offs. We capture this information via a so-called Abstract Exchange Graph (AEG),
whose nodes represent “types" of pairs, rather than individual pairs, and are associated
to probability values. An AEG can be easily (and efficiently) obtained from medical
or historical data.
By relying on the AEG, we describe how to enrich a given optimization model for
the myopic KEP with an anticipatory component, often with very limited impact on
its scalability. By doing this, the model becomes capable of taking into account both
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future arrivals and drop-offs. For the sake of simplicity, we show how to apply our
technique to a specific KEP approach, i.e. the cycle formulation.
In an experimentation on instances obtained via a realistic simulator, we show how
sampling-based anticipatory algorithms quickly run into scalability issues, and even
fail to provide high quality solutions in case of insufficient sample numbers. Con-
versely, an AEG-augmented method is consistently able to outperform its myopic
counterpart, while having a comparable run-time. While the current experimentation
is preliminary and limited in scale, these qualities make our technique one of the few
that can hope to address nation-wide programs with thousands of enrolled pairs
4.5.1 Anticipatory Approaches
A few of the main anticipatory algorithms from [Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009]
have been adapted to the KEP in [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009], but the task was not
straightforward and forced the authors to introduce heuristic approximations. These
algorithms will be described in our results section, since they are considered in our
experimentation. Here, we simply observe that they all rely on scenario sampling, a
scenario being a set of nodes that may enter in the next few steps. The main two algo-
rithms from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] require the solution of a multiple (smaller)
off-line KEPs, while the method described in Section 4.4 solves a single modified KEP
obtained via the Sample Average Approximation [Pagnoncelli et al., 2009].
The only sampling-free anticipatory methods for the online KEP to-date are those from
[Dickerson et al., 2012a, Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015]. They are both based on the
idea of discounting the value of each cycle with the lost “potential" of the involved
nodes. Formally, the new weight of each cycle is given by wj −
∑
i∈Cj vi, where vi is
the estimated potential of i ∈ N . A set of exchanges can then be obtained by solving
an off-line KEP with the modified weights. In [Dickerson et al., 2012a] the potentials
are estimated via probability considerations, while [Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015]
employs a parameter tuning algorithm. Even if the technique proposed here does not
rely on sampling, from a mathematical point of view it is more akin to the sampling-
based algorithms than to these sampling-free methods. For this reason, a comparison
with either [Dickerson et al., 2012a] or [Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015] is missing in
this chapter, but we still consider that a priority for future research.
To the best of our knowledge, these are all the methods for the online KEP in the lit-
erature. Works [Dickerson et al., 2013, Pedroso, 2014, Alvelos et al., 2015] have con-
sidered the effect of potential failures, but not of entering pairs. A simulator for the
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online KEP is presented in [Santos et al., 2017], but the authors still rely on periodic
execution of an offline approach.
4.5.2 The Abstract Exchange Graph
Here we present our main data structure, i.e. the Abstract Exchange Graph, and its
potential applications. Our contributions stem from two simple assumptions, which
we state initially in their basic form.
First, all sampling-based anticipatory methods from the literature attempt to account
for the arrival of individual pairs/altruistic donors. However, pairs having the same
connectivity lead to equivalent sets of cycles: in the absence of an external criterion
for favoring certain pairs over others, we have:
Assumption 1. Nodes having the same connectivity are equivalent.
Assumption 2. Arrivals are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
Population changes occur slowly over time, hence, during regular operation we apply
Assumption 2.
Both assumptions are imposed for technical feasibility and can actually be relaxed, and
we will show how this can be done at the end of this section.
Formally, the AEG is an annotated directed graph 〈N,A(N), p〉. Rather than to indi-
vidual pairs, the nodes correspond to classes (“types") of equivalent pairs. The arcs
correspond to “types" of transplants, and can be obtained via the same function A used
for the classical KEP. Each node can be associated to a probability value pi ∈ [0, 1].
Overall, the AEG specifies in a compact fashion both the arrival probabilities of future
nodes and the cycles they can form.
4.5.3 Obtaining an AEG
From a mathematical standpoint, the AEG is a simple extension of the compatibility
graph used by most KEP approaches. In particular, a “concrete" compatibility graph
can be seen as an AEG where pi = 1 for all nodes. This observation allows to easily
obtain an AEG from historical data.
Kidney exchange programs usually keep a record of the participating pairs, which
can be used to populate a set N . This set can form the basis for a “concrete" graph.
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Starting from this graph, an AEG can be obtained by iteratively merging nodes with
the same connectivity, as described in Algorithm 3. Once the graph can no longer be
contracted in this fashion, all p values are normalized so that they represent frequencies
of occurrence, i.e. estimated probabilities.
Algorithm 3: AEG extraction
Require: A graph 〈N,A(N), p〉, with pi = 1 ∀i ∈ N
loop
Search for two nodes i, j ∈ N with the same outgoing/ingoing arcs, i.e.:
A) (i, h) ∈ A(N)⇔ (j, h) ∈ A(N) and
B) (h, i) ∈ A(N)⇔ (h, i) ∈ A(N)
if such nodes exist then
N = N \ j (i.e. remove node j)
pi = pi + pj (i.e. compute aggregated count)
else
set pi = pi/
∑
i pi (normalize counts)
break loop
return 〈N,A(N), p〉
This process always yields a valid AEG. As an example, assume that we start from the
compatibility graph in Figure 4.4A: nodes are labeled with the corresponding patient
donor pair, and node 0 corresponds to an altruistic donor. Nodes having the same
connectivity (i.e. (p3, d3) and (p4, d4)) are colored the same shade of gray. Figure 4.4B
shows the AEG produced by Algorithm 3,where t0 is associated to the altruistic donor,
t1 to (p1, d1) and t2 to (p2, d2), and t3 is an aggregated node merging (p3, d3) and
(p4, d4), and with the estimated probabilities reported next to each node.
h , d0i
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hp3, d3i
<latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit>
hp4, d4i
<latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit>
t0
<latexit sha1_base64="FOurqT9co+271nicp3OtbNDyl2g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FSyIuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtEjpt1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbZtkhosWT1RiOiGzQkktWihRiU5qBItDJR7D8c2s/vgkjJWJfsBJKoKYDbWMJGforHvs0361Rut0LrIKfgE1KNTsV796g4RnsdDIFbO269MUg5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XWoWSxskM9XnZIz5wxIlBj3NJK5+3siZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV2uzcz/at0Mo+sglzrNUGi++CjKFMGEzO4mA2kERzVxwLiRblfCR8wwji6digvBXz55FdoXdd/x3WWtQYs4ynACp3AOPlxBA26hCS3gMIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtecXMMfyR9/kD/p2NiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FOurqT9co+271nicp3OtbNDyl2g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FSyIuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtEjpt1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbZtkhosWT1RiOiGzQkktWihRiU5qBItDJR7D8c2s/vgkjJWJfsBJKoKYDbWMJGforHvs0361Rut0LrIKfgE1KNTsV796g4RnsdDIFbO269MUg5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XWoWSxskM9XnZIz5wxIlBj3NJK5+3siZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV2uzcz/at0Mo+sglzrNUGi++CjKFMGEzO4mA2kERzVxwLiRblfCR8wwji6digvBXz55FdoXdd/x3WWtQYs4ynACp3AOPlxBA26hCS3gMIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtecXMMfyR9/kD/p2NiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FOurqT9co+271nicp3OtbNDyl2g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FSyIuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtEjpt1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbZtkhosWT1RiOiGzQkktWihRiU5qBItDJR7D8c2s/vgkjJWJfsBJKoKYDbWMJGforHvs0361Rut0LrIKfgE1KNTsV796g4RnsdDIFbO269MUg5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XWoWSxskM9XnZIz5wxIlBj3NJK5+3siZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV2uzcz/at0Mo+sglzrNUGi++CjKFMGEzO4mA2kERzVxwLiRblfCR8wwji6digvBXz55FdoXdd/x3WWtQYs4ynACp3AOPlxBA26hCS3gMIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtecXMMfyR9/kD/p2NiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FOurqT9co+271nicp3OtbNDyl2g=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FSyIuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtEjpt1daW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHbZtkhosWT1RiOiGzQkktWihRiU5qBItDJR7D8c2s/vgkjJWJfsBJKoKYDbWMJGforHvs0361Rut0LrIKfgE1KNTsV796g4RnsdDIFbO269MUg5wZlFyJaaWXWZEyPmZD0XWoWSxskM9XnZIz5wxIlBj3NJK5+3siZ7G1kzh0nTHDkV2uzcz/at0Mo+sglzrNUGi++CjKFMGEzO4mA2kERzVxwLiRblfCR8wwji6digvBXz55FdoXdd/x3WWtQYs4ynACp3AOPlxBA26hCS3gMIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtecXMMfyR9/kD/p2NiQ==</latexit>
t1
<latexit sha1_base64="eMSWu1EsSlwBUZZrPegzpcwlO/4=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCq7Iuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtOh536S0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+P2jbJDBctnqjEdEJmhZJatFCiEp3UCBaHSjyG45tZ/fFJGCsT/YCTVAQxG2oZSc7QWffY9/vVmlf35qKr4BdQg0LNfvWrN0h4FguNXDFru76XYpAzg5IrMa30MitSxsdsKLoONYuFDfL5qlN65pwBjRLjnkY6d39P5Cy2dhKHrjNmOLLLtZn5X62bYXQd5FKnGQrNFx9FmaKY0NnddCCN4KgmDhg30u1K+YgZxtGlU3Eh+Msnr0L7ou47vrusNbwijjKcwCmcgw9X0IBbaEILOAzhGV7hjSjyQt7Jx6K1RIqZY/gj8vkDADCNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eMSWu1EsSlwBUZZrPegzpcwlO/4=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCq7Iuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtOh536S0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+P2jbJDBctnqjEdEJmhZJatFCiEp3UCBaHSjyG45tZ/fFJGCsT/YCTVAQxG2oZSc7QWffY9/vVmlf35qKr4BdQg0LNfvWrN0h4FguNXDFru76XYpAzg5IrMa30MitSxsdsKLoONYuFDfL5qlN65pwBjRLjnkY6d39P5Cy2dhKHrjNmOLLLtZn5X62bYXQd5FKnGQrNFx9FmaKY0NnddCCN4KgmDhg30u1K+YgZxtGlU3Eh+Msnr0L7ou47vrusNbwijjKcwCmcgw9X0IBbaEILOAzhGV7hjSjyQt7Jx6K1RIqZY/gj8vkDADCNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eMSWu1EsSlwBUZZrPegzpcwlO/4=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCq7Iuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtOh536S0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+P2jbJDBctnqjEdEJmhZJatFCiEp3UCBaHSjyG45tZ/fFJGCsT/YCTVAQxG2oZSc7QWffY9/vVmlf35qKr4BdQg0LNfvWrN0h4FguNXDFru76XYpAzg5IrMa30MitSxsdsKLoONYuFDfL5qlN65pwBjRLjnkY6d39P5Cy2dhKHrjNmOLLLtZn5X62bYXQd5FKnGQrNFx9FmaKY0NnddCCN4KgmDhg30u1K+YgZxtGlU3Eh+Msnr0L7ou47vrusNbwijjKcwCmcgw9X0IBbaEILOAzhGV7hjSjyQt7Jx6K1RIqZY/gj8vkDADCNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eMSWu1EsSlwBUZZrPegzpcwlO/4=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCq7Iuix4MVjRVsL7VKyabYNzWaXZFYoS3+CFw+KePUXefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0yVtOh536S0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+P2jbJDBctnqjEdEJmhZJatFCiEp3UCBaHSjyG45tZ/fFJGCsT/YCTVAQxG2oZSc7QWffY9/vVmlf35qKr4BdQg0LNfvWrN0h4FguNXDFru76XYpAzg5IrMa30MitSxsdsKLoONYuFDfL5qlN65pwBjRLjnkY6d39P5Cy2dhKHrjNmOLLLtZn5X62bYXQd5FKnGQrNFx9FmaKY0NnddCCN4KgmDhg30u1K+YgZxtGlU3Eh+Msnr0L7ou47vrusNbwijjKcwCmcgw9X0IBbaEILOAzhGV7hjSjyQt7Jx6K1RIqZY/gj8vkDADCNig==</latexit>
t2
<latexit sha1_base64="Hj29GP8GY/Drg3ODwml27OizQFU=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjRdMW2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ7fzeueJayMS9YjTlAcxHSkRCUbRWg84aAyqNbfuLkTWwSugBoVag+pXf5iwLOYKmaTG9Dw3xSCnGgWTfFbpZ4anlE3oiPcsKhpzE+SLVWfkwjpDEiXaPoVk4f6eyGlszDQObWdMcWxWa3Pzv1ovw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfO7yVBozlBOLVCmhd2VsDHVlKFNp2JD8FZPXod2o+5Zvr+qNd0ijjKcwTlcggfX0IQ7aIEPDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cj5/AAG0jYs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Hj29GP8GY/Drg3ODwml27OizQFU=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjRdMW2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ7fzeueJayMS9YjTlAcxHSkRCUbRWg84aAyqNbfuLkTWwSugBoVag+pXf5iwLOYKmaTG9Dw3xSCnGgWTfFbpZ4anlE3oiPcsKhpzE+SLVWfkwjpDEiXaPoVk4f6eyGlszDQObWdMcWxWa3Pzv1ovw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfO7yVBozlBOLVCmhd2VsDHVlKFNp2JD8FZPXod2o+5Zvr+qNd0ijjKcwTlcggfX0IQ7aIEPDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cj5/AAG0jYs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Hj29GP8GY/Drg3ODwml27OizQFU=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjRdMW2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ7fzeueJayMS9YjTlAcxHSkRCUbRWg84aAyqNbfuLkTWwSugBoVag+pXf5iwLOYKmaTG9Dw3xSCnGgWTfFbpZ4anlE3oiPcsKhpzE+SLVWfkwjpDEiXaPoVk4f6eyGlszDQObWdMcWxWa3Pzv1ovw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfO7yVBozlBOLVCmhd2VsDHVlKFNp2JD8FZPXod2o+5Zvr+qNd0ijjKcwTlcggfX0IQ7aIEPDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cj5/AAG0jYs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Hj29GP8GY/Drg3ODwml27OizQFU=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjRdMW2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ7fzeueJayMS9YjTlAcxHSkRCUbRWg84aAyqNbfuLkTWwSugBoVag+pXf5iwLOYKmaTG9Dw3xSCnGgWTfFbpZ4anlE3oiPcsKhpzE+SLVWfkwjpDEiXaPoVk4f6eyGlszDQObWdMcWxWa3Pzv1ovw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfO7yVBozlBOLVCmhd2VsDHVlKFNp2JD8FZPXod2o+5Zvr+qNd0ijjKcwTlcggfX0IQ7aIEPDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cj5/AAG0jYs=</latexit>
t3
<latexit sha1_base64="M9cexMlrx1qgbjCS5w9/m784sZ8=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY8OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrfzeueJayNi9YjThPsRHSkRCkbRWg84uBxUa27dzUVWwSugBoWag+pXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbpp4YnlE3oiPcsKhpx42f5qjNyZp0hCWNtn0KSu78nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvl2tz8r9ZLMbzxM6GSFLlii4/CVBKMyfxuMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjTqdgQvOWTV6F9Ufcs31/VGm4RRxlO4BTOwYNraMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AAM4jYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9cexMlrx1qgbjCS5w9/m784sZ8=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY8OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrfzeueJayNi9YjThPsRHSkRCkbRWg84uBxUa27dzUVWwSugBoWag+pXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbpp4YnlE3oiPcsKhpx42f5qjNyZp0hCWNtn0KSu78nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvl2tz8r9ZLMbzxM6GSFLlii4/CVBKMyfxuMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjTqdgQvOWTV6F9Ufcs31/VGm4RRxlO4BTOwYNraMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AAM4jYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9cexMlrx1qgbjCS5w9/m784sZ8=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY8OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrfzeueJayNi9YjThPsRHSkRCkbRWg84uBxUa27dzUVWwSugBoWag+pXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbpp4YnlE3oiPcsKhpx42f5qjNyZp0hCWNtn0KSu78nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvl2tz8r9ZLMbzxM6GSFLlii4/CVBKMyfxuMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjTqdgQvOWTV6F9Ufcs31/VGm4RRxlO4BTOwYNraMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AAM4jYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9cexMlrx1qgbjCS5w9/m784sZ8=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY8OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJrfzeueJayNi9YjThPsRHSkRCkbRWg84uBxUa27dzUVWwSugBoWag+pXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbpp4YnlE3oiPcsKhpx42f5qjNyZp0hCWNtn0KSu78nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvl2tz8r9ZLMbzxM6GSFLlii4/CVBKMyfxuMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjTqdgQvOWTV6F9Ufcs31/VGm4RRxlO4BTOwYNraMAdNKEFDEbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AAM4jYw=</latexit>
h , d0i
<latexit sha1_base64="ajnjQfc/LQD7LROC8iyqZpRiOiE=">AAAB/3icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6iwpu3AwWwYWWRARdFty4rGAv0IQwmUzaoZNJmJkIpXbhq7hxoYhbX8Odb+M0zUJbfxj45j/nMGf+MONMacf5tpaWV1bX1isb1c2t7Z1de2+/rdJcEtoiKU9lN8SKciZoSzPNaTeTFCchp51weDOtdx6oVCwV93qUUT/BfcFiRrA2VmAfehyLPqfo/AxFgYM8WVwDu+bUnUJoEdwSalCqGdhfXpSSPKFCE46V6rlOpv0xlpoRTidVL1c0w2SI+7RnUOCEKn9c7D9BJ8aJUJxKc4RGhft7YowTpUZJaDoTrAdqvjY1/6v1ch1f+2MmslxTQWYPxTlHOkXTMFDEJCWajwxgIpnZFZEBlphoE1nVhODOf3kR2hd11/DdZa3hlHFU4AiO4RRcuIIG3EITWkDgEZ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+Zq1LVjlzAH9kff4ADeeUxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ajnjQfc/LQD7LROC8iyqZpRiOiE=">AAAB/3icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6iwpu3AwWwYWWRARdFty4rGAv0IQwmUzaoZNJmJkIpXbhq7hxoYhbX8Odb+M0zUJbfxj45j/nMGf+MONMacf5tpaWV1bX1isb1c2t7Z1de2+/rdJcEtoiKU9lN8SKciZoSzPNaTeTFCchp51weDOtdx6oVCwV93qUUT/BfcFiRrA2VmAfehyLPqfo/AxFgYM8WVwDu+bUnUJoEdwSalCqGdhfXpSSPKFCE46V6rlOpv0xlpoRTidVL1c0w2SI+7RnUOCEKn9c7D9BJ8aJUJxKc4RGhft7YowTpUZJaDoTrAdqvjY1/6v1ch1f+2MmslxTQWYPxTlHOkXTMFDEJCWajwxgIpnZFZEBlphoE1nVhODOf3kR2hd11/DdZa3hlHFU4AiO4RRcuIIG3EITWkDgEZ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+Zq1LVjlzAH9kff4ADeeUxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ajnjQfc/LQD7LROC8iyqZpRiOiE=">AAAB/3icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6iwpu3AwWwYWWRARdFty4rGAv0IQwmUzaoZNJmJkIpXbhq7hxoYhbX8Odb+M0zUJbfxj45j/nMGf+MONMacf5tpaWV1bX1isb1c2t7Z1de2+/rdJcEtoiKU9lN8SKciZoSzPNaTeTFCchp51weDOtdx6oVCwV93qUUT/BfcFiRrA2VmAfehyLPqfo/AxFgYM8WVwDu+bUnUJoEdwSalCqGdhfXpSSPKFCE46V6rlOpv0xlpoRTidVL1c0w2SI+7RnUOCEKn9c7D9BJ8aJUJxKc4RGhft7YowTpUZJaDoTrAdqvjY1/6v1ch1f+2MmslxTQWYPxTlHOkXTMFDEJCWajwxgIpnZFZEBlphoE1nVhODOf3kR2hd11/DdZa3hlHFU4AiO4RRcuIIG3EITWkDgEZ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+Zq1LVjlzAH9kff4ADeeUxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ajnjQfc/LQD7LROC8iyqZpRiOiE=">AAAB/3icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6iwpu3AwWwYWWRARdFty4rGAv0IQwmUzaoZNJmJkIpXbhq7hxoYhbX8Odb+M0zUJbfxj45j/nMGf+MONMacf5tpaWV1bX1isb1c2t7Z1de2+/rdJcEtoiKU9lN8SKciZoSzPNaTeTFCchp51weDOtdx6oVCwV93qUUT/BfcFiRrA2VmAfehyLPqfo/AxFgYM8WVwDu+bUnUJoEdwSalCqGdhfXpSSPKFCE46V6rlOpv0xlpoRTidVL1c0w2SI+7RnUOCEKn9c7D9BJ8aJUJxKc4RGhft7YowTpUZJaDoTrAdqvjY1/6v1ch1f+2MmslxTQWYPxTlHOkXTMFDEJCWajwxgIpnZFZEBlphoE1nVhODOf3kR2hd11/DdZa3hlHFU4AiO4RRcuIIG3EITWkDgEZ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+Zq1LVjlzAH9kff4ADeeUxQ==</latexit>
hp1, d1i
<latexit sha1_base64="hZzLMdGR7jP1cOCB67LB5gZUGVo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEhF0WXDjsoK9QBPCZHLSDp1MwsxEKKVufBU3LhRx61u4822cpllo6w8DH/85hzPnDzPOlHacb6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu2fsHHZXmkkKbpjyVvZAo4ExAWzPNoZdJIEnIoRuObmb17gNIxVJxr8cZ+AkZCBYzSrSxAvvI40QMOOAscM9xFLjYk4UR2HWn4RTCy+CWUEelWoH95UUpzRMQmnKiVN91Mu1PiNSMcpjWvFxBRuiIDKBvUJAElD8pLpjiU+NEOE6leULjwv09MSGJUuMkNJ0J0UO1WJuZ/9X6uY6v/QkTWa5B0PmiOOdYp3gWB46YBKr52AChkpm/YjokklBtQquZENzFk5ehc9FwDd9d1ptOGUcVHaMTdIZcdIWa6Ba1UBtR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi3Vqxy5hD9kfX5A6t+la0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hZzLMdGR7jP1cOCB67LB5gZUGVo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEhF0WXDjsoK9QBPCZHLSDp1MwsxEKKVufBU3LhRx61u4822cpllo6w8DH/85hzPnDzPOlHacb6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu2fsHHZXmkkKbpjyVvZAo4ExAWzPNoZdJIEnIoRuObmb17gNIxVJxr8cZ+AkZCBYzSrSxAvvI40QMOOAscM9xFLjYk4UR2HWn4RTCy+CWUEelWoH95UUpzRMQmnKiVN91Mu1PiNSMcpjWvFxBRuiIDKBvUJAElD8pLpjiU+NEOE6leULjwv09MSGJUuMkNJ0J0UO1WJuZ/9X6uY6v/QkTWa5B0PmiOOdYp3gWB46YBKr52AChkpm/YjokklBtQquZENzFk5ehc9FwDd9d1ptOGUcVHaMTdIZcdIWa6Ba1UBtR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi3Vqxy5hD9kfX5A6t+la0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hZzLMdGR7jP1cOCB67LB5gZUGVo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEhF0WXDjsoK9QBPCZHLSDp1MwsxEKKVufBU3LhRx61u4822cpllo6w8DH/85hzPnDzPOlHacb6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu2fsHHZXmkkKbpjyVvZAo4ExAWzPNoZdJIEnIoRuObmb17gNIxVJxr8cZ+AkZCBYzSrSxAvvI40QMOOAscM9xFLjYk4UR2HWn4RTCy+CWUEelWoH95UUpzRMQmnKiVN91Mu1PiNSMcpjWvFxBRuiIDKBvUJAElD8pLpjiU+NEOE6leULjwv09MSGJUuMkNJ0J0UO1WJuZ/9X6uY6v/QkTWa5B0PmiOOdYp3gWB46YBKr52AChkpm/YjokklBtQquZENzFk5ehc9FwDd9d1ptOGUcVHaMTdIZcdIWa6Ba1UBtR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi3Vqxy5hD9kfX5A6t+la0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hZzLMdGR7jP1cOCB67LB5gZUGVo=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEhF0WXDjsoK9QBPCZHLSDp1MwsxEKKVufBU3LhRx61u4822cpllo6w8DH/85hzPnDzPOlHacb6uysrq2vlHdrG1t7+zu2fsHHZXmkkKbpjyVvZAo4ExAWzPNoZdJIEnIoRuObmb17gNIxVJxr8cZ+AkZCBYzSrSxAvvI40QMOOAscM9xFLjYk4UR2HWn4RTCy+CWUEelWoH95UUpzRMQmnKiVN91Mu1PiNSMcpjWvFxBRuiIDKBvUJAElD8pLpjiU+NEOE6leULjwv09MSGJUuMkNJ0J0UO1WJuZ/9X6uY6v/QkTWa5B0PmiOOdYp3gWB46YBKr52AChkpm/YjokklBtQquZENzFk5ehc9FwDd9d1ptOGUcVHaMTdIZcdIWa6Ba1UBtR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi3Vqxy5hD9kfX5A6t+la0=</latexit>
hp2, d2i
<latexit sha1_base64="DwBvDKwPe/rA1jTT2VRqNUAna1Q=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWUpAi6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6HTqLuG7y5rTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB66bla8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwBvDKwPe/rA1jTT2VRqNUAna1Q=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWUpAi6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6HTqLuG7y5rTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB66bla8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwBvDKwPe/rA1jTT2VRqNUAna1Q=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWUpAi6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6HTqLuG7y5rTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB66bla8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwBvDKwPe/rA1jTT2VRqNUAna1Q=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWUpAi6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6HTqLuG7y5rTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB66bla8=</latexit>
hp3, d3i
<latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3sy5LV0X5k4Uz7xO6hDMr0uFMAY=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcDNYBBdSEivosuDGZQV7gaaEyfSkHTqZhJmJUELd+CpuXCji1rdw59s4TbPQ1h8GPv5zDmfOHyScKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipOJYUWjXksuwFRwJmAlmaaQzeRQKKAQycY38zqnQeQisXiXk8S6EdkKFjIKNHG8u0jjxMx5IATv36OB34dezI3fLvq1JxceBncAqqoUNO3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVznUT3MyI1oxymFS9VkBA6JkPoGRQkAtXP8gum+NQ4AxzG0jyhce7+nshIpNQkCkxnRPRILdZm5n+1XqrD637GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGexYEHTALVfGKAUMnMXzEdEUmoNqFVTAju4snL0L6ouYbvLqsNp4ijjI7RCTpDLrpCDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sj6/AGxuJWx</latexit>
hp4, d4i
<latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rww/v8fLppCe7S2nMi1cZ5zm4s4=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3AwWwYWURAq6LLhxWcFeoAlhMpm0QyeTMDMRSqkbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRba+sPAx3/O4cz5w4wzpR3n21pZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf27YPDjkpzSWibpDyVvRArypmgbc00p71MUpyEnHbD0c2s3n2gUrFU3OtxRv0EDwSLGcHaWIF97HEsBpyiLGhcoChoIE8WRmDXnLpTCC2DW0INSrUC+8uLUpInVGjCsVJ918m0P8FSM8LptOrlimaYjPCA9g0KnFDlT4oLpujMOBGKU2me0Khwf09McKLUOAlNZ4L1UC3WZuZ/tX6u42t/wkSWayrIfFGcc6RTNIsDRUxSovnYACaSmb8iMsQSE21Cq5oQ3MWTl6FzWXcN3zVqTaeMowIncArn4MIVNOEWWtAGAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79TFvXbHKmSP4I+vzB7TVlbM=</latexit>
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Figure 4.4: A) A “concrete" compatibility graph; B) The corresponding AEG; C) The
AEG-base graph used in optimization
An AEG may in principle be quite large, thus undermining scalability. In practice in
all our experiments the AEG size was always fairly limited, even if the design of our
simulator disregards some real world effects that should reduce, rather than increase
the number of types.
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4.5.4 Using the AEG in Optimization
The AEG can be employed to enrich a model for the off-line KEP with an anticipatory
component. We will describe the process using the abstract KEP from Section 4.5.2.
We start by augmenting the problem graph with h instances of all the AEG nodes, so
as to represent h future arrival events. Formally, let N0 be the original set of nodes,
Nk be the k-th instance of the AEG nodes, and N be the set of all nodes (i.e. N =
N0 ∪N1 ∪ . . . Nh). We then construct the graph:
〈N,A(N0) \ A(N1) \ . . . A(Nh), p0 ∪ p1 ∪ . . . ph〉.
Arcs from A(N1) to A(Nk) are removed since multiple nodes from the same Nk (with
k > 0) correspond to different possible types for a single arrival event. The pi values
associated to nodes in N0 are all equal to 1, while other pi values are those from the
AEG. An example of such a graph for h = 1 is shown in Figure 4.4C, where for the
sake of simplicity we assume that N0 is given by the graph from Figure 4.4A. Dashed
arcs connect nodes in N0 with nodes in N1.
Exchanges defined exclusively over nodes in N0 can be interpreted as usual. Ex-
changes involving even a single node from Nk with k > 0 represent potential future
exchanges, and are associated with a stochastic strategy, similar to those employed in
Markov Decision Processes.
Formally, all future exchanges (not just the selected ones) are collected in a set xF.
Each of such exchanges is associated to a 0-1 random variable with a Bernoulli dis-
tribution. The probability that the variable is equal to 1 captures the odds that 1) the
involved nodes arrive; and 2) we choose to perform the exchange: what we need to de-
cide are these probabilities. With this approach, we can provide an abstract description







E [value(xi)] (KEPA) (4.12)







pi ∀S ⊆ N (4.13)
valid(xi) ∀xi ∈ x ∪ xF (4.14)
In the objective function Equation (4.12), we maximize the utility of current exchanges,
plus the expected utility of future exchanges. Constraints (4.13) state that the expected
number uses of each subset of nodes S cannot exceed the expected number of its
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occurrences. For set of nodes in N0, all pi values are 1 and the formula boils down
to the one in the KEP abstract model. For exchanges that involve future nodes, we
take into account the probability that all involved nodes are present. All exchanges
should be valid. In principle there is an exponential number of Constraints (4.13): in
practice, however, the number is usually polynomial due to restrictions on the exchange
size. Moreover, many subset S lead to redundant constraints that can be eliminated.
Constraints 4.14 make sure to filter the unnecessary cycles, i.e. considers only the
cycles that have at least a node in the respective time window, and filters the cycles
with only future nodes.
The thick arcs in Figure 4.4C show the exchanges that would be selected in a (sub-
optimal) solution of KEPA formulation: the solid ones correspond to (selected) de-
terministic exchanges, while the dashed ones to stochastic exchanges with a non-zero
probability (reported as a label on the arc). The main appeal of the technique is that
the abstract formulation KEPA is anticipatory, and yet it does not rely on sampling.
Provided that our assumptions hold, the probabilistic model we employ gives a char-
acterization of future uncertainty that is limited in accuracy only by our estimates of
the pi values.
4.5.5 Grounding Based on the Cycle Formulation
Our technique is general, but particularly easy to ground on the cycle model. Let C be
the set of all cycles of valid length in the (augmented) graph. Let C0 be the subset of
cycles that involve only nodes in N0, and let CF = C \ C0 be the set of “future" cycles,
i.e. those involving at least one node in Nk with k > 0. We can then introduce: 1)
a variable xj ∈ {0, 1} for each Cj ∈ C0, such that xj = 1 iff the cycle is chosen in
the solution; plus 2) a variable xj ∈ [0, 1] for each cycle Cj ∈ CF , representing the
probability that the involved nodes arrive and the cycle is chosen. We can than state











pi ∀S ∈ S (4.16)
xj ∈ {0, 1} ∀Cj ∈ C0 (4.17)
xj ∈ [0, 1] ∀Cj ∈ CF (4.18)
In 4.15 we are maximising the weight of the cycles Since for cycles in CF the value
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of xj naturally represents a probability, summing the variables in Constraints (4.16)
is enough to obtain the Constraint 4.16 Constraint 4.17 states that the variables in the
current time step must be boolean, and Constraint 4.18 states that cycles involving
future nodes can be fractionals.
The family S contains all subsets of nodes such that lead to non-redundant constraints.
Formally, S contains all S ⊆ N such that:
• the cardinality is not greater than the allowed cycle length, i.e. |S| ≤ L;
• all nodes S appear together in at least one cycle, i.e. ∃Cj ∈ C s.t. S ⊆ Cj , since
subsets that do not appear in any cycle are irrelevant;
• Finally, if all nodes in S are in N0, then the cardinality of S is exactly 1, since
for subsets entirely in N0 posting the constraints for each individual node is
sufficient.
There are three key facts to observe: first, the CYFA model has the same structure
of the original cycle formulation, meaning that most techniques employed to increase
its scalability (e.g. column generation) should still be applicable. Second, the lack
of arcs between nodes in the same Nk acts as a mitigation factor for the number of
cycles. Third, all the variables related to the anticipatory components are real-valued,
and therefore much easier to handle for the solver. Conversely, all sampling-based
approaches require 0-1 variables to handle the cycles appearing in scenarios. The main
drawback is the increased number of constraints, whose adverse effects will need to be
empirically evaluated.
4.5.6 Handling Drop-offs
Additionally, the AEG-based formulation provides a natural framework for taking into
account drop-offs, which may arise as a consequence of pairs leaving the program. For
the sake of simplicity, we will initially make the assumption that each pair may drop-
off the program between consecutive arrivals with a fixed probability. In other words:
Assumption 3. Drop-offs for each pair i between arrivals follow a Bernoulli process,
with probability ri.
A discussion on how to relax the assumption appears at the end of this section.
We can now show how to extend the CYFA model to take into account the effect of
drop-offs (the same reasoning applies to the abstract KEPA formulation). In this case,
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it becomes important to understand when a given exchange can be performed. Let τi
be the index of the time step when a node enters the program, i.e. τi = k iff i ∈ Nk.
An exchange involving a set of nodes S can be performed only once the last of the
involved nodes arrive. We extend our notation so that, for a set S ⊆ N , we have
τS = max{τi | i ∈ S}.
For an exchange to be performed, all involved nodes should arrive and remain in the






rτS−τii pi ∀S ∈ S (4.19)
where rτS−τii is the probability that node i remains in the program until τS .
4.5.7 Transplants versus Survivors
Taking into account drop-off events enables one further extension. In an online setting,
the number of transplants is important, but does not take into account that having a
large pool of participants is also a value: it means more people have survived and
may still receive a transplant. We can take this into account by tracking the expected
number of instances of each node i at time step k via an additional set of variables
qki ≥ 0. Formally we have that:
qki =
pi if k = τiri(qk−1i − yki ) if k > τi ∀i ∈ N,∀k ∈ {τi . . . h+ 1} (4.20)
where yki is the expected number of instances of node i that received a transplant at step
k, and there is no need to introduce qki variables for k < τi. Equation (4.20) follows





xj ∀i ∈ N,∀k ∈ {τi . . . h} (4.21)
Incorporating everything in the CYFA formulation leads to the following model
(CY FA,D):
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rτS−τii pi ∀S ∈ S (4.23)
qτii = pi ∀i ∈ N (4.24)





xj ∀i ∈ N, ∀k ∈ {τi . . . h} (4.26)
xj ∈ {0, 1} ∀Cj ∈ C0 (4.27)
xj ∈ [0, 1] ∀Cj ∈ CF (4.28)
yki , q
k
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N, ∀k ∈ {τi . . . h} (4.29)
The goal is to maximize the number of transplants, plus the expected number of sur-
vivors at the end of the look-ahead horizon h. Performing a transplant is still be more
beneficial than waiting, since the qh+1i values are discounted by at least one factor ri.
Taking into account drop-offs results only in marginal modifications of the original
formulation CY FA, while keeping track of survivors requires more extensive changes.
None of the additional variables is subject to integrality constraints, however, which is
good for the scalability of the method.
4.5.8 Limitations and Workarounds
Here we discuss some of the limitations of our approach, together with some means
for addressing them. At the moment, however, none of these solutions has been exper-
imentally evaluated.
Assumption 1 may be violated if there are additional criteria that differentiate the
nodes, e.g. different patient survival probabilities. Violations of this kind are easily
accounted for by including such factors in Algorithm 3, when searching for equivalent
nodes. The price to pay is an increased number of nodes, which in general may be
an issue with AEG-based approaches. A possible mitigation measure would be to use
ideas from clustering algorithms to merge in Algorithm 3 nodes that are sufficiently
similar, even if they are not exactly equivalent.
A violation of Assumption 2 prevents the definition of a vector p of arrival probabil-
ities. However, our methods still work by replacing the product of probabilities in
Constraints (4.13) and (4.23) with a joint arrival probability P (S), i.e:
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xj ≤ P (S) (4.30)
Non-stationary drop-off probabilities, i.e. time dependent ri values, require to rewrite





where rki is the drop-off probability of node i at step k. We focused on maximizing the
number of transplants/survivors, but different objective functions may be employed
as long as they can be handled in the problem models. In particular, the objectives
considered in [Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015] based on fairness and expected organ
failures should be manageable without much trouble.
4.6 Minimum Horizon Model
The minimum horizon model approach will purposefully fail to exploit the full accu-
racy of the AEG for sake of simplicity and computational tractability. The model is
not necessarily the most natural one, but it is the easiest to understand. This model
targets the online KEP and makes a distinction between the set P of nodes currently in
the program (a.k.a. present nodes) and the set F of nodes that may enter the program
according to the AEG (a.k.a. future nodes). The model allows for cycles to include up
to one node from F . Formally, this means that the model is defined over a graph that
includes all nodes, but excludes arcs between pairs of future nodes:
G = 〈N ∪ F,A(N ∪ F ), A(F )〉. (4.32)
We will denote as CP the cycles defined only on present nodes (“present” cycles) and
as CF cycles that include one node from F (“future” cycles). We will denote as C the
collection of all cycles, i.e to CP ∪ CF . Each cycle Cj is represented as a sequence
of nodes. The model contains one variable xj per cycle in C. The key insight is that
cycles in CP can be either performed or not performed, and hence are associated to
binary variables. Cycles that involve a node in the future, however, represent uncer-
tain choices and are therefore associated with real-valued variables representing the
expected number of times the cycle will be used.
Note that the expected number of uses for future cycles is a planned decisions, and may
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reflect a strategy (besides an uncontrollable outcome). As a consequence, when two
cycles both require a node, only one of them can be performed. However, when two
cycles both require a future node, we can choose (in probabilistic terms) how we want
them to share it, as long as the number of used does not exceed the expected number
of arrivals for the node. This is analogous to stochastic policies in Markov Decision
Processes, or to stochastic strategies in Game Theoretic approaches.
Then, after a single entry event, each node i from F will be present with its probability
pi, specified by the AEG. If we wait for each h arrivals, classical probability theory
(Bernoulli processes) implies that the expected number of arrivals for each future node
is given by pih. These two considerations enable the formulation of a first model:




xj ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ P (4.34)
∑
Cj∈CF ,i∈Cj
xj ≤ pih, ∀i ∈ F (4.35)
xj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ P (4.36)
xj ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ F (4.37)
Intuitively, we minimise the number of waiting steps h required to be “reasonably sure”
that all present nodes receive their transplants. These transplants may come either from
present or future cycles. Future cycles cannot exceed the expected number of arrivals
for each future node, but this can be arbitrarily increased by waiting for more time
steps. Intuitively, the number of waiting steps is roughly correlated to the survival
probability of the present node. Much better approximations are of course possible,
but as it will become apparent they require more complex models.
The model described in Section 4.5.2 already shows some of the key features of ap-
proaches based on the AEG. In particular:
• There is a clear distinction between present/future nodes and present/future cy-
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cles;
• Future cycles are associated to real-values (rather than integer) variables, which
represent stochastic strategies.
As a consequence, most AEG based models will contain quite a limited number of
integer variables, which makes them very appealing from a computational perspective.
4.7 Experiments
In this section we present our experimental evaluation. First we present the experimen-
tal setup and the results for the anticipatory algorithms from Section 4.4. Secondly, we
continue with the abstract exchange graph from Section 4.5.
4.7.1 Empirical Setup for CSBA
We generated 2 instances, one small and one big. The small instance simulates the
pairs arrival to be 5 pairs per month, for over 31 months, that means in total we have
158 pairs of which 11 pairs are altruistic, with 4,086 edges. The big instance sim-
ulates the pairs arrival to be 10 pairs per month for over 51 months, which means
we have 510 pairs and 25 altruistic pairs, with 15,400 edges. These characteristics
were taken from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009]. Other characteristics needed are the
blood type, the PRA values and the patient and donor age distributions, the percent-
age of pairs expected to drop out of the pool. We used the following configuration:
51% of the patients were ABO-0, 31% were ABO-A, 13% were ABO-B and 4% were
ABO-AB; 47% of the patients had PRA ≤ 15% with no defined HLA antibodies;
18% were moderately sensitized, with PRA between 16 and 79%; 36% were highly
sensitized with either class I or II PRA ≥ 80%. These characteristics are taken from
[Saidman et al., 2006] to mimic the real-world population.
We considered all transplants equally worthy, i.e., the weight of each edge in the ex-
change graph was set to one. In our experiments, the exchange graph changes over
time as follows. Initially the exchange starts with no vertices. At each time step
a fixed number of vertices enter the graph. Each vertex has a dropout time, which
is set according to the reality that 12% of dialysis kidney patients survive 10 years
[Dickerson et al., 2012a].
The model that we presented in Section 4.4 is implemented in Python. We use Num-
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berjack [Numberjack, ] to model the problems using the IBM’s CPLEX v12.8 1 solver.
All the tests run on Intel Xeon E5-2640 processors.
We were unable to reproduce the same instances as the one proposed in
[Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009], but we’ve tried to follow the characterisation de-
scribed as much as possible. One reason to be unable to replicate the results, was,
for our understanding, the generation of the scenarios, which are not described in the
paper. The second reason is that they’ve used real instance, which we couldn’t find
online.
In our experiments, we generated the scenarios as follows: at each time step, for each
scenario, we choose a random 4% vertices from the list within lookahead limit, and
after we check if these vertices were able to create cycles/chains. Notice that it is
possible for some scenarios to not have any cycles/chains. Moreover, as we arrive at
the end of the timespan we will not be able to generate scenarios if the lookahead is
very long. The realisation randomly choose 6% of the vertices entering each time step.
Each vertex has a time out, corresponding to match the fact that 12% of the dialysis
patients survive 10 years, meaning that each month the survival rate is (1 − p)120 =
0.12, where 120 is 12 months× 10 years . For the small instance, the survival rate will
be (1− p)31 and for the big instance (1− p)51.
4.7.2 Tuning Lookahead and the Number of Scenarios
In the following tables, the instance was run 10 times for each configuration. We are
showing the average values along with the standard deviation.
We ran experiments to choose good values for the lookahead and the sampling. The
sampling refers to the number of scenarios for each time step, and the lookahead is
how many steps into the future the algorithm can see. The size of possible trajectories
can be exponential, depending how large the lookahead, so we cannot cover all of them
for space reasons. For example in Table 4.1, and Table 4.2, increasing the lookahead
too much as well as the sampling does not improve further the number of lives saved.
In Table 4.1 we show the results for the small instance. We notice that our algorithm
outperforms the other scenario-based algorithms. In particular, for the configuration
l7_s5 our algorithm saves 2.22% more lives than the APST2 and 5.82% more lives
than the offline algorithm. We are still 3.48% away from the oracle solution. In Figure
1https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27050618
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Table 4.1: 31 months instance
Lookahead/
Sampling Our alg APST2 APST1 Offline Oracle
l2_s5 50.3 ± 5.84 48.7 ± 6.24 49.5 ± 5.40 44.7± 5.36 57.1 ± 7.38
l2_s10 48.5 ± 4.17 46.5 ± 4.58 49.0 ± 5.09 42.8± 5.79 56.0 ± 5.03
l2_s15 52.8 ± 6.16 49.4 ± 5.29 51.6 ± 5.08 44.5± 3.82 60.1 ± 5.10
l4_s5 49.3 ± 4.10 45.7 ± 4.60 48.1 ± 4.70 43.3± 5.56 54.7 ± 6.00
l4_s10 52.7 ± 5.02 49.1 ± 5.00 50.7 ± 4.79 42.7± 5.83 57.5 ± 3.95
l4_s15 55.5 ± 8.62 52.3 ± 8.24 54.7 ± 8.61 47.4± 8.33 61.1 ± 9.82
l7_s5 56.4 ± 5.44 51.7 ± 4.56 52.9 ± 5.31 47.2± 2.99 61.9 ± 5.90
l7_s10 54.4 ± 8.94 49.6 ± 7.72 51.4 ± 7.56 45.2± 5.19 59.8 ± 9.07
l7_s15 53.3 ± 7.82 49.3 ± 6.98 50.6 ± 6.97 43.7± 5.44 57.9 ± 8.01
Figure 4.5: Trend of the algorithms for 31 months instance
4.5, we show the evolution of the algorithms and how many lives are saved step-by-
step for each algorithm. In particular, we observe for our algorithm, after Month 15
the slope is increasing significantly and surpasses the other algorithms. In Table 4.2
we expose the results of the big instance, 51 months with 510 pairs of which 25 are
altruistic donors, and each month 10 new patients enter the program. We notice in
configuration l20_s20 that our algorithm saves 3.70% more lives than the APST2, and
2.1% more lives than APST1, and 7.50% more lives than the offline algorithm. The
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Oracle saves 3.92% more lives, since it contains the perfect information of the future.
Even if the percentages look quit small, there are not that small considering these are
human lives.
Table 4.2: 51 months instance
Lookahead/
Sampling Our alg APST2 APST1 Offline Oracle
l5_s10 142.2 ± 10.43 133.8 ± 11.12 140.2 ± 12.89 117.6 ± 9.00 172.5 ± 12.53
l5_s20 151.6 ± 10.79 144.6 ± 9.39 149.2 ± 11.91 125.5 ± 10.36 186.3 ± 12.87
l5_s50 151.1 ± 12.16 142.8 ± 9.48 150.1 ± 12.61 123.1 ± 7.67 180.4 ± 12.43
l10_s10 149.5 ± 11.79 137.7 ± 8.48 146.3 ± 8.48 122.1 ± 8.53 177.5 ± 11.30
l10_s20 152.8 ± 10.54 138.2 ± 8.84 143.2 ± 7.50 119.2 ± 8.55 182.4 ± 11.77
l10_s50 158.4 ± 11.56 139.8 ± 7.13 148.0 ± 10.26 123.9 ± 9.62 184.6 ± 11.58
l20_s10 154.9 ± 8.63 139.1 ± 7.87 146.9 ± 7.36 124.2 ± 7.08 172.6 ± 8.53
l20_s20 160.6 ± 9.23 141.7 ± 9.66 149.7 ± 10.62 122.3 ± 5.34 180.6 ± 11.76
l20_s50 - - - - -
In Figure 4.6, we show the evolution of the algorithms for the big instance, step by step.
In this case, we observe, that our algorithm delays some decisions at the beginning, and
after Month 32 the lives saved increase.
Figure 4.6: Trend of the algorithms 51 months instance
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4.7.3 Tuning the Batch Size
In real life, the data that we have to deal with can be very large and the horizon of
events can be very long. We introduce the notion of batch size, as a parameter that
defines how many patients the algorithm can consider as an atomic event. Normally,
the batch size is used to the establish how often the algorithm is executed. In our case
for the small instance, we have five vertices entering per month and the batch size
is five, so the algorithm runs every month. The death rate is adjusted to match the
real-world event that 12% of dialysis patients survive 10 years.
Table 4.3: Batch configuration 31 months instance with fix drops out
Batch Our alg APST2 APST1 Offline Oracle
3 27.1 ± 4.70 25.2 ± 4.64 26.1 ± 4.61 19.1 ± 4.30 29.9 ± 5.02
5 56.4 ± 5.33 51.7 ± 4.56 52.9 ± 5.26 47.2 ± 2.99 61.9 ± 5.78
10 53.6 ± 5.85 48.0 ± 3.40 50.2 ± 4.64 44.3 ± 3.68 58.4 ± 5.98
15 50.6 ± 4.10 46.9 ± 5.55 51.1 ± 3.70 41.5 ± 4.05 53.6 ± 3.44
17 52.9 ± 3.23 49.7 ± 3.57 52.1 ± 4.34 43.9 ± 3.50 56.0 ± 3.40
20 49.2 ± 9.63 46.7 ± 7.59 48.8 ± 8.35 42.7 ± 6.70 51.1 ± 9.75
We ran experiments to determine the appropriate batch size for both instances. In-
creasing too much the batch size does not help saving more lives, as we can observe in
Table 4.3 and 4.4.
Table 4.4: Batch configuration for 51 months instance
Batch Our alg APST2 APST1 Offline Oracle
5 155.9 ± 7.35 144.9 ± 8.10 150.6 ± 9.40 125.7 ± 7.10 185.0 ± 8.42
10 160.6 ± 9.23 141.7 ± 9.66 149.7 ± 10.62 122.3 ± 5.34 180.6 ± 11.76
12 146.9 ± 5.97 130.8 ± 6.66 135.5 ± 6.29 112.6 ± 6.94 165.1 ± 6.29
18 145.6 ± 9.18 127.4 ± 14. 130.6 ± 13.73 108.3 ± 7.12 156.3 ± 10.08
4.7.4 Empiricial Evaluation for the AEG
From a mathematical standpoint the approach described in Section 4.5 is closest to
the algorithms from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] and the model described in Sec-
tion 4.4, which we therefore chose for our comparison, together with a myopic ap-
proach and an oracle (used respectively as baseline and optimistic bound).
Conversely, our method is more distantly related to the ones from [Dickerson et al., 2012a,
Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015], despite being also sampling-free and with the same
practical use cases. Such methods rely on adjusting (e.g. via parameter tuning) the
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weights of an off-line KEP to take into account the impact of current decisions on
the future. The AEG is arguably more accurate from a formal point of view, and
does not require a computationally expensive fitting step. However, the approach from
[Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015] can use an off-line KEP formulation with virtually
no modification, and provides a bit more flexibility in terms of the supported problem
objectives. An empirical comparison of the two approaches is planned as part of future
research.
All the considered algorithms treat a scenario as a set of nodes that may enter in
the next h steps (no drop-offs are considered the scenarios). The two main algo-
rithms from [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] estimate the expected impact of choos-
ing a cycle, and then solve a KEP using such impacts as weights. The first is re-
ferred to as APST1, it can be considered an adaptation of the REGRETS method from
[Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009], and computes cycle scores by solving an offline
KEP for each scenario. The second is referred to as APST2, it shares shares ideas
with the EXPECTATION method from [Van Hentenryck and Bent, 2009], and computes
scores by solving an offline KEP for each cycle and scenario. For further details, the
reader may refer to [Awasthi and Sandholm, 2009] or [Chisca et al., 2018].
The CSBA algorithm described in Chapter 4 solves a single modified KEP on a graph
constructed using all scenarios, obtained by using the Sample Average Approximation
[Pagnoncelli et al., 2009]. The final matching is given by all exchanges in the solution
that are defined solely over nodes from the current time step (i.e. that do not include
nodes entering in any scenario). In the objective, exchanges related to the current time
step are summed exactly, whereas future exchanges are considered in expectation.
4.7.5 Methods and Instances
Some anticipatory algorithms for the KEP may occasionally suggest to delay an trans-
plant, if they estimate that such actions is going to be beneficial in the long term. This
may happen even if the delayed exchange could be performed in the current time in-
terval without conflicting with other selected exchanges. For a human decision maker,
this kind of behavior is hard to justify, especially when personal health is at stake.
Luckily, in the cycle formulation such a behavior can be prevented or at least discour-
aged via a simple pre-processing technique. Namely, we can remove from the graph all
cycles that include no node currently in the program: as a result, delaying an exchange
that can be performed immediately becomes far less likely. In our experimentation, we
have applied this technique to all methods that may benefit from that, in particular the
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AEG-based approach and the CSBA algorithm. Neither APST1 nor APST2 have such
need since, they eventually solve a KEP including only the current nodes.
4.7.5.1 Instances
We’ve generated two main instances using real-world probabilities: each instance is
a (concrete) exchange graph which represents a population. At each time step (cor-
responding to one month), arrival events are modeled by sampling from the graph a
number of nodes (referred to as batch size). Unlike in other works reported in the lit-
erature about the online KEP, pairs are sampled with reinsertion: this means that the
graphs represent stable or slowly varying populations, and captures much better what
happens in the real world compared to sampling without reinsertion. Our scenarios are
sampled from the same graphs.
Specifically, we generated a small instance with 160 pairs (plus 11 altruistic donors),
used for experiments running over 31 months with batch size 5, and a larger one with
1029 pairs ( plus 29 altruistic donors), for experiments over 12 months with batch size
15 and 20. For each setup, the generated pairs have blood types, PRA values, and
ages following the distributions from [Saidman et al., 2006]. Tissue compatibility has
been approximated by suppressing a fraction of the arcs, chosen uniformly at random
according to statistics reported in the same paper: this process disregards patterns that
may arise in the real world and may therefore lead to larger number of types. The
AEG graph was generated as described in Section 4.5.2: in our settings, we detected 22
node types for the small instance and 26 for the big instance, i.e. very small numbers
compared to the size of the original graphs. The death rate is adjusted to match the
reality that 12% of kidney patients survive 10 years 2.
We implemented all the algorithms in Python, using Numberjack [Numberjack, ] as a
modeling front-end and CPLEX as a back-end. As we mentioned, we also include in
our comparison an oracle that solves a single offline KEP including all pairs entering
the program (and disregarding drop-off dates), which provides an optimistic bound on
the performance of any online algorithm. We consider all transplants equally worthy.
2United States Renal Data System (USRDS), 2007: http://www.usrds.org/
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Table 4.5: 31-months setup sample algorithms (batch 5)
Lookahead/ Pairs Altr. CSBA APST2 APST1
Samples Lives WaitL Lives WaitL Lives WaitL
h2_s5 149 11 61.0±4.08 64.5 60.6±4.32 64.7 62.0±3.52 63.4
h2_s10 149 11 60.6±4.59 65.1 60.7±4.63 64.5 61.6±4.29 63.8
h2_s15 149 11 60.6±4.50 65.0 60.5±4.70 64.6 62.2±4.39 63.2
h3_s5 149 11 61.2±4.46 64.3 60.5±4.45 64.8 62.1±3.84 63.2
h3_s10 149 11 60.8±4.36 65.0 60.7±4.73 64.5 62.8±3.82 62.4
h3_s15 149 11 60.3±4.52 65.4 60.3±4.70 64.7 61.7±3.91 63.5
h4_s5 149 11 60.7±4.44 64.7 60.5±4.45 64.8 62.2±3.70 62.8
h4_s10 149 11 61.1±4.35 64.5 60.7±4.73 64.6 62.0±3.52 63.1
h4_s15 149 11 60.8±4.75 64.8 60.6±4.74 64.6 63.2±4.08 62.2
Table 4.6: 31-months setup AEG (batch 5)
Lookahead Pairs Altr. AEG Myopic Oracle
Lives WaitL Lives WaitL Lives
h2 149 11 76.1 ± 3.87 83.9 53.5 ±2.75 66.5 88.3 ±7.46
h3 149 11 75.0 ± 3.43 85.0 53.5 ±2.75 66.5 88.3 ±7.46
h4 149 11 75.6 ± 3.43 84.4 53.5 ±2.75 66.5 88.3 ±7.46
4.7.6 Results
We report the results for the sampling-based algorithms (i.e. CSBA, APST1, and
APST2) in one set of tables, while the results for the (sampling-free) AEG, myopic,
and oracle methods are in a second set of tables. Every table row corresponds to a
different algorithm and each row to a different configuration. Morever
In particular, Table 4.5, 4.7, and 4.9 show the results of the scenario sampling algo-
rithms: each row is labeled as {hx1_sx2}, where x1 ∈ {2, 3, 4} is the look-ahead
horizon and x2 ∈ {5, 10, 15} is the number of scenarios. Table 4.6, 4.8, and 4.10 show
instead the results of the sampling-free algorithms. Each row is labeled in this case
as {hx1}, where x1 = {2, 3, 4} is the look-ahead horizon. Each algorithm, except for
the oracle, has two columns: one called “Lives" for the number of transplants, and one
called “WaitL" and for the number of pairs still in the waiting list. Each cell reports
an average over 10 runs, and for the “Lives" column we also report the standard devi-
ation. The solver timelimit is set to 600 seconds for each run, therefore for each time
step each algorithm has 600/Months setup overall. If an algorithm requires to solve
multiple KEPs (say k) in a single time step, then the timelimit for each attempt is set
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to 600/(Months * k) seconds. A “dash" in a cell means that the algorithm was not able
to find a solution for all time steps.
Table 4.7: 12-months setup sample algorithms (batch 15)
Lookahead/ Pairs Altr. CSBA APST2 APST1
Samples Lives WaitL Lives WaitL Lives WaitL
h2_s5 171 9 82.8±6.00 67.8 82.8±7.11 67.8 82.4±7.29 67.1
h2_s10 171 9 83.2±6.20 68.0 83.5±7.06 66.9 84.6±7.92 66.0
h2_s15 171 9 83.0±6.68 67.8 - - 86.0±7.51 65.0
h3_s5 171 9 82.9±6.59 68.1 82.5± 7.06 65.9 82.7±8.21 67.4
h3_s10 171 9 82.3±6.20 68.3 - - 83.3±7.07 67.5
h3_s15 171 9 82.6±7.65 67.6 - - 84.0±6.31 67.5
h4_s5 171 9 82.8±6.66 67.9 - - 79.7±8.64 70.3
h4_s10 171 9 82.4±6.17 68.3 - - 83.7±4.65 68.5
h4_s15 171 9 82.6±7.75 68.0 - - 81.6±8.24 69.1
Table 4.8: 12-months setup AEG (batch 15)
Lookahead Pairs Altr. AEG Myopic Oracle
Lives WaitL Lives WaitL Lives
h2 171 9 94.8 ± 8.59 85.2 67.9 ± 5.49 71.0 113.4± 2.67
h3 171 9 94.5 ± 8.34 85.5 67.9 ± 5.49 71.0 113.4± 2.67
h4 171 9 94.8 ± 8.78 85.2 67.9 ± 5.49 71.0 113.4± 2.67
Table 4.9: 12-months setup sample algorithms (batch 20)
Lookahead/Samples Pairs Altr. CSBA APST1
Lives WaitL Lives WaitL
h2_s5 228 12 106.7 ± 9.68 92.6 107.2 ± 8.83 91.9
h2_s10 228 12 106.8 ± 9.43 92.9 108.2 ± 7.98 90.6
h2_s15 228 12 107.6 ± 10.16 92.1 108.4 ± 8.80 90.2
h3_s5 228 12 106.8 ± 9.90 92.4 103.9 ± 8.46 94.0
h3_s10 228 12 107.7 ± 10.77 91.7 106.7 ± 9.21 91.4
h3_s15 228 12 106.7 ± 10.24 93.0 - -
h4_s5 228 12 106.3 ± 10.04 92.6 103.8±9.27 93.3
h4_s10 228 12 107.4 ± 8.77 92.6 103.83±7.41 95
h4_s15 228 12 106.0 ± 8.91 93.1 - -
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Table 4.10: 12-months setup AEG (batch 20)
Lookahead Pairs Altr. AEG Myopic Oracle
Lives WaitL Lives WaitL Lives
h2 228 12 121.6 ± 9.29 118.4 92.5 ± 8.05 92.3 137.4 ± 13.12
h3 228 12 122.2 ± 9.85 117.8 92.5 ± 8.05 92.3 137.4 ± 13.12
h4 228 12 121.8 ± 9.41 118.2 92.5 ± 8.05 92.3 137.4 ± 13.12
4.7.6.1 Effect of the Batch Size
In Tables 4.5 and 4.7, 4.9, we show the results of a long run setup with small batch (5)
size vs a short run setup with larger batch size (15, 20). As it can be seen in Table 4.5,
APST1 outperforms the other scenario-sampling algorithms, but increasing the batch
size to 20 is enough for the method to hit the time limit, due to the large number of
KEPs that the algorithms needs to solve. The APST2 method runs out of time even
with batch size 10, since it needs to loop over all scenarios and also all cycles; the
algorithm did not scale for batch size 20. Both the CSBA and AEG algorithms manage
to complete all experiments within the time limit.
Figure 4.7: Comparison of #transplants and #waiting list of the algorithms 15 batch
setup.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of #transplants and #waiting list of the algorithms 20 batch
setup.
4.7.6.2 Effect of Look-ahead and Number of Scenarios
Increasing the look-ahead and the number of scenarios does not have a consistent effect
on the algorithms, which reach the best results for different configurations (in bold
in the tables). We notice that the CSBA algorithm does not outperform the other
scenario-based algorithms, probably due to the fact that we are sampling pairs with
reinsertion.
4.7.6.3 Trends
The AEG model improves the number of transplants over the myopic algorithm
by a factor 26.9 % in Table 4.7 and by a factor 29.7% in Table 4.9. These re-
sults are in-line with the improvements obtained by the sampling-free method from
[Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015], and interestingly they are reached even if the AEG
method in fact optimise the number of survivors.
In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 we compare the results for the best configuration: our
method consistently (and significantly) outperforms all sampling-based algorithms, in
terms of both the number of transplants and that of survivors (transplants plus waiting
list). Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the evolution of the cumulative (average) number
of transplants for each algorithm, which is initially very similar for all methods, until
month 3-4 where the AEG models start to outpace the competitors.
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Figure 4.9: Trend of the algorithms batch 15 setup.
Figure 4.10: Trend of the algorithms batch 20 setup.
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Figure 4.11: Times of the algorithms
4.7.6.4 Solution Times
In Figure 4.11 we show the solution times of the anticipatory algorithms for the best
configuration of 5, 10 and 15 batch size. Each value is measured in seconds and rep-
resents the average of 10 runs. The APST2 algorithm has only 2 points since it does
not scale further than 10 batch size, and the solution time for algorithm APST1 grows
very fast with the batch size. Meanwhile the AEG model remains very scalable even
increasing the batch size.
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4.8 Chapter Summary
We showed how a correct estimation of the expected value for the online KEP can save
significantly more lives. Moreover, we show how Sample Average Approximation can
improve the solutions. We also notice that by delaying some decisions we obtain good
results.
Informally speaking, our main contribution is an anticipatory model for the KEP based
on probabilistic, rather than statistical, considerations, and therefore to forgo sampling.
Additionally, our AEG-based technique allows us to take into account the effect of
drop-offs. When grounded on the cycle formulation, our method does not require the
introduction of additional integer variables. Overall, the resulting approach manages
to outperform significantly both sampling-based anticipatory algorithms and a myopic
approach, while having a scalability similar to the latter.
Plans for future research include an experimental comparison with other sampling-free
methods, and tackling large-scale, real world, instances. This will likely require the use
of column generation, which intuitively could prove particularly effective, given that
most of our problem variables are not subject to integrality constraints.
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Chapter 5
Super Solutions Made Easy: Robust
Kidney Exchange Programs
“The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance, it is the illusion of knowl-
edge.” Stephen Hawking
5.1 Introduction
When optimising under uncertainty, it is desirable that solutions are robust to unex-
pected disruptions and changes. A possible formalization of robustness is given by
super solutions. In this chapter we propose a method exploiting Logic Based Benders
Decomposition to find super solutions to an optimization problem, for generic disrup-
tions. The master deals with the original problem, while subproblems try to find repair
solutions for each possible disruption.
Dealing with uncertainty in optimization is increasingly recognized as a key necessity
for tackling real-world problems [Powell, 2016]. Thanks to improved computational
power and to advances in the solution techniques, approaches for stochastic optimiza-
tion are becoming more viable and effective. Most of these methods rely on some
form of probabilistic or statistical model, which requires reliable knowledge from the
domain experts or substantial amounts of data.
Sometimes, however, such probabilistic information is not available or cannot be used
(e.g. due to fairness concerns), or it is desirable to be resilient against any of a given set
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of disruptions. In such cases, super solutions provide a fully combinatorial approach
to robust decision making [Hebrard et al., 2004a, Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005b]. An
assignment x of decision variables is a super solution if any disruption causing
a change in a bounded number of variables can be countered by changing those
and a bounded number of other variables. One such example is given by kidney
exchange programs which provide broader access to transplants, by allowing in-
compatible patient-donor pairs to exchange donors. Centralised kidney exchange
programs exist in many countries, including the US, the Netherlands and the UK
[Manlove and O’Malley, 2014], and require that an optimisation problem is solved at
regular intervals (the Kidney Exchange Problem – KEP) to find the best matching.
Planned transplants may fail for a number of reasons, making robust solutions for the
KEP highly desirable. Ideally, for any transplant lost, one wishes to have some ready
alternative, making super solutions particularly appealing in this context.
Finding super solutions is challenging, and in the literature it is done either via refor-
mulated models [Weigel et al., 1998] or via specialized Constraint Programming al-
gorithms [Hebrard et al., 2004b, Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005b]. Unfortunately, the
former approach often has poor scalability, while the latter requires low-level mod-
ifications to constraint solvers, and is therefore difficult to implement and maintain.
These factors have historically limited the practical applicability of the approach.
In this chapter, we introduce a new method to build super solutions for constraint sat-
isfaction or optimization problems, inspired by Logic-Based Benders Decomposition
(LBBD). The approach broadens the scope of super solutions to include disruptions in
a wide range of forms, it is more scalable than a reformulation, and easier to manage
than specialized algorithms. The method is also an anytime algorithm, meaning that
robust solutions for some disruptions are available in case of an early stop, and it can
run in parallel. We use the KEP as a case study, and compare our methods against
a reformulation-based approach. The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.2
we cover the necessary background and briefly survey related work, in Section 5.3 we
describe our method, and in Section 5.4 we ground it on the KEP (and discuss an alter-
native, reformulation-based, model). We provide experimental results in Section 5.6
and concluding remarks in Section 5.7.
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5.2 Background and Related Work
In this section we recall the main definitions and approaches related to super solutions,
and Logic-Based Benders Decomposition (LBBD).
5.2.1 Online Optimisation
Online anticipatory algorithms combines online algorithms (from computer science)
and stochastic programming (from operations research), and assume the availability
of a distribution of future events or an approximation thereof. They take decisions
during operations by solving deterministic optimisation problems that represent possi-
ble realisations of the future. By exploiting insights into the problem structure, online
anticipatory algorithms address the time-critical nature of decisions, which allows for
only a few optimisations at decision time or between decisions.
In the online kidney exchange problem, new pairs can appear and existing ones can ex-
pire at each time step. The objective is to choose a collection of cycles with maximum
weight at each time step. Let Dt denote the graph at time t, and let P be the distribu-
tion according to which the graph changes over time. Let C(D) be the set of all cycles
in D no longer than L. We introduce a 0/1 variable xc for each cycle c ∈ C(D). Let









xj ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (5.2)
xc ∈ {0, 1} ∀c ∈ C (5.3)
We will show how online anticipatory algorithms can be used in the kidney exchange
problem and to demonstrate their benefits.
Most of the work in kidney exchange has focused on prefixed run optimization on a
static pool. However, this does not reflect the reality, as candidates arrive and depart
from the pool. Gershkov and Moldovanu [Gershkov and Moldovanu, 2009] and Said
[Said, 2012] introduce optimal dynamic mechanisms when agents arrive over time un-
der Poisson processes in different environments under different objectives.
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In [Ünver, 2010] the author deducted efficient dynamic methods for barter exchanges
such that the total exchange surplus is maximised. However, the model does not ac-
curately reflect real-world kidney exchange as the results are based on the assumption
that only blood type compatibility is considered, ignoring the importance of the tissue
type compatibility.
In [Dickerson et al., 2012a] the authors presented a method that learns potentials of
elements, i.e., of vertices or edges in a offline graph, and then use these potentials to
guide myopic matching. The potential represents an estimate of how much that ele-
ment can contribute to the objective in the future. In [Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015]
the authors present a "FUTURE MATCH" framework, which takes as input from hu-
man experts an overarching objective, and automatically learns a matching strategy to
achieve its goal. Even in this setting, the authors use the cycle/edge "potentials".
5.2.2 Super Solutions
The concept of super solution was introduced by [Hebrard et al., 2004b] in
Constraint Programming building upon earlier work on super models in SAT
[Ginsberg et al., 1998]. Formally, an assignment of the decision variables x is an (a, b)
super solution if, in case of a loss of value for any set of at most a variables, it is pos-
sible to construct an alternative solution by changing those a variables and at most b
other variables. More flexibility can be added (as shown in [Hebrard et al., 2004b]) by
specifying which variables are subject to breaks (the so called break-set), and which
values and variables can be used for the repair.
The idea was generalised in [Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005b] to (a, b, c) super solu-
tions. The c parameter constrains the cost of the robust and repair solutions to be at
most c units (or equivalently a factor c) from the cost c∗ of an optimal, non-robust so-
lution. After c∗ is known, finding an (a, b, c) super solution is equivalent to finding an
(a, b) super solution for the original problem with the cost bounding constraint. Also
in [Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005b], they describe the (α, β)-weighted super solutions,
that uses probabilistic failures to determine the sets of variables that require repairs, as
well as the costs of establishing such repairs.
Super solutions are described in [Hebrard et al., 2004b, Hebrard et al., 2004a,
Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005b, Holland and O’Sullivan, 2004] via specialised Con-
straint Programming algorithms. Those employ local consistency as a sufficient con-
dition to check robustness, and to prune a branch of the search tree when such a check
fails. When all variables are assigned, the check turns also into a necessary condition,
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thus ensuring soundness.
In [Roy, 2006] the authors study the complexity of finding σ-models looking at the
theoretical complexity of tractable instances of satisfiability (SAT) . There are other
papers on fault tolerant solutions using sat encoding such as [Bofill et al., 2013] im-
proves the work of [Ginsberg et al., 1998] using weighted Partial MaxSAT formula-
tion. Their approach strengthens the complexity to O(na) for each handled variable
change, where n is the number of variables, and a is the number of breaks, instead
of O(na+b) of [Ginsberg et al., 1998], where b is the number of repairs. However, the
method we will present is more general and can deal with non-binary variables, or
disruptions that may affect multiple variables at the same time. In this chapter we use
based line formulation that has the same asymptotic space complexity, i.e. O(na) for
handling each variable change. Robust solutions for combinatorial auctions are stud-
ied in [Holland and O’Sullivan, 2005a, Holland and O’Sullivan, 2007]. The work of
[Demirović et al., 2018] introduces recoverable team formation (RTF) in the coalition
context.
5.2.3 Logic-Based Benders Decomposition (LBBD)
Our method relies on LBBD [Hooker and Ottosson, 2003], an iterative method that
breaks down a decision making task into a master problem (MP) and a subproblem
(SP), in charge of different subsets of variables. At each iteration, the solution pro-
duced by the master is fed to the subproblem, which tries to extend it into a full assign-
ment. If this is not feasible, a procedure generates one or more constraints (cuts) to
be added in the master formulation. These cuts invalidate a set of master solutions, al-
ways including the current one. If the problem cost does not depend on the subproblem
variables, then once all subproblems are feasible, the current master solution is also op-
timal. In the opposite case, cuts should be generated even for feasible subproblems,
until the master becomes infeasible.
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5.3 Super Solutions via Benders Decomposition
In this chapter, we define a method to obtain super solutions for problems in the generic
form, i.e., the target problem (MP):
min z = f(x) (MP) (5.4)
s.t. x ∈ X (5.5)
where x is a vector of n decision variables, f(x) is a cost function, and the X set cor-
responds to the feasible decision space, which can be expressed by any means (con-
straints, equations, logical clauses, etc.).
5.3.1 Generic Disruptions
Our method supports and it is best described in terms of generic disruptions. These
are characterized via a triplet 〈D,E, P 〉, where D(x̂) denotes the set of all possible
disruptions for a given solution x̂, by associating each of them with an index d. For
example, in classical (1, b) super solutions:
D(x̂) = {1, . . . , n}. (5.6)
In other words, in this case there is one potential disruption per variable. In general,
a disruption is always uniquely identified by a (d, x̂) pair. P is a set of predicates
Pd,x̂(x), each corresponding to the preconditions of disruption (d, x̂). For example, in
(1, b) super solutions:
Pd,x̂(x) = Jxd = x̂dK (5.7)
where J·K denotes the truth value of a predicate. Informally, the precondition represents
a condition that should hold for disruption (d, x̂) to happen. E is a set of predicates
Ed,x̂(x), each corresponding to the effects of disruption (d, x̂). For example, in (1, b)
super solutions:
Ed,x̂(x) = Jxd 6= x̂dK . (5.8)
As another example, often only a particular set of variables in the solution may be
subject to change and these are said to be members of the break-set. For each variable
in the break-set, a repair-set is required that comprises the set of variables whose values
may change to provide another solution. For this case we can write Equations (5.6),
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(5.7), and (5.8) as follows:
D(x̂) = B (5.9)
Pd,x̂(x) = Jxd = x̂dK (5.10)
Ed,x̂(x) = Jxd 6= x̂dK ∧
∧
i/∈Rd
Jxi = x̂iK (5.11)
where B is the break-set and Rd is the repair set associated to the disruption. The
precondition predicates are as in the previous case. Concerning the effect predicates, a
disruption of the variables of the break-set prevents the variable xd to take the value it
had in the x̂ solution; moreover, since the disruption can be handled by changing only
the variables in the repair set, all other variables are forced to maintain their values.
The framework can handle more general cases, and in particular disruptions with
domain-specific preconditions and domain-specific effects. In general, we have the
following:
Remark 5.1. If Pd,x̂(x) holds for solution x, then Ed,x̂(x) holds in any repair solution
for disruption (d, x̂), where d denotes a single possible disruption.
The result holds by construction, since as long as the disruption identified by the pair
(d, x̂) applies, all of its repair solutions should take its effects into account. As in all
super solution approaches, we assume that repairs can change at most b variables. The
c parameter from (a, b, c) super solutions can be supported as described in Section 5.2.
Intuitively, any variable is subject to change, disruption d prevents the d-th variable
from taking the value it had in the x̂ solution, and its precondition is that variable xd
actually takes such value.
For (a, ·) super solutions, let {I}d be the succession of all subsets of up to a variables
indices. Then:







Pd(x) = > (5.14)
where |I| is the total number of elements in {I}.
In general D enumerates the potential disruptions for a solution x̂, while P explains
why they apply: together, they generalize the break-sets from [Hebrard et al., 2004b].
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The E formulas specify what each disruption actually does.
5.3.2 Decomposition Scheme
We exploit the basic properties of super solutions to obtain an LBBD scheme, and more
importantly cut generation procedures, which can be applied to any target problem.
The method will inherit some classical benefits of LBBD (such as the ability to use
different solvers for the master and the subproblem), and provide some unique benefits.
We task our master problem to find a solution, and the subproblem to identify how to
repair every disruption. This choice provides two advantages: 1) since disruptions in
super solutions are unrelated, we can handle each of them in a separate subproblem. In
turn, 2) having multiple subproblems allows us to determine which disruptions should
be handled: this is precisely what makes our method capable of dealing with generic
disruptions.
Formally, the master is the same as the target problem, i.e. MP. Given a master
solution x̂ and a disruption index d, the basic form of one subproblem is:
Ed,x̂(y) (SP0) (5.15)
y ∈ X (5.16)
where the y variables correspond 1-1 to the master variables and are used to define the
repair solution. Hence, the subproblem is the same as the original problem, without
the cost function and with the addition of the disruption effects. Since the subproblem
has no impact on the cost of the master solution, if at any point all subproblems are
feasible, the current x̂ represents an optimal robust solution.
Algorithm 4: BD4SS
Require: Triplet 〈D,E, P 〉
repeat
solve master problem to find x̂
if master infeasible then break
robust = >
for d ∈ D(x̂) do
if the subproblem for (x̂, d) is infeasible then
robust = ⊥
generate cuts for (x̂, d)
break
until robust
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Pseudo-code for a basic version of this process is provided in Algorithm 4, whose name
stands for “Bender Decomposition For Super Solutions”. Note that, while stopping
every iteration at the first infeasible subproblem is enough for convergence, processing
all potential disruptions may lead to more cuts and be beneficial in the long run.
5.3.3 Basic Cuts
A trivial cut can be obtained by observing that there are two options for dealing with
a non-repairable disruption: 1) making sure that it cannot occur; 2) changing some
assignments in the current solution. Hence, a valid cut for a disruption (d, x̂) which
lead to an infesible subproblem is:
¬Pd,x̂(x) ∨ JH(x, x̂) ≥ 1K , (5.17)




|x′i 6= x′′i |. (5.18)
Equation (5.17) states that either the precondition for d should be violated, or at least
one change should be made w.r.t. x̂.
An improved cut can be obtained by modifying the subproblem so that its objective is
to minimize the distance between the repair solution and the current master solution,
i.e.:
min β =H(y, x̂) (SP) (5.19)
s.t. Ed,x̂(y) (5.20)
y ∈ X (5.21)
If the optimal subproblem cost β∗ is not greater than b, then a repair solution exists.
This counts as a “feasible” result for the purpose of Algorithm 4. However, if β∗ > b,
then we know that any repair solution will need to change at least β∗ variables. Based
on this observation, we can derive a tightened version of Equation (5.17), which serves
as our basic cut:
¬Pd,x̂(x) ∨ JH(x, x̂) ≥ β∗ − bK , (5.22)
i.e. any new master solution should either violate the precondition Pd,x̂(x), or β∗ − b
is the minimum number of variables that needs to be changed.
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Proof. In case of violation of the precondition for (d, x̂), then the cut is correct.
Otherwise, Pd,x̂(x) holds and finding a repair solution is necessary. Due to Remark 5.1,
we have that:
Pd,x̂(x)⇒ Ed,x̂(y). (5.23)
Hence, the same Ed,x̂(y) will be part of any possible subproblem for the disruption.
This means that all such subproblems will share the same feasible space. Let such
feasible space be Xd,x̂. We know that:
min{H(y, x̂) : y ∈ Xd,x̂} ≥ β∗. (5.24)
Then, due to triangular inequality in the Hamming distance:
min{H(y, x) +H(x, x̂) : y ∈ Xd,x̂} ≥ β∗. (5.25)
We wish for x to be repairable, hence the maximum value for H(y, x) is b. From this,
we obtain:
min{b+H(x, x̂) : y ∈ Xd,x̂} ≥ β∗. (5.26)
And therefore:
min{H(x, x̂) : y ∈ Xd,x̂} ≥ β∗ − b, (5.27)
which proves correctness.
5.3.4 Strengthened Cuts
Our basic cuts can be strengthened by proving that a subset of assignments in the
master solution is enough to prevent repairability. Generic cut strengthening procedure
for Bender Decomposition exist, but they are computationally very expensive. Here,
we leverage the structure of super solutions to obtain insights into which variables
should be included in the cut. In particular, given a set of indices I , let HI be the




|x′i 6= x′′i |. (5.28)
Given an infeasible subproblem, we will try to identify a subset of indices I such that
the minimum HI distance from the master solution x̂ is still greater than b. We do this
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heuristically and iteratively, by starting from the variables that are different from x̂ in
the solution of SP, and then by solving the modified subproblem:
min HI(y, x̂) +
1
n
HI(y, x̂) (SPI) (5.29)
s.t. Ed,x̂(y) (5.30)
y ∈ X, (5.31)
where I is the set of variable indices that are not in I . The cost function is a lexico-
graphic composition, whose main goal is to minimize the distance HI(y, x̂). Let y∗
be the optimal solution of this subproblem. If HI(y∗, x̂) > b, we can generate the
strengthened cut:
¬Pd,x̂(x) ∨ JHI(x, x̂) ≥ β∗I − bK , (5.32)
were β∗I = HI(y∗, x̂). We can then expand the I set by including all variables that
take different values in y∗ and x̂. The term 1/nHI(y, x̂) exists to reduce the number of
variables that are added to I in this fashion at each step.
The pseudo-code for the procedure is given in Algorithm 5, and adds two optimiza-
tions: first, it generates cuts only when the value of HI(y∗, x̂) increases: since the I set
grows monotonically, subsequent iterations with the same HI distance result in redun-
dant cuts. Second, the process is stopped as soon as β∗I becomes equal to β
∗, which is
guaranteed to happen when all variable indices are included in the I set.
Algorithm 5: STRENGTHEN
Require: A disruption (d, x̂)
solve SP to find y∗ and β∗
I = {i ∈ [1..n] : y∗i 6= x̂i}
β∗I = 0
repeat
Solve SPI to find y∗
if HI(y∗, x̂) > max(b, β∗I ) then
β∗I = HI(y∗, x̂)
Generate the cut from Equation (5.32)
until β∗I = β∗
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5.3.5 Combined Cuts
A third cut generation method can be defined via a linear combination of pairs of
existing cuts. In particular, let us suppose we have:
¬Pdk,x̂k(x) ∨
q





HIk(x, x̂h) ≥ β∗Ih − b
y
. (5.34)
The cuts are built respectively for disruptions (dk, x̂k) and (dh, x̂h), and are expressed
in the form of Equation (5.32), which subsumes that of Equation (5.22). First, we
observe that any inequality concerning a HI distance holds true if we expand the set I .
Hence, we can write:
¬Pdk,x̂k(x) ∨
q





HIkh(x, x̂h) ≥ β∗Ih − b
y
. (5.36)
where both Hamming distances are defined on the same set Ikh = Ik ∪ Ih. Due to
triangular inequality, we have that:
HIkh(x, x̂k) +HIkh(x, x̂h) ≥ HIkh(x̂k, x̂h). (5.37)
Therefore, the two cuts can always be merged to yield a valid combined cut:
¬Pdk,x̂k(x) ∨ ¬Pdh,x̂h(x) ∨ q
HIkh(x, x̂k) +HIkh(x, x̂h) ≥ HIkh(x̂k, x̂h)
y
, (5.38)
which is non-redundant if HIkh(x̂k, x̂h) > β∗Ik − β∗Ih − 2b. A simple procedure for
generating all non-redundant combined cuts is provided in Algorithm 6, where nc is
assumed to be the number of basic or strengthened cuts generated so far.
Algorithm 6: COMBINE
Require: C = {(dk, x̂k, Ik, β∗Ik) : ∀k ∈ [1..nc]}
for k ∈ [1..nc − 1] do
for h ∈ [k + 1, nc] do
if HIkh(x̂k, x̂h) > β∗Ik − β∗Ih -2b then
Generate the cut from Equation (5.38)
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5.3.6 Remarks
The master and the subproblem for our decomposition correspond very closely to the
original target problem in terms of both structure and size. This makes them easy to
implement (in contrast to specialized search methods), and typically not harder to solve
than the target problem (in contrast to reformulated models).
Finding super solutions, however, remains very challenging, as it should be expected
of any method providing strong robustness guarantees. Each iteration of the method
requires to solve multiple, typically NP-hard problems. Moreover, as the number of
iterations grows, the master tends to become more difficult due to the accumulated
cuts.
The use of procedural code for many sections of our methods provides a substantial de-
gree of flexibility: in particular, it allows our method to deal with generic disruptions.
The available flexibility could be further exploited: for example, one could conceive a
hybrid chance-constraint/super solution method to provide robustness against disrup-
tions with a given total probability of occurrence.
Another advantage of the approach is that, in case of early stops, one can still access
a master solution that is robust against some disruptions. This can be achieved via
reformulated models, but not via specialised search algorithms (at least not trivially).
Note however that our process is not designed to provide such intermediate solutions
as a main output, and there is no guarantee that more iterations will correspond to a
larger number of rapairable disruptions.
5.4 A Case Study on the KEP
We now proceed to grounding our method on the Kidney Exchange Problem, using the
cycle formulation from Section 5.2 as a basis. In this case the Master Problem is the
original KEP model, and the sub-problem is the repair. When the subproblem is not
feasible it will generate the respective cut/cuts to be added to the master. Therefore if
the subproblem is feasible it means we found the robust solution.
For sake of simplicity, we will be interested in finding (1, b, c) super solutions that are
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repairable w.r.t. the loss of cycles. Hence we have:
D(x̂) = {d ∈ [1..nc] : x̂d = 1} (5.39)
Pd,x̂(x) = Jxd = 1K (5.40)
Ed,x̂(x) = Jxd = 0K (5.41)
where nc is the number of cycles, and a disruption index d corresponds to a cycle. Each
cut is in the form:
¬Pd,x̂(x) ∨ JHI(x, x̂) ≥ β∗I − bK (5.42)
corresponds to:























(1− xi) ≥ (β∗I − b)(1− xd). (5.44)
The right hand side is non trivial (i.e. larger than 0) iff xd is equal to 0, i.e. if the
precondition for the disruption is violated. This (little) information is sufficient to
apply all the techniques described in Section 5.3 to the KEP.
Since we are dealing with (1, b, c) super solutions, we need to include an additional
cost-bounding constraint both in the master and in the subproblems:
∑
i∈C
wixi ≥ c∗ − c (5.45)
where c∗ is the cost of an optimal non-robust solution. Intuitively, in a robust solution
we do not want to loose too many lives, which makes sense from a medical perspective.
It is not particularly difficult to obtain 〈D,E, P 〉 triplets and cut expressions for other
disruptions, including the loss of multiple nodes, edges, or cycles.
For sake of example, robustness w.r.t. the loss of a node (rather than a cycle) could be
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formulated as:
D(x̂) =
















where n is the number of nodes. In this case, a disruption is associated to each node
d that is used by at least one cycle, and its effect is forbidding the selection of all
cycles connected to node d. Similar expression can be obtained for other disruptions,
including the loss of multiple nodes, or edges. All such cases are not covered in our
experimentation.
5.4.1 Model Reformulation
As a term of comparison, we obtained a model reformulation by generalizing the ap-
proach from [Weigel et al., 1998]. In particular, we generate a model with a “main”
vector of n decision variables x, and a vector of n repair variables yi for each xi. Over-
all, the model has n× (n+ 1) variables, and corresponds to the problem of finding an
(1, b) super solution and all its repair solutions.
We generate a CSP with n × (n + 1) variables, where every variable in the original
CSP appears twice. Furthermore we need to add a disequality constraint between each
variable and its duplicate. , i.e., Xj = di =⇒ X
′
j 6= di and add the constraint between
Xi and X
′
j if there was a constraint between Xi and Xj for example. The disadvantage
of this approach is that we represent the whole CSP twice. Therefore the fault tolerant
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xi ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ V (5.50)
∑
j∈C:k∈Cj
yij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ C,∀k ∈ V (5.51)
yii = 1− xi ∀i ∈ C (5.52)
xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ C (5.53)
yij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ C (5.54)
where Equation (5.50) and (5.51) ensure that neither the super solution nor any repair
solution can use a node twice. Equation (5.52) corresponds to the effects of the dis-
ruption. We then need to add constraints to limit the Hamming distance between the






(1− yij)xj ≤ b+ |C|(1− xi)
which is a quadratic constraint, with a right-hand side term that is non-trival iff xi = 1,




wjyij ≥ c∗ − c ∀i ∈ C (5.55)
Overall, the reformulated model is not only considerably larger, but also non-linear
(although a big-M based linearization is of course possible).
5.4.1.1 Space Complexity
Given n the number of variables and c the number of constraints for the original prob-
lem, therefore for the reformulation approach the number of variables is n × (n + 1),
and the number of constraints is(n + 1) × c. The domains and constraints relation do
not change. The space complexity therefore is in O(n2). The reformulation approach
works for small instances, but definitely will not scale.
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5.5 Greedy model
Finding a solution of an algorithmic match does not mean that all the exchanges will go
to an actual transplant. Some may fail due to last minute tests, the patient withdraws
from the system, or the conditions get worse for the patient. When a pair pulls out
from a solution, one simple way is to rerun the program again, excluding the failure
that caused the damage.
In [Dickerson et al., 2013, Pedroso, 2014, Klimentova et al., 2016] study the problem
of failure aware of transplants in the kidney exchange problem. [Dickerson et al., 2013]
proposes to move away from the deterministic clearing model used by kidney ex-
changes into a probabilistic model where the input includes failure probabilities on
possible planned transplants, and the output is a transplant plan with maximum
expected value, then they develop a custom (branch-and-price based) integer pro-
gram solver specifically for the probabilistic clearing problem. [Pedroso, 2014] and
[Klimentova et al., 2016] proposes a method for computing the expectation for the
length of a maximum set of vertex-disjoint cycles in a digraph where vertices and/or
arcs are subject to failure with a known probability. Moreover, they are adjusting the
weights of the cycles or including some failure probabilities. Those approaches tend to
favour more reliable exchanges, rather than to define repair actions in case of failures.
In this section, we are showing a greedy model, i.e. we consider to rerun the program
when a pair/edge causes a failure.
Algorithm 7: Kidney node failure
1: Solve KEP on graph 〈V,A(V )〉
2: let Sopt be an optimal solution for a given instance, if exists
3: Sp = all pairs in Sopt
4: for all p ∈ Spairs do
5: let cp be all cycles that contain p
6: x← x \ xcp
7: solution_rematch← rematch (1, b, c)
8: for all ∀sol ∈ solution_rematch do
9: b← max Outs
10: c← max Outs - max Ins
11: return (1, b, c)
With this in mind, we will explore two possible failures:
• edge failure, when the compatible edge between two pairs is broken, therefore
all the cycles that contain the particular the edge will be removed from the com-
patibility graph;
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• node failure, when a pair pulls out from the system, therefore all the cycles
containing that pair will be removed from the compatibility graph.
For each pair in the optimal solution we identify the variables that belong to. The break
set is the set of variable that may break if the respective pair may break, and the repair
set is the set of variables that can be used as repair. Breaking a pair may require more
than one variable to change. If a pair pulls out from the program, all the cycles that he
is taking part in will break as well. For each pair in the optimal solution, we break the
variables that contain the pair and we resolve the problem, using the cycle formulation.
Below we describe the algorithm for the node failure and the edge failure procedure.
Algorithm 7 describes the pseudo-code of the node failure. In line 1, first it identifies
the optimal solution and in the following lines (2-6) identifies the break set and the
cycles that belongs to, i.e. the nodes that might fail, therefore we will only rerun the
matching program only for those nodes. Specifically, line 6 will remove the all cycles
that the node is part of, and in line 7 call the rematch(1, b, c) function.
Algorithm 8 solves a new KEP on the restricted graph and detects the nodes that exit
solution, and the new nodes in the solution. Finally the Algorithm 7 will return the
tuple (1, b, c), as the format described in the previous sections.
Algorithm 8: rematch (1, b, c)
1: Solve KEP on graph 〈V \ Sp, A(V \ Sp)〉
2: Srematch = new optimal solution, if exists
3: if solution then
4: Snew = all pairs in Srematch
5: Outs = Sp \ Srematch
6: Ins = Srematch \ Sp
7: return (Srematch, Outs, Ins)
Algorithm 9 describes the pseudo-code of the edge-failure procedure, which is very
similar to Algorithm 7, with the difference that Algorithm 8 will rerun the restricted
graph as 〈V,A(V \ Vr)〉. Both algorithms describe a greedy way to deal with last
minute rearrangements, as many hospitals prefer to rerun the matching program. We
do encourage to use
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Algorithm 9: Kidney edge repair
1: Solve KEP on graph 〈V,A(V )〉
2: let Sopt be an optimal solution for a given instance, if exists
3: Vr = all edges in Sopt
4: for all l ∈ Vr do
5: let cp be all cycles that contain l
6: x← x \ xcp
7: solution_rematch← rematch (1, b, c)
8: for all ∀sol ∈ solution_rematch do
9: b← max Outs
10: c← max Outs - max Ins
11: return (1, b, c)
5.6 Experiments
In this section we present our empirical experiments, which were designed with two
main goals:
• comparing the effectiveness of our method against one with a similar applicabil-
ity and flexibility, i.e. the reformulation from Section 5.4;
• testing the effectiveness of different cut generation procedures.
Last, we will present the results for the greedy algorithm.
Instances We use the benchmarks from [Mattei and Walsh, 2013], which were
obtained via the state-of-the-art donor pool generation method described in
[Saidman et al., 2006]. We consider all transplants equally worthy, hence the weight
of each cycle corresponds to its number of exchanges. The maximum length of a cycle
is three.
5.6.1 Choosing the (a, b, c) Parameters
As mentioned in Section 5.4, we focus on finding (1, b, c) super solutions, where dis-
ruptions correspond to (single) selected cycles becoming non-viable. Therefore, we
have a = 1, and we are left with two main parameters to tune, i.e. b and c.
The b parameter refers to how many variables can be changed in a repair solution, ex-
cluding (in classical super solution approaches) the variables having lost their value.
In our formulation, this requires to exclude such variables in the computation of the
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Hamming distance. For most problems, finding a repair solution by changing just one
variable (i.e. b = 1) is a difficult task, and the KEP is no exception. Interestingly, how-
ever, we found that setting b = 2 was enough for the solution of the cycle formulation
to be robust, for most of the instances in our benchmarks. Therefore, we chose to limit
our experimentation to b = 1.
The use of the cost-bounding parameter c is in this case mandatory. In fact, any KEP
solution remains feasible if a cycle is removed: hence, without some cost bound, the
loss of a cycle could be countered by doing nothing at all. In general, if k is the largest
size of an allowed exchange, then any solution is trivially (a, b) robust, unless we
require not losing more than ak−1 units from the non-robust optimum (i.e. c ≤ ak−1).
In our case, there are therefore only two reasonable values for c, i.e. 1 and 2. We chose
to keep c = 2 in our experimentation.
5.6.2 Results
We performed experiments over groups of 10 instances with number of nodes npairs ∈
{16, 32, 64, 128}. We solved them via the reformulation-based model, and via our Ben-
ders Decomposition approach, using different cut generation procedures, and always
stopping the process after 5× npairs master iterations.
We investigated approaches that stop each iteration of Algorithm 4 after the first in-
feasible subproblem (with the _1st suffix), and approaches that process all disruptions
(with the _all suffix). The _all-suffix approaches will generate more cuts: this may
reduce the number of iterations, but require more time and makes the master more
difficult to solve. We considered the following combination of the cuts from Sec-
tion 5.3: only basic cuts, identifiable from the cut1 prefix; basic cuts + combined cuts,
identifiable by cut2; strengthened cuts, identifiable by cut3; and strengthened cuts +
combined cuts, identifiable by cut4. Strengthened cuts are expensive to produce, but
may reduce the number of iterations. Combined cuts are cheap to obtain, but their
large number may make the master more difficult to solve.
The results of the experimentation are reported in Table 5.1, Table 5.2, Figure 5.1, and
Figure 5.2. The table reports, for each approach and each size: 1) the fraction of in-
stances for which a robust solution was found; 2) the fraction of instances for which
robustness was proved infeasible; and 3) the fraction of open instances, for which the
iteration limit was reached. Overall, the reformulation scales very poorly, leading to
consistent memory problems for sizes larger than 32. Using combined cuts does not
have a large impact on the number of open instances but it does have a hug impact
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Super Solutions Made Easy 5.6 Experiments
increasing the size of the instances, whereas strengthened cuts are very effective. Pro-
cessing all disruption at each iteration seems to be slightly detrimental.
In Figure 5.1 we show the average solution time of all approaches in logarithmic scale
(including the non-robust cycle formulation, referred to as optimal). The time for the
reformulation grows very quickly with the number of pairs, and the series has only
two data points. The approaches using strengthened cuts tend to be the most effective,
while the time for methods using combined cuts are consistently higher than those who
do not generate them.
Figure 5.1: Resolution time with b=1 log scale
In Figure 5.2 we plot the average number of master iterations for the Benders De-
composition, again in logarithmic scale. Strengthened cuts are the clear winner. The
_all-suffix approaches do sometimes iterate less than the corresponding _1st-suffix
ones, although this is not always the case. The reason is that adding more cuts may
force the master to produce different sequences of solutions, and therefore have a non-
monotonic effect on the number of iterations. Combined cuts seem to have a more
consistent effect, although not a dramatic one: this suggests that a more difficult mas-
ter is the main reason for their increased solution time, and that controlling the number
of generated cuts per iteration may make them more useful.
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Figure 5.2: Number of master’s iterations with b=1 log scale
5.6.3 Results for the Greedy Model
The instances are taken from [Dickerson et al., 2012b], which uses a state of the art
donor pool generation method, described in [Saidman et al., 2006]. In this section we
present only the node failure as it has a bigger impact on the graph then the edge
failure. For the edge failure we found that it was easier to rerun the program than
the node failure. In Table 5.3 we present the average results over 10 instances per
class, and these results are computed using the classical cycle formulation. The results
presented in Table 5.4 are solved using the model of [Manlove and O’Malley, 2014],
which is currently running in the UK. Again, we show the averages over 10 instances
per class. For the sake of image resolution we only show classes of 16 pairs and 32
pairs, with the respective altruistic number.
Table 5.3: Summary of instances using the cycle formulation model.
Nodes Objective Time Cycles Chains Arcs
16p+0 altr 4.3 0.024 1.8 0 50
16p+1 altr 8.3 0.236 2.3 1 89.7
16p+2 altr 9.5 0.439 2 2 106
32p+0 altr 17.1 0.866 6.8 0 267
32p+1 altr 17.2 10.45 5.4 1 296.2
32p+3 altr 20.9 112.693 5.2 3 384.2
32p+4 altr 22.8 382.380 5.1 4 435.3
Between the Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, we observe similar results, therefore we choose
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for the Algorithm 7 to use the classical KEP cycle formulation. We notice that increas-
ing the number of edges the number of cycles and chains increase, and the running
time increases as well.
5.6.3.1 Results of the Rematching Model
Table 5.4: Summary of instances using the model used in UK.
Nodes Objective Time Cycles Chains Arcs
16p+0 altr 4.3 0.040 1.8 0 50
16p+1 altr 8.3 0.234 2.3 1 89.7
16p+2 altr 9.29 0.333 2 2 106
32p+0 altr 17.1 0.269 7.1 0 267
32p+1 altr 17.2 1.304 5.8 1 296.2
32p+3 altr 20.9 3.579 5.9 3 384.2
32p+4 altr 22.88 5.227 5.75 4 435.3
Every plot has 10 instances per class. The "optimal" bars represent the value of any
optimal solution, the "max outs" bars shows the maximum number of pairs that are not
in the new solutions. The "lost transplants" bars represent the maximum number of
pairs that will not take part in any other solution. For example, for the second instance
in Figure 5.3, the Algorithm 7 will return the tuple (1, 3, 2), which means that if one
pair pulls out from the optimal solution, three other pairs will exit the program, and in
the worst case we will loose two pairs.
We have tried different pairs number, i.e. 16, 32 pairs, with no altruistic, 1,2,3,4 altru-
istic donors. For each pair in the solution, we choose to rerun the algorithm excluding
the cycles the pair is part of. We calculate for each run the maximum number of pairs
that exit the solution, and the average of the transplants that are lost as they can not be
rematched in any other solution. Grey bars represent the number of transplants in the
optimal solution.
The Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the trend of the greedy rematched algorithm. We con-
clude by saying that the algorithm present in the previous section is by far preferred,
instead of the greedy algorithm. Many hospitals prefer to go ahead with the solution
computed and excluding the cycle which is broken and add the other pairs back in the
waiting list, instead of rerunning the algorithm.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of a kidney exchange rematch with 16 pairs.
Figure 5.4: Illustration of a kidney exchange rematch with 16 pairs and 1 altruistic
donor.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of a kidney exchange rematch with 16 pairs and 2 altruistic
donor.
Figure 5.6: Illustration of a kidney exchange rematch with 32 pairs and 0 altruistic
donor.
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5.7 Chapter Summary
We have defined a Benders Decomposition approach to obtain super solutions for a
satisfaction or optimization problem, together with a number of general cut generation
procedures. Our method can deal with generic disruptions, dramatically outperforms
reformulation-based approaches in terms of scalability, and is more flexible and much
easier to apply compared to specialized algorithms from the literature. We believe our
contributions are a significant step towards making super solution widely applicable to
practical problem.
The method is not without drawbacks and, in our current research, many improvement
directions are still open: these include cuts defined using multiple subproblems, prin-
cipled approaches to limit cut generation, improvements to the anytime features of the
approach, and hybridization with probabilistic models.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future work
“My goal is simple. It is a complete understanding of the universe, why it is as it
is and why it exists at all.” Stephen Hawking
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis outlined a number of algorithms for two matching problems under prefer-
ences, i.e. the popular matching problem and the kidney exchange problem, centered
for solving combinatorial and optimisation problems.
In Chapter 3 we described how to encode a popular matching using the constraint
programming approach. We also showed the time complexity of finding an optimal
popular matching where ties are allowed in the preference lists. We showed that the
optimal popular matching with ties in the preference list can be reached in polynomial
time, and gave two models to show this, i.e. the minimum weight perfect matching
and a flow circulation.
Moreover, we considered the case where additional copies can be added for the in-
stances that does not admit a popular matching, i.e. the the popular matching problem
with copies. We introduced new graph properties for this extended case, considering
more than two copies, and the experiments showed essentially the key aspects of a
good branching strategy, as well as the efficiency of our dominance rules.
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The kidney exchange problem is divided in two major parts. The first part described
and solved dynamic kidney exchanges, where pairs arrive and departure over time.
The second part focused on the offline version of the problem which search for a ro-
bust matching managing uncertainty, i.e. multiple cycle/edge/pairs disruptions. In
particular:
A. In Chapter 4, first, we presented an online anticipatory algorithm scenario sam-
pling using a single KEP constructed using all scenarios. We simply proposed
to employ the classical Sample Average Approximation scheme for two-stage
stochastic programs and showed that our approach performs better than other
scenario based algorithms. Second, we proposed a sampling-free probabilistic
model, Abstract Exchange Graph (AEG), overcoming the scalability issues of
the scenario based algorithms.
B. In Chapter 5, we formally defined the notion of super solution to the kidney
exchange problem. Therefore, we used Logic-based Benders Decomposition to
boost the search for a robust solution. We applied this method to the kidney
exchange problem with great results. Using valid cuts, clears a large portion of
the search space. Therefore, investigating other cuts can improve prunning the
search space for large instances.
6.2 Future Work
There is much space for improvements and optimisation around the matching prob-
lems under preferences. We present some future research directions and a list of open
questions that arose from the research performed as part of this thesis.
6.2.1 Extended Popular Matchings
For a given bipartite matching problem there may be many different matchings of a
certain type, e.g. Pareto optimal, rank-maximal etc that can be interesting to encode
them in a constraint programming setting. As a first step, given a bipartite matching
problem and an optimality criterion matching, it would be useful to find efficient al-
gorithms to determine whether the problem instance admits a unique matching, and if
not to find such matching.
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There is a wide range of possibilities for future study for the popular matchings with
copies. A future work for this problem would be to minimise the cost when an extra
copy is added. From a practical point of view, it would be nice to understand the be-
haviour in real-life situations of the methods described in Chapter 3, i.e. how "good"
are the popular matchings likely to be for a given instance of House allocation or Hos-
pital/residents derived from some practical application.
6.2.2 Extended Kidney Exchanges
In practice, kidney exchanges are subject to a variety of types of uncertainty, like the
uncertainty over the possible exchanges or long-term future layout of the pool. The
super-solution model described in Chapter 5 can be extended to a dynamic setting,
where we seek to find robust solutions in the pool that evolves over time.
Further comparison with other failure-aware models from [Dickerson et al., 2013,
Klimentova et al., 2016] can also be performed. Nevertheless, machine learn-
ing techniques for learning dynamic matching policies or learning failure rates
[Ashlagi et al., 2013], which can be incorporated in the program and comparison with
work from [Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015] is almost mandatory. Incentivize donor
participation in kidney exchange, would have great impact on the state of organ dona-
tion [Stoler et al., 2017].
Open questions:
• Fairness in health care. Create more general models of fairness in or-
gan exchange, i.e. in [Hooker and Williams, 2012] the authors give a general
method for combining equity and economic efficiency in a single mathemat-
ical programming model. It would be interesting applying this to the kidney
exchange problem. One concrete first step would be to apply the work of
[Hooker and Williams, 2012] to model the equity trade-off in joint kidney-liver
exchange.
• Multiple organ exchanges. A possible evolution of the program could be to
include also the compatible pairs [Santos et al., 2017] in the system. Never-
theless multiple organ exchanges could create more exchanges, i.e. work in
[Dickerson and Sandholm, 2013] considers kidneys and liver exchanges.
• Other anticipatory algorithms. A comparison with other sampling-free meth-
ods from [Dickerson et al., 2012a] or [Dickerson and Sandholm, 2015] can be
considered a priority for future research.
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• Window time constraints Studying the kidney exchange in a more detailed
setting, i.e., considering the time validity of a deceased donor, or the distance
between the patient and the donor hospital.
• Clearing kidney markets on a nationwide scale. Different methods to
clear these markets has been studied considering either column genera-
tion or constraint generation [Abraham et al., 2007a, Dickerson et al., 2012b,
Plaut et al., 2016]. Further extensions of the techniques presented in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 can be performed to model more scalable algorithms.
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